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Production possibilities (alternatives) 
A. B - C - - D~· · -E- F r ~ IQ\ ~ J 1~ 

Capital goods 
Consumer goods 

Answer the next question(s) on the basis of the data given in the following production possibilities table: 

Use the following to answer questions 8-10: 

7. A nation's production possibilities curve is "bowed out" from the origin because: 
@ resources are not equally efficient in producing every good. 
B) the originator of the idea drew it this way and modern economists follow this convention, 
C) r-esoi.irces are si::aice. · · · ·· · · · · ·· · · · ··· ··· ·· · · 
D) wants are virtually unlimited. 

6. Which of the following will,,!!Q£_JJroduce an outward shift of the production possibilities curve? 
A) an upgrading of the quality of a nation's human resources 

(Bl> the reduction of unemployment 
Y) an increase in the quantity of a society's labor force 

D) the improvement of a society's technological knowledge 

5. The production possibilities curve illustrates the basic principle that: 
A) the production of more of any one good will in time require smaller and smaller sacrifices of other 

goods. 
}$) an economy will automarically obtain full employment of its resources. @ if all the resources of an economy are in use, more of one good can be produced only if less of another 

good is produced. 
D) an economy's capacity to produce increases in proportion to its population size. 

4. The money payments made to owners of~ ~gr, capital, and entrepreneurial ability are: 
A) interest, wages, rent, and profits respectively (<)l;ir:£ ). 
1U rent, wages, dividends, and interest respectively. 
A rent, profits, wages, and interest respect~vety. 
~-rent, wages, interest, and profits respectively. 

Which of the following is a normative statement? 
A) The temperature is high today-:- 

)?.), The humidity is high today. 
(9 It is too hot to play tennis today. 

D) It will cool off later this evening. 

2. Which of the following is microeconruni statement? 
~The real domestic outpu · ease y 2.5 percent last year. 
Jl6· Unemployment was 6.8 percent of the labor force last year. 
@ The price of personal computers declined last year. 
D) The general price level increased by 4 percent last year. 

I. Economics may best be defined as: 
~ the interaction between macro and micro considerations. . · . 
~ the social science concerned with the efficient use of scarce resources to achieve maximum satisfaction 

of economic wants. 
C) the empirical testing of value judgments through the use of logic. 
D) the use of policy to refute facts and hypotheses. 
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13. When the price of a product increases, a consumer is able to buy less of it with a given money income. This 
describes: 
A) the cost effect. 
B) the inflationarv effect. 
@ the income effect. 
D) the substitution effect. 

11. Refer to the above diagram. Other things equal, this economy will achieve the most rapid rate of growth if: 
A) the ratio of capital to consumer goods is minimized. 
B) it chooses point C 

@ ~~-~~~~~;;~~-~~~-~:_ 
12. Refer to the above diagram. This economy will experience unemployment if it produces at point: 

A) A. 
B) B_ 

gc 
lE!JD. 

Consumer goods 0 

D 
• 

Ul 
"O 
0 
0 
Ol 

E 
• 

Use the following to answer questions J 1-12: 
;--=-- 

10. Refer to the above table. For these data the law of increasing opportunity costs is reflected in the fact that: 
A) the amount of consumer goods that must be sacrificed to get more capital goods diminishes beyond a 

point 
{BJ larger and larger amounts of capital goods must be sacrificed to get additional units of consumer goods. 
~ the production possibilities data would graph as a straight downsloping line. 

D) the economy's resources are presumed to be scarce. 

9. Refer to the above table. For this economy to produce a total output of3 units of capital goods and 13 units 
of consumer goods it must: 
A) achieve economic growth. · 
B) use its resources more efficiently than the data in the table now indicate. 
_Q allocate its available resources most efficiently among alternative uses. 
(2J achieve the full employment of available resources. 

8. Refer to the above table. A total output Qh!lnits 'of capital goods aeits of consumer goods: 
A) is irrelevant because the economy islfapable of producing a largeffotal output. 

·~ will result in the n:axim~m rate of growth availa~le to this economy. 
tg would involve an inefficient use of the economy s scarce resources. 
D) is unobtainable in this economy. 
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21. A leftward ~~ift of a pro_~!;l~~~rve might be caused by: 

A.-,an im~ro~erriehl1~the relevant t~chnique of production. 
~ a decline m the prices· of needed inputs. 
~ an increase in consumer incomes. 
C_E; some firms leaving an industry. i~' 1__-X/ 

\ ,,/(_0 
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''26J" ' '\1an·;;lnc,rea;e in"ci~mand" ,;e mea~ th~~: ' '''' '''' ''' ,,,, '' 
. . product price has fallen so consumers move down to a new point on the demand curve. 

. , the quantity demanded at each price in a set of prices is greater. a the quantity demanded at each price in a set of prices is smaller. 
j!!Jl a leftward shif of the demand curve has occurred. 

19. If the price Qfitieclines, the demand curve for the complementary product J will: 
,@ shift to the left. = = 
~ decrease. 
(9) shift to the right. 
D) remain unchanged. 

18. A rightward shift in the demand curve for product.£ might be caused by: 
;;51 an increase in income if C is an inferior good. - 

a decrease in income ifC is a normal good. 
a decrease in the price of a product that is a close substitute for C. 
a decrease in the price of a. product that is complementary to C. 

17. An economist for a bicycle company predicts that, other things equal, a rise in consumer incomes will 
increase the demand for bicvcles. 1N,s prediction is based on the assumption that: 
A) there are many goods that are substitutes for bicycles. 
B) there are many goods that are complementary to bicycles. 
C) there are few goods that are substitutes for bicycles. ® bicycles are normal goods. 

an increase in consumer incomes 
a change in the price ofK 
a change in consumer tastes 

Which of the following will not cause the demand for product K to change? 
A) a change in the price of close-substitute product J 

© 
D) 

16. 

15. An increase in the price of a product will reduce the amount of it purchased because: 
A) supply curves are upsloping, 
B) the higher price means that real incomes have risen. . 
C) consumers will substitute other products for the one whose price has risen. (E?) consumers substitute relatively high-priced for relatively low-priced products. 

14. In presenting the idea ofa demand curve economists presume that the most important variable in 
j~em1ining the~uantity demanded is: · 

(61) the price of the product itself 
B) consumer income. 
C) the prices of related goods. 
D) consumer tastes. 
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24. Refer to the above diagram. If this is a competitive market, price and quantity will move toward: 
A) $60 and I 00 respectively. 

)3.l $60 and 200 respectively .. 
(_9) $40 and J 50 respectively. 

·· ·D) $20anarsorespectivel);. 

25. An effective price floor on wheat will: 
A) force otherwise profitable farmers out of business. 

)3l result in a shortage of wheat. 
\.Q-1 result in a surplus of wheat. 
D) clear the market for wheat. 

23. Refer to the above diagram. The highest price that buyers will be willing and able to pay for 100 units of 
this product is: 
A) $30. © $60. 
C) $40. ® $20. 

22. Refer to the above diagram. A price o~in this market will result in; 
A) a shortage of 50 units. 
B) a surplus of 50 units . 

..J;:l a surplus of 100 units. 
(J}J a shortage of l 00 units. 

Supply 

$60 

Q.) 40 o 
·;:: 
n, 

20 

Demand 
0 

50 100 150 200 
"1' Quantity 

QQ G\ 

Use the following to answer questions 22-24: 
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32. Which of the following is correct? 29 If demand is elastic, a;;rnCrease in price will increase total revenue. 
{if If demand is elastic, a decrease in price will decrease total revenue. 
@)If demand is elastic, a decrease in ·price will increase total revenue. 

D) If demand is inelastic, an increase in price will decrease total revenue. 

31. Pri~e elastic.ity of demand is ge~erally: 
@)greater in the long run than in the short run. 
B) greater in the short run than in the long run. 

... C) J:h~. same in both the short run and.the.long run. . 
D) greater for "necessities" than it is for "luxuries." 

30. The main determinant of elasticity of supply is the: 

~ 

number of close substitutes for the product available to consumers. 
~ amount of time the producer has to adjust inputs in response to a price change. 

urgency of consumer wants for the product. . 
D) number of uses for the product. 

29. Suppose the supply of product Xis perfectly i~. If there is an increase in the demand for this product, 
equilibrium price: · 
A) will decrease but equilibrium quantity will increase. 
B) and quantity will both decrease. 
C) will increase but equilibrium quantity will decline. 

@!) will increase but equilibrium quantity will be unchanged. 

:f 
28. Suppose that the price ofproduc@ses b~percent and the quantity supplied ofX increases by !Sf 

percent. The coefficient of price elasticity of supply for good Xis: ---:::=--- 
A) negative and therefore Xis an inferior good. 
B) positive and therefore X is a normal good. 

(ct less than 1 and therefore supply is inelastic. 
'-u) more than 1 and therefore supply is elastic. 

27. ~pose the income elasticity of demand for toys is 6-W. This means that: 
A · a l 0 percent increase in income will increase the 'purchase of toys by 20 percent. 

) a 10 percent increase in income will increase the purchase oftoys by 2 percent. 
C) a 10 percent increase in income will decrease the purchase of toys by 2 percent. 
D) toys are an inferior good. 

26. The larger the positive cross elasticity coefficient of demand between products X and Y, the: 
stronger their complementariness. 
greater their substitutability. 
smaller the price elasticity of demand for both products. 

D) the less sensitive purchases of each ·are to increases in income. 
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39. J&e price elasticity of demand of a straight-line demand curve is: 
@ elastic in high-price ranges and inelastic on low-price ranges. 

B) elastic, but does not change at various points on the curve. 
C) inelastic, but does not change at various points on the curve. 
D) l at all points on the curve. 

/V' ' I 
~ ~ /~ 

3 8. The pr~f product X is reduced fro~ t@and, as a result, the quantity demanded increases from 
r ~ 50 to 60 units. ThereTOre demand for X in this price range: 

r- \) A) .. has declined. 
B) is of unit elasticity. 

,.Q is inelastic. 
(]) is elastic. 

' 
...., J-0-f-1 G 

_..,d 
Suppose we find that the price elasticity of demand for a product is 3.5 when its price is increased by 2 

A~cent. We can conclude that quantity demanded: 
® increased by 7 percent. 

B) decreased by 7 percent. 
C) decreased by 9 percent. 
D) decreased by 12 percent. 

37. 

\,1\-' C/ 
'.fl/u 

/? . 
The price elasticity of demand for beef is abou~ Other things equal, this mea~hat a 20 percent 
increase in the price of beef will cause the quantify of beef demanded to: 
A) increase by approximately 12 percent. 

decrease by approximately 1 ~ percent. 
C) decrease by approximately 32 percent. 
D) decrease by approximately 26 percent. 

36. 

When the percentage change in price is greater than the resulting percentage change in quantity demanded: 
A) a decrease in price will increase total revenue. 

~ demand may be either elastic or inelastic. 
\..9) an increase in price will increase total revenue. 
D) demand is elastic. 

35. 

v.J . ri) () (-2:~ 
Suppose the price elasticity coefficients of demand are 1.43,~Qj}, l.11, an~Jr products W, X, Y, and 
Z respectively. A I percent decrease in price.will increase total revenue in the case(s) of: '. .. ·· .. 
A) Wand Y: 
B) Y and Z. 

(C)) X and Z. 
lfi Zand W. 

34. 

Suppose the price elasticity of demand for bread i(02fa. If the price of bread falls by 10 percent, the 
quantity demanded will increase by: '---' 
A) 2 percent and total expenditures on bread will rise. 

@ 2 percent and total expenditures on .bread will fall.c-: 
20 percent and total expenditures on bread will fall./ 
20 percent and total expenditures on bread will rise. 

33. 
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If the supply of a product ~ses and the demand for that product simultaneously increases, then 

~

uilibrium: -~ --- 
J) price must rise, but equilibrium quantity may either rise, fall, or remain unchanged. 
) price must rise and equilibrium quantity must fall. 

C) price and equilibrium quantity must both increase. 
D) price and equilibrium quantity must both decline. 

46. 

Q Assuming competitive markets with typical ~Y and dema~d_curves, which of the following statements 
isc~? - . 
~ An increase in supply with a decrease in demand will result in an increase in price. 
$) An increase in supply with no change in demand will result in an increase in p~ice:{ ··c;··-~~··~~~;~·:::-;~ ~~~;~~;v;;~hn~;~~~~~:-~11a!:~~~··~-:-~f~~:·;~:~·:~·:11d~~~~:;~ i~a~e:i~~- 

44. Ifth- price elasticity of demand for a product iR then a price cut frorn§''to@will: 
A) increase the quantity demanded by about 2.3-percent. 
B) decrease the quantity demanded by about 2.5 percent. 
@ increase the quantity demanded by about 25 percent. 
D) increase the quantity demanded by about 250 percent. 

If the demand for product X · inelasf c, a 4 percent increase in the price ofX will: 
A) decrease the quantity of anded by more than 4 percent. 

@ decrease the quantity ofX demanded by less than 4 percent.j.> 
C) increasethe quantity ofX demanded by more than 4 percent. 
f)) increase the quantitv ofX demanded by less than 4 percent.L, 

11' 43. 

41. ~ A perfectlyQnela~t1,c demand schedule: 
~2 rises upwanFand to the right, but has a constant slope. 
@ can be represented by a line parallelto the vertical axis. 
C) cannot be shown on a two-dimensional graph. 
D) can be represented by a line parallel to the horizontal axis . 

. i / 
·V \) ~ 

If a firm can sel~nits of product A a(; lCWer unit and 5,000 a{$s)hen: 
A) the price elasticify of demand is 3.3. '-::d' --~ ~ 

B) A is a complementary good. 
@ the price elasticity of demand is 2.25. 
D) A is an inferior good. 

42. 

-.(" 1/ 

\/) 
pj 

, ..,rt )) 
The price elasticity of demand for widgets is 0.80. Assuming no change in the demand curve for widgets, a 
16 percent increase in sales implies a: ...... :.c;;.:::·:.::.: 

A) 1 percent reduction in price. 
B) 12 percent reduction in price. 

£)_ 40 percent reduction in price. \PJ 20 percent reduction in price. 

40. 
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Allswer the Multiple-Choice questions here. [50 points] 
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6. Refer to the above table. As compared to production alternative D, the choice of alternative C 
would: 

@)tend to generate a more rapid growth rate. 
(B) be unattainable. 
(C) entail unemployment. 
(D) tend to generate a slower growth rate. 

5. Refer to the above table. Ifthe ~~gngmy_js prnd..ucing. .at..production altemative C, the · 
- ·- bj5j'5'6niiffifyCciSfortfietenth.un1t of consumer goods will be: \ 

(A) 4 units of capital goods. )!'-~ ---;.,.,....- 
(B) 2 units of capital goods. ~ > 
{C) 3 units of capital goods. 
@ 113 of a unit of capital goods. 

Production Possibilities ' 
A B c I D I E I F I 

Capital goods 5 4 ,, l 2 I 1 I 0 .) 

Consumption goods 0 5 9 ! 12 i 14 j 15 

2. Money is not an economic resource because: 
e-@money, as such, is not productive. 
@idle money balances do not earn interest income. 
(C) the terms of trade can be determined in nonmonetary terms. 
(D) money is not a free gift of nature. 

/f. The production possibilities curve illustrates the basic principle that: 
(A) the production of more of any one good will in time require smaller and smaller sacrifices 

of other goods. 
(B) an economy will automatically obtain full employment of its resources. 
{E)' if all the resources of an economy are in use, more of one good can be produced only if 

less of another good is produced. 
(D) an economy's capacity to produce increases in proportion to its population size. 

4. Which of the following will not produce an outward shift of the production possibilities curve? 
(A) an upgrading of the quality of a nation's human resources 
{I) the reduction of unemployment 
( C) an increase in the quantity of a society's labor force 
(D) the improvement of a society's technological knowledge 

Answer the next five questions (5-9) on the basis of the data given in the following production 
possibilities table: 

Multiple-Choice: Choose the best answer and mark your answer on the answering sheet! 

1. Ahmad sold gold coins for $1000 that he bought a year ago for $1000. He says, "At least I 
didn't lose any money on my financial investment." His economist friend points out that in effect 
he did lose money, because he could have received a S percent return on the $1000 if he had 
bought a bank certificate of deposit instead of the· coins. The economist's analysis incorporates 
the idea of: 
~pp~rtunity costs 

(B) marginal benefits that exceed marginal costs. 
~ imperfect information. 
®normative economics. 



7. Refer to the above table. A total output of 3 units of capital goods and 4 units of consumer 
goods: 

(A) is irrelevant because the economy is capable of producing a larger total output. 
(B) will result in the maximum rate of growth available to this e~onomy. 
@would involve an inefficient use of the economy's scarce resources. 
(D) is unobtainable in this economy. 

8. Refer to the above table. For this economy to produce a total output of 3 units of capital goods 
and 13 units of consumer goods it must: 

@achieve economic growth. 
(B) use its resources more efficiently than the data in the table now indicate. 
(C) allocate its available resources most efficiently among alternative uses. 
(D) achieve the full employment of available resources. 

9. Refer to the above table. For these data the law of increasing opportunity costs is reflected in 
the fact that: 

(A) the amount of consumer goods that must be sacrificed to get more capital goods 
diminishes beyond a point @ larger and larger amounts of capital goods must be sacrificed to get additional units of 
consumer goods. · · 

(C) the production possibilities data would graph as a straight downward-sloping line. 
(D) the economy's resources are presumed to be scarce. 

;fo. When entering a building, Sarnar diverts her path to go through an open door rather than 
make the physical effort to open the closed door that is directly in her path. This is an example of: 

(A) irrational behavior. 
(B) a lazy person. 
(!}). marginal benefit-marginal cost analysis. 
(D) programmed learning. 

I I. The study of economics is primarily concerned with: 
(J\) keeping private businesses from losing money. 
(B) demonstrating that capitalistic economies are superior to socialistic economies. 
@choices that are made in seeking to use scarce resources efficiently. 
(D) determining the most equitable distribution of society's output. 

)2. Marginal costs exist because: 
@ the decision to produce more of some product means the sacrifice of other products. 
(B) wants are scarce relative to resources. · 
(C) households and businesses make rational decisions. 

--(D j-mest-deeisicns-do-not ·involve 'sacrifices -0rrtaaeoffs. 
13. Economic theories: 

(A) are useless because they are not based on laboratory experimentation. >( 
(I?l_which are true for individual economic units are never true for the economy as a wholes' 
~~re generalizations based on a careful observation of facts. 
@,are abstractions and therefore of no application to real situations. ) 

I 4. Which of the following is a normative statement? 
(A) The temperature is high today. 
(B) The humidity is high today. 
@It is too hot to play tennis today. 
(D) It will cool off later this evening. 
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15. "lf you leave a football game at the end of the third quarter, you will avoid .traffic and get 
home more quickly. Therefore, everyone should leave the game early." This illustrates the: 

(A) moral hazard problem. 
(8) adverse selection problem. 
(C) fallacy of limited decisions. 
@fallacy of composition. 

16. The concept of economic efficiency is primarily concerned with: 
(A) the limited wants-unlimited resources dilemma. 
(B) considerations of equity in the distribution of~ wealth. 
~obtaining the .maxin:um output from avail~ble resources. 
DJ) the conservation of 1 rreplaceable natural resources: 

l 7. An "increase in efficiency" suggests that an economy: 
~has moved from a point outside of, to a point on, its production possibilities curve. 
(8) has decided to produce more consumer goods and fewer capital goods. 
(SJ. has moved from a point on, to a po.int inside, its pr_oduction possibilities curve. 
(£1 is able to get more output from a grven arnounr_ of inputs. 

. . 
18. The process of producing and accumulating capital goods is called: 

(A) money capital 
(~ ?epreciation. 
© mvestment.. 
(D) consumption. 

19. A market: 
(A) reflects upward sloping demand and downward sloping supply curves. 
(B) entails the exchange of goods, but 1101 services. 
{!)is an institution that brings together buyers and sellers. · 
(0) always entails face-to-face contact between buyer and seller. 

20. When the price of a product increases, a consumer is able to buy less of it with a given money 
income. This describes: 

(A) the cost effect. 
(fil the inflationary effect. 
~the income effect. 
(D) the substitution effect. 

~. An increase in the price of a product will reduce the amount of it purchased because: 
(A) supply curves are upward sloping. · · · - · ·· - · · : · ' · · 

··~--~~:~~~:2~~ii~~~1:~:t~~u~l~a~t~~e~~ ~l11~~~~':1~~~!''.~~~i~~~~--\v~ose pric~·~~s rise~. 
(D) consumers substitute relatively high-priced for relatively low-priced products. 

7'1?2. A rightward shift in the demand curve for product C might be cau~ed by: 
(A) an increase in income if C is an inferior good. - 
(8) a decrease in income if C is a normal good. 
(C) a decrease in the price of a product that is a close substitute for C. 
C(Q}a decrease in the price of a product that is complementary to C. 

23. Which of the following will not cause the demand for product K to change? 
(A) a change in the price of close-substitute product J 
(B) an increase in consumer incomes 
{9 a change in the price of K · 
(D) a change in consumer tastes 
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24. "When the price of a product rises, consumers shift their purchases to other products whose 
prices are now relatively lower." This statement describes: · 

(A) an inferior good. 
(B) the rationing function of prices. 
~the substitution effect. 
(D) the income effect. . 

25. A recent study found that an increase in the sales tax on beer (and thus an increase in the price 
of beer) would reduce the demand for cigarettes. We can conclude that: 

(A) beer and cigarettes are substitute .. goods. 
@beer andcigarettes are complementary goods. 
(C) beer is an inferior good. 
(D) cigarettes are an inferior good. 

26. An economist for a bicycle company predicts that, other things equal, a rise in consumer 
incomes will increase the demand for bicycles. This prediction is based on the assumption that: 

(A) there are many goods that are substitutes for bicycles. 
(B) there are many goods that are complementary to bicycles. 
~ there are few goods that are substitutes for bicycles. 
@bicycles are normal goods. 

~7. "In 1994 Ford sold 500,000 E?corts at an average price of $7,200 per car; in l995, 600,?00 
. 7 Escorts were sold at an average pnce of $7,500 per car." These statements: . · 

(A) suggest that the demand for Escorts decreased between 1994 and 1995,. ' ~ 
(B) imply that Escorts are ari inferior good. 
l)) suggest that the demand for Escorts increased between 1994 and 1995. 
(D) constitute an exception to the law of demand in that they suggest an upward sloping 

· demand curve. 

f-s. The law of supply: 
@reflects the amounts that producers will want to offer at each price in a series of prices. 
(B) is reflected in a downward sloping supply curve. - 

(@shows that the relationship between producer revenue and quantity supplied is negative. 
(D) reflects theincome and substitution effects of a price change. 

29. The relationship between quantity supplied and price is __ and the relationship between 
quantity demanded and price is __ . 

@)direct, inverse 
(B) inverse, direct 
(C) inverse, inverse 

· · (D) ·afreci;C!frect 

30.~'IB\location of the supp. ly curve .of a product depends on: 
{blthe technology used to produce it. 
(B) the prices of resources used In its production. 
(C) the number of sellers in the market. ' 
~all of the above. . · · . · 

31. The price elasticity of demand coefficient indicates: 
@buyer responsiveness to price changes. 
(B) the extent to which 'a demand curve shifts as incomes change. 
(C) the slope of the demand curve. 
~ow far business executives can stretch their fixed costs. 
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Tractors 
32. Refer to the above diagram. This production possibilities curve is constructed so that: 

(¢./resources are presumed to be perfectly shiftable between bread and tractors. 
(B) the opportunity cost of bread diminishes as more bread is produced. 
(9 the opportunity cost of tractors diminishes as more bread is produced. 
@ the opportunity cost of both bread and tractors increases as more of each is produced. 

33. Refer to the above diagram. Starting at point A, the opportunity cost of producing each 
successive unit of tractors is: 

. (A) a constant 2 units of bread. 
tfil/2, 4, 6, and 8 units of bread. 
(C) 8, 6, 4, and 2 units of bread. 
(D) the reciprocal of the output of tractors. 

1'J4. r\;:,firm c~n sell 3:0.00 units of pro.duct A at $10 per un~t and 5,000 at $8,_then: 
~- 1 the price elasticity of demand is 0.44. ~-?-cilL"-0,.. :;_---'* 
( [3) .-\ is a complementary good. · -!f~ _ e c > 

( C) the price elasticity of demand is 2.25. __. . <CJ 

(D) A is an inferior good. 

;Is. lfth~ price elasticity o~demand for a product is ?-5, then a price cut -, fro'.11 $2.90.to $1.80 will: 
(,Q;}increase the quanti_ty demanded by about 2.)_ percent. ~;1,<vYI' :c.../' }I' · - 
(B) decrease the quantity demanded by about 2.) percent. ·, 
(;SJ increase the quantity demanded by about 25 percent. 
(D) increase the quantity demanded by about 250 percent. 

/36. Price floors and ceiling prices: 
(A) both cause shortages. 
(B) both cause surpluses. _ _ __ _ _ __ _ 

-- - -- -- --(C)"cai:ise-tEe-si.:lppTy-and dem~nd curves to shift until equilibrium is established. 
@interfere with the rationing function ofprices. · 

37. An effective price floor will: · · 
/fil~force ~ome firms in this industry to go out of business. 
'Wresult ma product surplus. - 
(C) result in a product shortage. 
(D) clear the market. 

38. ~ch of the following is a fundamental characteristic of the market system? 
\Q:}property rights 
(B) central planning by government 
(C) altruistic behavior 
(D) government-set wages and prices 

4 3 2 1 0 

E 

-0 ro 
Q) .:o a -----:---------:-------- 

4 
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L .... --· 

1/ w ) 

f 44. In the table above what would be the new equilibrium price if the government imposed a tax 
of £2 per unit on this good? 

~£4 
(B) £5 
(C) £6 

// (D) £7 

Price (£) Demand (tonnes per Supply (tonnes per 
annum) annum) 

l 1000 400 
2 900 500 
3 800 GGO 

__ A ___ ... --- _ 1-0IJ- - ..... ---· .. ·-··-····· ... 700-.;_-- ........ ···-· -~ ----· ·-·-······- --· ·-·-·---·· 

5 600 800 
6 500 900 
7 400 1000 
8 300 1100 

41. If the money income of a consumer decreases and, as a result, his or her demand for product 
X increases, product X is: · · 

@a normal good. 
(B) a complementary good, 
(C) a substitute good. 
(D) an inferior good. 

,f_:z. Assume the demand for a product is perfectly inelastic. If government establishes a price floor 
that is $2 above the equilibrium price, the resulting: ~:Y'' 

_ (A) shortage will be greater the more elastic the supply. 1 5 
(B) shortage will be greater the less elastic the supply. . - ~ 
(C) surplus wi!I be greater the more elastic the supply. C> 
(Dr surplus will be grc;itcr the less elastic the supply. 

-13. Which of the following is not characteristic of the demand for a commodity that is elastic? 
(A) The relative change in quantity demanded is greater than the relative change in price. 
(8) Buyers are relatively sensitive to pricechanges, · i· ~ 

( C) Total revenue declines if price is increased. "-- 
@The elasticity coefficient is less than one. --------- 

39. In which of the following instances is the effect on equilibrium price indeterminate, that is, 
dependent on the magnitude of the shifts in supply and demand? ---. . . 

@ demand rises and supply rises · 
(B) supply falls and demand remains constant 
(C) demand rises and supply falls 
(D) supply rises and demand falls .....,.~; · '-f 

. . ---· )<_ l-- 
40. Suppose the price elasticity coefficients of demand ar(l_:!}; 0.67, 1.11, and 0.29 for products 
W, X, Y,. and Z respectively. A l percent decrease in price will increase total revenue in the 
casei.§)..?f: · · - · 

({_j;))W and Y. 
(B) Y and Z. 
(C) X and Z. 
(D) Zand W. 
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') 3 4 5 6 78 
7 

Quantity demanded 
fa. Suppose that the above total revenuecurve is derived from a particular linear demand curve. 

That demand curve rnustbe: . · · 
·@ inelastic for price declines that increase quantity demanded from 6 units to 7 units. 
(B) elastic for price declines that increase quantity demanded from 6 units to 7 units. 

--C:C)--inelastie-for price increases thatreduceqrn:rn:riT)ideinafidecrfrom 4 units fo3 GD.its: ... 
(D) elastic for price increases that reduce quantity demanded from 8 units to 7 units. 

ffS. The more time consumers have to adjust to a change in price: 
/ ~)the smaller will be the price elasticity of demand. 

@the greater will be the price elasticity of demand. 
(C) the more likely the product is a normal good. 
(D) the more likely the product is an inferior good. 

,4,9. Which of the following generalizations is not correct? 
(A) The larger an item is in one's budget, the greater the price elasticity of demand. 
(B) The price elasticity of demand is greater for necessities than it is for luxuriesoc, 
(C) The larger the number of close substitutes available, the greater will be the price elasticity 

of demand for a particular product. 
(D) The price elasticity of demand is greater the longer the time period under consideration. 

. . . . . J __ J.. : .j j -i-----···- ~ l 
2 \-~+--· ! L<·::; , i ! TRi . : ··1·- ·-···1----·--h,:;;i\:1----T--T---·-1------i------J 

46. The larger the positive cross elasticity coefficient of demand between products X and Y, the: 
(A) stronger their complementariness. · · 

(@)greater their substitutability. 
(C) smaller the price elasticity of demand for both products. 
(D) the less sensitive purchases of each are to increases in income. 

. a. If the income elasticity of demand for lard is -3.00, this means that: 
(A) lard is a substitute for butter. 
(~ lard is a normal good. 

c(~)1 lard is an inferior good. 
(D) more lard will be purchased when its price falls. 

' 
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50. If quantity demanded is completely unresponsive to price changes, demand is: 
~ perfectly inelastic · 
(B) perfectly elastic 
(C) relatively inelastic 
(D) relatively elastic 

51. The main determinant of elasticity of supply is the: 
(A) number of close substitutes for the product available to consumers. 

@j amount of time the producer has to adjust inputs in response to a price change. 
(C') urgency of consumer wants for the product. 
(D) number of uses for the product. 

/f12. If the demand for farm products is price inelastic, a good harvest will cause farm revenues to: 
@increase. I \ C ffe..- \ c.~ t <?t 
(B) decrease. I ~ 'Y --......... 
(C) be unchanged. 
(D) either increase or decrease, depending on what happens· to supply . 

. 53. The total-revenue test for elasticity: 
(A) is equally applicable to both demand and supply. 
(B) does not apply to demand because price and quantity are inversely related. 
~does not apply to supply because price and quantity are directly related. 
(D) applies to the short-run supply curve, but not to the long-run supply curve. 

j~4. The elasticity of demand. for a product is _lik~ly .to _be greater: 
(A) if the product is a necessity, rather than a luxury good. . 
(B) the greater the amount of time over which buyers adjust to a price change. 
(C) the smaller the proportion of one's income spent on the product., 
(D) ri.c smaller the numberofsubstiunc products a\ .iilublc. 'f.. 

55. We '.YOulJ expect: 
(A) the demand for Coca-Cola to be less elastic than the demand for soft drinks in general. 
® the demand for Coca-Cola to be more elastic than the demand for soft drinks in general. 
(C) no relationship between the elasticity of demand for Coca-Cola and the elasticity of 

demand for soft drinks in general. 
(D) none of the above to hold true . 
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Good Luck 
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c, A 

D 

0 E 
Quantity 

56. Refer to the above diagram. A government-set price floor is best illustrated by: 
(A) price A. 
(B) quantity E. 
@priceC. 
(D) price B. 

57. Refer to the above diagram. A government-set maximum permissible interest rate is best 
illustrated by: 

(A) price B. 
(B) quantity E. 
(C) price C. 
@p;·ice i\. 

58. Refer to the above diagram. Rent controls are best illustrated by: 
(6)'price A. 
(B) quantity E. 
(C) price C. 
(D) price B. 

59. Refer to the above diagram. A government price support program to aid farmers is best 
illustrated by: 

(A) quantity E. 
~price C. 
( _J_pric:r;_A ..... 
(D) price B. 

60. R;.fer to the above diagram. A government-set price ceiling is best illustrated by: 
1(6,YpriceA. 
(B) quantity E. 
(C) price C. 
(D) price B. 
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8. The fundamental problem of economics is: 
(A) To establish a democratic political framework (__!Lb)) for the provision of social goods and services. 
(B) The establishment of prices that accurately (JJ.l.!) reflect the relative scarcities of products and resources. 
@The scarcity of productive resources relative to economic wants. 
(D) To achieve a more equitable distribution (J~t... ciJ-'1) of money income in order to mitigate poverty { •~ c.;.. ~! 

.fall). 

Which of the following is a positive statement? ... 
(A) My economics class should last for twoterms because it is my favorite class. 
(B) The government must lower the price of a pizza so that more students can afford to buy it H~I ~ .J~). 

·~he best level of taxation is zero percent because then people get to keep everything they earn. 
~n increase in tuition (~4JI l'_,..)l) will cause fewer students to apply to college. 

;<!· 

2 

6. When we move along the SUl?J?~ of good X, 
(A) Price of good X change only~ 
(B) Quantity demand of goodX changes only 

crct]J.uantity supply of goodx changes only 
(D) Income does not change - 

. 5. As your income decreased, the demand for.X increases, the Xis 
@ an inferior good V-- 

(B) a normal good 
(C) a luxury good 
(D) an income-neutral good 

4. Capital goods, as economists use the term 
~is the money the firm spends to hire resources . · 

(B) refers to things that have already been produced that are in turn used to produce other goods and services/ 
(C) refers to the process by which resources are transformed (J.M) into useful forms 
(D) is money the firm raises from selling stock 

3. If a price floor above the equilibrium price is imposed(..::.......<..) )by government in a market ~ .. ··.·· . 
(A) Shortages of the commodity {~~)will appear (~) .. 
(B) The quantity demanded will exceed (fa.I) the quantity supp~ 

QmThe quantity supplied will exceed the quantity demanded 
(D) The free-market equilibrium price and quantity will be realized 

2. The two general types of economic systems that exist today are: 
(A) Market systems and capitalism. 
(B) Socialism and central planning. . / 

l]QJMarket systems and command svsternsv" 
(D) Laissez faire systems and pure command systems. 

1. Which one is not a factor of production: 
(A) labor 
(B) Land 

\1t] Money/ 
.'To} Capital 

~©Jrt.JUVft__Mltf~ie Chru~e§ (i~s~point.§ each) 
Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answer the question. 
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16. The demand for textbooks is price inelastic. Which of the following would explain this? 
(A) Many alternative textbooks can 6e used as substitutes. 
(B) Students have a lot of time to adjust to price changes 
(C) Textbook purchases consume a large portion of most students' income. 

ffiihe good is a necessary good 

15. A decrease in demapd for cameras would likely be caused by ------- - - (A) an increase in the price of a substitute good 
(B) a decrease in the price of cameras 

. ~n ~ncrease ~n the pr~ce of a complementary good Jt 
(D) an increase m the pnce of cameras · 

13. In the circular flow model: 
vi'-· (A) Households are buyers of resources. 

~Businesses are sellers of final products. 
~ Households are sellers of final products. a There are real flows of goods, services, and resources, but not money flows. 

· 14. The branch of economics that examines the functioning of aggregate economy is 
(A) positive economics ·=·- -~ 
(B) normative economics 
~acroeconomics 
(D) microeconomics 

N-2. Which of the following statements about the pric<l,elasticity of demanaiis true? . 
~long a linear demand curve, the price elasticity of demand increases as price falls 
{B) Given a vertical demand curve, the price elasticity of demand is equal to infinity at every price. 
(C) Given a horizontal demand curve, the price elasticity of demand is equal to zero for every output. 
(D) Along a linear demand curve, total revenue is maximized when the price elasticity of demand equals 1. 

11. A barber (J)l...) raises the price of haircuts and finds that the volume of business declines. This indicates: 
(A) A decrease in demand. 
JB} an increase in_ demand · 

Qg!a decrease in quantity demanded 
(D) an increase in quantity demanded 

(A} uncertain without more information 
~tf}lmore than 0.15 
{cf less than 0.15 
(D) 0.15 

.> .e_,\'-"~<'1.... 
. ~ 

. 10. The absolute value (~I ~I) of the short-run elasticity of demand for bread has been estimated for 0.15. Its long- 
run elasticity of demand.is ~ 

implies 9.' The straight-line production possibilities curve 
{A) Decreasing opportunity costs 

.~ Increasing opportunity costs 
~ Constant opportunity costs 

· (D} None of the above is correct 
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Starting from an equilibrium condition ·for fish, suppose that there is an announcement (wli'.)lcl) that fish clecreases 
cholestero~ (JJji.JSJ\ JI"). Explain its effect on equilibrium price and quantity in the fish market. Draw a graph which - demonstrates Ie-s.s) your answer. 

vJ'v-.-<.. ... c.~,.,<:>~A \("'\,:..../ ~t ~ f1:.s"'- Jecre.,,.I:f( .. (;\e~'\:h l / t-lc.. J~_J1; .. _,{ 
{-.? r f .~ "'. w: ~ \' r-.. <.rec:,,_5 c ,, ; + ~e'"'""5> ~·h ':-f-7· ~ c, C',,f e ~ C'-'. !../ c -t- ? -\~ 

' j A I \ u ... ~"'t'-... f,t.:dv-.~/ c.PVf S~} C'-·.J./e_ ,\ v-; '- ~"'": 

e_art B:_fs_sa~ Qu~stion~{4.J'J1l~~w11~,_5q__11run~.fu_tmfil) 
· Write your answer in the paper provided. 500..V\L~our calrulatfQIJ,£.J;lll.Ji.justificationsJ;oyQ!J[JID_s.w~r 

Consumer goods 20. An increase in excise taxes on cigarette will 
(A) Increase the supply of cigarette through movement along the supply curve to the right 
(B) Increase the supply of cigarette through shifting the supply curve to the right 
~~ecrease the supply of cigarette through movement along the supply c.urve to the left 
~UJecrease the supply of cigarette through shifting the supply curve to the lef,t 

. ·-···-·-····--··-·-· ·-·-··-- --·-·---- -·· . ··-···· •... \ 

19. Refer to the figure; the production is currently operating at Point A. The best explanation 
for this is that ] 
{A) the economy has ve~y poor technology Bi 

lJIDthe economy's resources are being used inefficiently :E, 
(C) the economy has very few resources L) 
(D) the economy operates as an efficient market· 

18. If the absolute value of the price elasticity of demand for a product is equal to 0.5, then a 10 percent decrease in .__.,-- 
price will -- 

~Increase quantity demanded by 5 percent 0. ~ ;::::- .-:3-5 f> ~ 
(B) Decrease quantity demanded by 5 percent O 'I 
(C) Increase quantity demanded by 0~5 percent 
(D) Decrease quantity demanded by 0.5 percent 

17. Suppose the supply curve of good Xis perfectly~· If there is an increase in demand for good X, then the . J 
equilibrium price: -· . . 0 0 
(A) The equilibrium price and quantity will both increase 

\.'Q?DThe equilibrium prjce will remain unchanged but equilibrium quantity will increase 
(C) The equilibrium price will increase but equilibrium quantity will unchanged 
(D) The equilibrium price and quantity will both decrease. 
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B. Suppose that government imposed a price ceiling of $7.5, would there be a shortage or a surplus at this · 
. price? Why? How much is the size of this shortage or surplus? (epoints) 

~,.: e.r . , ~,,, \\ L _,...., •. .----~ ~..:1 t~ . I.;.. .\- -f, t: L""' c ·~ ' ? r ~ . ' ":::---;----·· ".:) '- - ··~····'·~'·:··"t'.···•f;. '~~- hll.. .. ~ ,'(/ .. ('.··"··~-:':-. ..l :r. ':') :( 'J .':\..~-'-· ~ ~~ ~ .. ,, .. 

.... b.·1J':·· :1r.(l..~~ .. b .s.k.. . ..?.!. .. f:.~.~ .,~ .. 

so 160 240 320 400 
. cb{ > Quantity r.J\._ cA 

Qm~~tl@n~~(JS_p.@Ltti:§) 
Consider the market for Pizza. The figure below shows how many Pizza consumers demand and how many Pizzas firm 
supply at different prices. Given this information, answer the following questions · 
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E. Explain why the society cannot produce a combination of 40 T-shirts a 70 CDs. (2points) 

... () e .. G~~:).e .p..t:>.'<h.~ C.~: . .-?. .. .;-..::1.?..J '.i V. .. ~ , .+. ~.bt~ !?:\ .. ~ d).C.e:.~ . .e4!::.,,.. .b. ~ ~.~--··· . 
.... c;...,.r... b.<"-·····"<\-*-b..,.,.\~'b.\.~ 1~.~-··.s,,, . .c..~e.1::{}- ~~,.c . .r...c..,:;.;..$:.t!····:t·k···;{Ai:(:~.t'> .. +..;.'.~.o/ .. ~··i.-<...:...1 .• :+.i~ 4 . 
::::~:~:~:~~~~:~:::::~::::~:~:~:~:~:::::~~::~~:~~-~:~:::?r.:~::::::::~:::::::::::·.:::::::::·.:::::·.:: :····"·········· .. ······ .. ············· 

D. Suppose that the technology used in producing I-sbtrt improved, while (~).that of the CDs does not change. 
Draw a possible new production possibility curve on the same picture showing the eff ct of the change in 
technology. (3points) 

c. If the society is currently producing at point E. What is the opportunity cost of producing one more CDs? 
. ,· - Show your answer (3points) ,/ 

~~~:~~~~:~·::~/{~~:~~- = ::;.~~;.~:~=~:=~::~::f:: 
~v 

1 
. ;;, . '"'\; ~\.o:, 

•• C7 ~~ 1? .,~ ~;::. 
A. Draw the production possibility curve (PPC). Put T-shirt on the horizontal axis ( w~I .J.J"'-") and CDs on the 

vertical axis. (3 points) 
B. Complete the above table by calculating the opportunity costs of producing more T-shirts. (4points) 

. - . 

F 

D 
c 
B 
A 

fn 

more T-shirt 

Opportunity 
cost of one 

CDs Alternative T-shirt 

0 

Consider the following possible combinations of T-shirts and CDs that 
could be produced per year, . 1 · 

·1:>~ 
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D. What happens to total revenue as price increases? (3 points) 
ft~ . . .. 

~ ~!-\:l-c. tsr,« r ~I\. ( .r «. '> ·c -f.1.:>M 2 ..;;:> ~ z» '-1::) 

-...::>. 26 o. o°{ 

:: [ z, -:/ J e ~~""S~ .• \_ 

\ p1..- -(>, 

·p ~ 1-P, 

J_ 
I 

s-J - ~'l.- - q, 
01... Z. -t- .::( I 

. . . __ ,.,..,...,. . .- 

C. Calculate the price elasticity of demand when the price of shoes increases from $100 to $12~.s-tn·gpoint 
elasticity). (4 points) · 

- o, 0%. ~ 
{o .2'4J 

. EJ z: ~.'2- - ~ t 

~'l..--+"G\_' 

A. Calculate the total revenue TR for ea<;:h price level. (3 points) .... 
K "Calculate the price-elasticity of demand when the price of shoes increases from $20 to $40 (using point 

·.elasticity)'. (4 points) .> 

6 
10 100 

120 

14 80 

40 22 
18 -60 

26 / 20. 
Quantity of shoes Price of shoes 

. .--·· 

Consider the following combinations of prices and quantities of shoes: 



Place~~orrect choice 
1) · B (C) ~ 
2) (A) (B) (C) · . · 

3) (A) ~(C) @ 
4) (A) @/Cc) (D) 

5) (A) (B) (C) @.--------- 
6) @_//AB) (C) . (D) 

7) (A) (B) (C) t®J~~ 
8) (['~. (B) (C) (D) 

9) (A) (B) @__.-(D) 

10) (A) ~· (C) (D) 

11) (A) (B) rffe(__@) 
12) (A) (B) (C) . (@) .__---. 
13) (A) (B) (C) ~-------- -: 14) @)~- (C) (D) 
15) (A) (B) (C) @)~ 

)~ 16) (A) . . (B) @) (D) ;;;-- 
17) (A) @))~} (D) 

iv 18) ~/'(B) (C) (D) 

s 19) (A) @)~(C) (D) . 

~ 
... /~~ 

20) (A) (B) (C) 

21) @~) (C) (D) 

/ -:» 22) (A) (B) (C) ~~ 
(_,,..-' 

@/(B) (D) (J1 23) (C) 

1 24) (A) (B) (C) @!_---- 
25) (A) (B) ~/cD) 

/" 
26) (A) (B) @]) (D) r-- 
27) (A) (B) (C) ({fil 
28) @;. (B) (C) (~ 

29) (A) (B) (C) =.-: 3o)yr- (C) (D) 
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(2J The term "ceteris paribus" means: . 
~ that if event A precedesfo=s) event B, A has caused B. 
~- other things equal. 

C) prosperity(_,Ut.~jl) inevitably(t,...:b.) follows recession. 
D) that economics deals with facts, not values. 

,.._:,i:t,. 1 . 
An~esisis: 
A) also known as a principle or Jaw. 
B) a tentative(..::...!_;..,), untested statement of'possible cause and effect. 
<J.. the same as a normative statement. 

(!JJ/ a fundamental truth that all economists accept. 

v3. 

2. Economics may best be defined as: 
J A) the interaction(Jc.\..iJ) between macro and micro considerations. 

B) the use of policy to refute facts(~~) and hypotheses. 
,,Sl._ the empirical testing of value judgments through the use of logic, 

CEJ} the social science concerned with the efficient use of scarce resources tO achieve maximum satisfaction 
of economic wants. · 

That demand (ll_ Suppose that the above total revenue curve is derived from a particular linear demand curve. 
~-curve must be: 

A) inelastic for price declines that increase quantity demanded from 6 units to 7 units. 
cg}> elastic for price declines that increase quantity demanded from 6 units to 7 units. 

C) inelastic for price increases that reduce quantity demanded from 4 units to 3 units. 
D) elastic for price increases that reduce quantity demanded from 8 units to 7 units. 

23 4 5 678 
Quantity demanded 

l 

TR 

l 

18 

16 

!l) 14 
§ 

12 '1) 
;:.. 
IU 
'-< 10 - c<j ...... . o 

[--< 8 

6 

4 

2 

------,---·-·-···-- ---·-··· --·-··1 
I $20 

Use the following ta answer question 1: 

'"'"'- ,\- 



J'II4 Refer to the above ta.ble. If the economy is producing at production alternative C, the opportunity cost of 
f;!1ft1 the tenth unit of consumer goods will be: . . ; · 

A) 4 units of capital goods. .., L\ """3 
B) 2 units of capital goods. ~ - 
© 1/3 of a unit of capital goods. · :,. ~ 'L \ 

C'.!!J 3 units of capital goods. 

Production ROssibilitics (alternatives) 
A I! n I! E E 

Capital goods 5 4 2 l 0 
Consumer goods 0 5 12 14 15 

Answer the next question on thebasis of the data given in the following production possibilities table: 

Use the following to answer question l l : 

10. Unemployment and/or productive inefficiencies: . 
A) can exist at any point on a production possibilities curve. I> cm are both illustrated(~ Y') by a point inside the production possibilities curve.c>' 

-cy- cause the production possibilities curve to shift outward .. 1--. 
D) are both. illustrated :by a point outside the production possibilities curve.j-; 

Page 2 

8. An "increase in efficiency" suggests that an economy: 
Gil} is able to get more output from fl given amount of inputs. · 
B) has moved from a point outside of, to a point on, its production possibilities curveA 
C) has decided to produce more consumer goods and fewer capital goodsr+-, 
D) has moved from a point on, to a point inside, its production possibilities curve. ~ 

~ ~ ~· . '(t.;;r ~<. \.,.'.<;~ ~e. ~ 
, The money payments made to owners of land, labor, capital, and entrepreneurial ability are: 

. A) interest, wages, rent, and profits respectively(.)1_,:ill.;). 
1 

, .fil... rent, profits, wages, and interest respectively. 
@rent, wages, interest, and profits respectively. 

D) rent, wages, dividends, and interest respectively. 

6. A normative statement is one which: 
@is based on value judgments. 

B) is based on the law of averages. 
C) pertainsp-- c.5WJ) only to microeconomics. 
D) pertains only to macroeconomics. 

~ The "fallacy of composition" states that 
bJ A) the anticipation(ciji) of a particular event can affect the nature or composition(¥.>i) of that event 

when it occurs. 
B) because event A precedes event B, A is necessarily the cause ofB. 'i- 
C) what is true for the individual must necessarily be true for the group. '/--.. 

~ because economic systems are comprised(~) of so many diverse economic units economic laws are 
necessarily inexact. 

5. Microeconomics: 
A) is not concerned with details, but only with the overall "big picture" of the economy. 
B) describes the aggregate flows of output and income./"- 
C) is the basis for the "after this, therefore because of this" fallacy. 

~ is concerned with individual economic units and specific markets.&; 



, .., 
' 

An improvement in production technology will: 
A) increase equilibrium price ........ 
B) shift the supply curve to the left. -~ 
C) shift the demand curve to the left~. 

20. 
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19. The law of supply indicates that: 
A) producers will offer more of a product at low prices than they will at high prices.f--, t/<1!P producers will offer more of-a product at high prices than they will at low prices .. I../"' 
C) consumers will purchase less of a good at high prices than they will at low prices. 
D) the product supply curie is downsloping. 

I 8. A normal good is one: 
../ ~ the consumption of which varies directly with incomes.y" 

B) whose demand curve will shift leftward as incomes rise.K.., 
C) whose amount demanded will increase as its price decreasesc, 
D) whose amount demanded will increase as its price increases. "'j... 

G1) Whi'ch of the following will not cause the dem,and for product K to change? 
;./ . 1:L. a change in consumer tas. tes 1j<Jg7 a change in the price of'!). 

C) a change in the price of close-substitute product J 
D) an increase in consumer incomes 

~ ~· right"."'ard shi~ i? the dei:nan~ cu~e ro: product C might be caused by: 
v 'L.J . an increase in mcorne if C is an inferior good.""' · 

IJ!b.a decrease in income ifC is a normal good. i' 
~a decrease in the price of a product that is complementary to C. 

D) a decrease in the price of a product that is a close substitute for C. 

"When the price of a product rises, consumers shift their purchases to other products whose prices are now 
relatively lower." This statement describes: 
A) the income effect. 
B) an inferior good. 
C) the rationing function of prices. 

@the substitution effect. 

15. 

14. ~ law of demand states that: 
J (!J}price and quantity demanded are inversely related. v 

B) consumers will buy more of a product at high prices than at low pricesf-, 
C) price and quantity demanded are directly related. K 
D) the larger the number of buyers in a market, the lower wili be product price. 

If an economy is operating inside its production possibilities curve for consumer goods and capital- goods, 
it: 
A) can only produce more consumer goods by producing fewer capitai goods. '1- 
B) must improve its technology to produce more output. 7'.. 
C) can only produce more capital goods by producing fewer consumer goodsz- 
@can produce more of both consumer goods and capital goods by using its resources more efficiently..> 

13. 
I 

The law ofincreasing opportunity costs is reflected in a production -possibilities curve that is: 
A) an ups loping straightliwc--·---·-~--~------~----·- .. --------·-· 
B) convex to the origin: 
C) a downsloping straight line. 
@concave to the origin, 

)2. 
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26 . 
./ 

The above diagram concerns supply adjustments to an increase in demand (D1 to D 2) in the immediate 
market period, the 'short run, and the long run. Supply curves S1 , S2, and S3 apply to the: 
A) short run, long run, and immediate market period respectively. 

~ immediate market period, short run, and long run respectively. 
cr:Y long run, short run, and immediate market period respectively. 

D) immediate market period, long run, and short run respectively. 

Quantity 0 

Ill 
(J 
'i:: 
0.. 

Use the following to answer question 26: 

Price elasticity of demand is generally: 
A) greater for "necessities" than it is for "luxuries." ' 

the same in both the short run and the long run:')(. 
·greater in the Jong run than in the short run.v" 

) greater in the short run than in the long run"f- 

24. 
·..I 

'/ 
When the percentage change in price is greater than the resulting percentage· change in quantity demanded: ' 
A) demand may be either elastic or inelastic.~ '"f... ..., - . \ L \ 
B) a decrease in price will increase total revenue.~ Y ( J- -.... f 
C) demand is elastic. y,.. ~1. C: 

{!;!) an increase in price will increase total revenue. 

~~ 

1.~J__ 
22. The basic formula for the price elasticity of demand coefficient is: 

A) absolute decline in quantity demanded/absolute increase in price. 
B) percentage change in price/percentage change in quantity demanded. 

</ C) absolute decline in price/absolute increase in quantity demanded. 
@)percentage change in quantity demanded/percentage change in price. 

·~ 
23. ~erfectly inelastic demand schedule: -:. U 
./@/can be represented by a line paral!eJ(jly) to the vertical axis. 

B) cannot be shown on a two-dimensional graph'f· 
C) can be represented by a line parallei to the horizontal axis} 
D) rises upward and to the right, but has a constant slope,.,(_~ 

iJ ~i shift the supply curve to the right. 
'21. If there is a shortage of product X: • 

@the price of the product will rise. V 
B} fewer resources willbe allocated to the production of this good:f- 
C) the supply curve will shift to the left and the demand curve to the right, eliminating the shortage. -J..._ 
D) the price of the product will decline-."f.. 



lf t'IC ~ Lf C\) _Q_ ~ 0,. ~ 1:. - 0 (",> - 
'-\ c,.: T '-\ c-c - oa:.:: -::. s - ~/ _ _£ 
f9-'Z..r r"- -5'~ 
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Relationship:~ 

-, 

Coefficient: ...... O"=·..o.......---- 

~~ 

(b) The quantity demand for product A remains 400 units as the price of product B 
increases from $25 to $30. 

~\ ~ 

~ 
- _L. 

7 

Relationship:~ 

\I:.) (o o. ·ie 

(
6~r the following two cases, use a midpoints formula to calculate the coefficient for the 

cross elasticity of demand and identify the type of relationship between the two products 

) 
(show your work) (10 points) CQ, C<--i.. 

/ . . . ~ ~ 
(a) The quantity demand for product A increase from 30 to 40 as the price of product B 
. increases from $0.10 to $0.20. ~.... - 

~ 

Coefficient:~ 

.,.. t.{o•so 
.:.-\ o _._ ·'t c - 7Zc 

_..:...:'...::---~'---"""-- --~-- 
ei. ic:i - c>~ \o ci~ \o 
o , 1.c +et o o. ~c 

Part Two :( 40 points) 

~1ich of the following generalizations is not correct? 
(E1 The price elasticity of demand is greater for necessities than it is for luxuries. 
B) The larger an item is in one's budget, the greater the price elasticity of demand/ 
C) The price elasticity of demand is greater the longer the time period under consideration.Y 
D) The larger the number of close substitutes available, the greater will be the price elasticity of demand 

for a particular product. 

30. 

/ 

=r= r'/ \ 
29. An effective price floor on wheat will: 

A) force oth;-rwise profitable farmers out of business. s-: 
V B) clear the market for wheat. '1-: 

C) result in a shortage of wheat.~ 
~result in 'a surplus of wheat. 

. 28. Suppose that a 20 percent increase in the price pf normal good Y causes a 10 percent decline in the quantity 
,V deTanded of normal good X. T)1e coefficientof cross elasticity of demand is: · 

@/positive and therefore these goods are substitutes.V y ~\- 
B) negative and therefore these goods are substitutes-I, '/LO 
C) positive and therefore these goods are complements. )-... 

@) negative and therefore these goods are complements .. 

The larger the_positive cross elasticity coefficient of demand between. products X and Y, the: 
A) the less sensit~ve purc~~ses of each are to increases in income. '/- 'I 
B) smaller the pnce elasticity of demand for both products. 1 

SJ stronger their complementariness. 
{!!!> greater their substitutability . 

27. 
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b. Price rises and supply is elastic. 

a. Price falls and demand is inelastic. 

TR_~{,~ 

shortage column. 
e:; ~. I~ \,r.~-- ~( ~i:..\2... -:..~ \ ~ "2..b . 

e10.::1;b1,·~""' ~t~,.J<V~·-:.. '1.-~· 
b. Graph the demand and supply curves of wheat. Label the axes of your graph. Label 

equilibrium price and quantity. 
\so-· _.,.,.D 

r•~t.f:..\.~ 

rp s - 

Price Quantity demanded thousands Quantity supplied Surplus(+) of 
of bushels thousands of bushels shortage (-) r ,,,,~ 

$1.50 ,· 10 i 40 ~~:SD 
1.40 15 35 -+ ~ 
1.30 ' 20 30 k- \0 

( 1.20'~ ' Q5./ 25 0 ' 
I. I 0 ' 30.· 20 ~(o 
1.00 \ 35 15 -2.0 

a. What is the equilibrium price? What is the equilibriunt.quaati . Fill in the su lu 

2. Given the following schedule for demand and supply of wheat per week: (10 points). 



\() (: ~ "'- \:·- 
1; 1-e ~~- 

v~~J c.~\j~ ..s ~~~· ~ 
5...,_\'{"\_:j I; ( { 

D-e:""'-0...~k (u_,rve · S t\J- ~- \~Cb ( ,·C\ ~ \~ 

~r:u:..~ r:~e 
~\ ~l..\.U,>.;\~~Y. ~ (\\~ 

'Q o ·-...... (,'->c: 11-------...!..1_0_ \ e. --:-..) 
~b ~, ~ ~G( -">~ 

d.J)emand increases and supply decreases. · 

c. Demand increases and supply is constant. 

·~ - . . . ~ ~ 
b. Supply increases and demand is consta~. 

" 

a. Supply decreases and demand is constant. 
'? ... 

~ {> \> \ '::) ()J:A"\Jt.. w ~ \\ ')\....~ ~- \- ite:i 

f:e_~t- I ff ,·(;e. ~ (\·~e. 

<i ..,.._,,&.;~7 /. \>-t>.\\ 
'\'<-"':- ~ (; L~ ~u'., \;\:,,; _,_,... ~: ~"" 

~ycw~.k_. \~ :-~-~.\~br~~ 
~~~ ~-\'. 

7~r \~ ( -u'fve_ s \,..:~ '°" ~ ~ 
(,'1~"' f ('(1~~ ~ f. a.~\ 

~\.,.._~ \.-:\-1 ~ r; s·e_ 

~ e. -:::> ~o.. \.\ 

~~ 

/,~A 
./ / c. Price rises and demand is inelastic. 

~ "/' ~ If- T {\_·~ :." (e_;.;·~ t\,'-°""'-(!;eJ. 

4. H~~will each of the following ~~in demand and /or supply affect equilibrium 
price and equilibrium quantity in a competitive market, that is, do pdce-and quantity 
rise, fall, or rem · an ed, or are the answers indeterminate because they depend on 
the magnitudes of the shifts? Use supply and demand diagrams to verify your answers. 
(10 points) 



d. An increase in wages of shoe factory workccr::;. 
c. An increase in the price l)f11l\il,:lic· :;on+:·' ,11•d ·.·l,.·,,1;, '. f·'o ;,: ·., ,.,,·:1 ", ·' ,r ,, 1 

/

a. 
($) 
. .r""\· 

(_c. 

6. Suppose you observe (k)l;) that the equilibrium price and quantity of athletic shoes (~!·.aLJ. l '.,:hi) has risen (t'JJ) 
in the last year. A possible explanation (tfi...JI _ _»ui;:;\i) for this would be 

A reduction in the cost of materials used in making this kind (ty.\11:~) ofshoc.'x: 
An increase in the price of other kinds of shoes . 
An increase in the cost of materials used in making this kind of 8howsv 

5. The price elasticity of demand for a product lends to be large (more elastic) 
("j2 if people spend a large proportion of their income on the product. 
~ µ/ if the product is a necessary good. 

c. if few good substitutes for the product are available. 
d. if many complementary products are available. 
e. in the short run than in the long run. 

4. All of the following would shift a country's production possibilities curve, excepJ (l.1c. l.) 
a. increase in the quantity of labor. 

@. decrease in the amount of the capital stock. 
c. technological progress. 
d. decrease in the quantity of labor 

)e. decrease in the level of unemployment. 

3. If the income elasticity of demand for a good is negative, this implies(~'~) that 
a. only the poor (•ly.;.ll) will buy the good. 

(£)~ as incomes rise, the demand for the good will fall. 
c. as incomes fall, less will be spent on the good. 
d. the good is a luxury good (~L.S ~)- 
e. the good does not obey (4.;b ~ 'i) the law of demand. 

2. Quantity supplied will be increased (i.e. moving up along same supply curve) due to (c.,.i.wu) 
a. a fall in the cost of factors of production. 
9,. ,.~a fall in price 
(,?) an increase in price. 

Cf'. a fall in demand. 
e. an· increase in consumer's incomes. 

L Which of the following subjects (~lyJI) is most likely ('lll.:b.l JiSI) to be studied in microeconomics? 
a. The inflation (~I) of the general price level. 
b. Unemployment in the economy. 
c. The growth rate of aggregate output (c,JS..11 c:li:,YI). 

(j} The equilibrium price and quantity of shoes ('u.o"' 'II) 
,.• e. The impact (_;.;'.il.:i) of the total level of government spending (crJ-~"'"JI Jl.ij)'\) on the economy. 

Circle the best answer for each of the following questions: 

PART I: Multiple-choice questions (60 points}, 

.Qr. M..abamed.}lasr 
Dr. Said Haifa 
Dr. Reyad Musa 
Dr. Awad Mataria 
Miss Shireen Bash 

t- 
./f 

; 

Economics 131 
First Semester 200812009 

Section No.: __ 5 _ 
Student No.: \. C ·:1 \ '{ -:+ r ·~-----~.:i_._ 

Student Name: \ 1 ( c'-<., ~~\,.,o..\._i \ 

First Hour Exam 

BIRZEIT UNIVERSITY 
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT 



14. In which of the following instances is the effect upon rq11ilihrium price indetennlnate f-o=- }.!.; ). thal is. 
dependent upon the tuagnitude j-s=- ,_,..k ~)of the given .~hifl:s in supply and demand') 
a. demand rises and supply is constant (W.:li) 

/.· b. supply falls and demand remains constant 
c. supply rises and demand falls .-J.. 
d. demand rises and supply falls 

r"e.' demand rises and supply rise:' 

I 

. ... TJ:"Tfieqffifrifil)iofnewcars·rncreasesby· T() 1'.lerce;it: ffth~·j;ri~-~ elasticity of demand for new ears is 2.0, the price of 
a new car mush have 

~ fallen by 20 percent, 
b. fallen by I 0 percent. 

(c?J f.illlen by 5 percent. 
··d~·/fallen by 2 percent. 

e. none of the above is true 

~ 1 l. Which of the following is NOT considered economic resources? rv a .• machines used by a factory(~) producing shirts. 
-~ · output produced by business firms. 
~workers employed by government. 

d, oil deposits (.bill! 0J?) located in a country. 
t/~ the professors of economics ( J ...... :;<'z'l ;i.t,_,,I) at Birzeit University 
~/. 

12. Which of the following would NOT shift the supply curve of good X to the right? 
a. An increase in the number of sellers ofX. 
b. A reduction in the taxes on producers of X. 
c. A reduction in the price of resources used in producing X. 

/d.;,...An increase in the price ofX. 
y· An improvement in technology affecting the production ofX . 

10. If a large percentage increase in the price of a good results in (J.:ic. c~) a small percentage reduction in the 
quantity demanded of that good, demand is said to be 
a. unitary .elastic. 
b. relatively elastic. 

(S';/-i-e!atively inel ~stic. 
d. perfectly elastic. 
e. perfectly inelastic 

9. A shift to the right in the demand curve for Product A can be explained(·~~) by saying that 
a. the supply of Product A has increased because production costs have declined (w...;,,.L"-.jl). 
b. the price of Product A has declined and, as a result, consumers want to purchase more of it. 
c. the price of Product A has incr_eased and, as a result, consumers want to purchase less of it. 
d. consumer incomes have declined and they now want to buy less of Product A Rt each possible price. 

(Si_,. consumer tastes have changed in favor of Product ;\ so that they now want In huy more al each possible 
~:;.-·· price. 

_..,,,,.:· 8. A downward-sloping straight line (r"-l-~ .b;,.) Production Possibilities Curve represents jif!t the law of constant opportunity cost. 
· b. the law of increasing opportunity cost. 
(3J the law of decreasing opportunity cost. 

d. inefficient use of resources. 
e. technological improvement. 

7. OPEC (J.;jiJ.l 0_)~1 ) . .W\;I ;....Jb.i.) countries try to increase the price of petroleum because this increase in the 
price will result in increase in their total revenues. Tii.!s is true if the demand for petroleum is 
a. unit elastic 
b. elastic 

w-/ine!astic 
d. perfectly elastic 
e. none of the above since there is no relationship between the price and total revenue. 



l \ 
\, ('"~ ,.r ,i.. 11 

•,/I 

I v ~ . \ -;: 

.. \ 

~ i - ~ 

r·--r, ·\ . , \ 
~ \ \ , .. r '"'' .. , ) 

Explain and show that graphically on the same_@_Qve grggh. 

"f~o(\'-"~'\( co""\ , .. \·\\\or· 7 ··' ·, 
d. Suppose that new technology allows this country to produce double (·-•<-l.,:, ... ·) the Tructors it !·an prod11•·1· 

with the available resource, what will happen to the PPC? 

,, 
.-; (' \ \ .. \. <; .. ," 1,\ / '' .· .'\ o· \ 

\ "v 0 e (/ (~'A"' I ~ ( (n ~- 1\.:, Z:!:i.-0 

VA.I·\ {Q ~- 'T ( C\(·L11·:· \,-\ \""' 0 '·'·" \ 

c. If this country is currently (i.Jk-) producing 2 Tractors and )0 tons of Food, and wants to produce one extra 

. Tractor, what is.the opportunity cost of this extra Tractor? Explain! Is the current productionefficient or 
inefficient? E;icpl;i_in · \ 

. ~---"·-~-- 
-~~ 

'> 
4 . -, 

.. 
--- 

\ .. ,, "Z 

---···· ... 

0 c. . \- 

. Suppose this country is currently producing_2 Tractors and 65 tons of Food, and wants lo increase the 
production of Food by one ton, what is the opportunity cost of this extra ton of Food? Show your work. 

~:--(• c,J T '· , -. -, c\- <'· r '· 

a. Draw the Production Possibilities Curve (PPC) for this country irr_the above space . 

'\. 

Answer the next questions based on the above information: 

2 \.- 
( ,, , 

------ ---··· ··--- 
3 

-~·· ·-· -- 

4 -=:r~-- ~ 
( 
-: 

5 

1---t---t--+--t-- 
····-..:··'" 

-·- .. ··' 

/ .. 

Tractors 

\ 1 .. 7 I ::;:- . 
0 

1·1 ······; ) Food 
• .. -· Combination _ (tons_)_ 

I 
I 
:. '--· 80 A 

B 75 

c 65 

D so 

E 30 

F 0 

The following table shows the different combinations of Food and Tractors that might be produced in a given 

/--··_country. 

GJ (16 points) 

Part II: (40 points) Answer each of the following questions in the space provided. SHOW YOUR WOHK! 



SHOW THE EFFECT OF THE INCREASE IN 
· · ··INCOME vRAPHTCA:IXYINTHE SPACE HERE . 

i 
\ 
.... 

,,.~...-. 

/ 

( 

equilibrium quantity of movie tickets: { '· c ~ ;5 ,_ < e 
,.•' 

equilibrium price of movie tickets: l ". c1. ~ ~-{ -:, < 

market supply of movie tickets: tJ ,_"I c.: ~.ot:..:<, ,) .,. 

market demand for movie tickets: 1' "·Cl:;"''.<-<. "> < 

c. Suppose that income of people in the area ('----<h:.1.1 ..)) has increased, what is the effect of this on the 

following (write either: increase, decrease, or no change): 

; 
: 

(~ > I i./:~r/1 

' .. 
I. 

Are Pepsi and tickets 

(_, .. ._::!, ··' 

-------- ~) 
"/"()' /('> !_:) ,)o(,'""'·_\:'1." 

---- ~) \. < ~e-'2,./ 
.0":, o \· \ -i/7 - --·· ) 

---.L\)<'\) 
{~ .... ~ \ l.) 

Calculate the midpoint cross elasticity of demand between Pepsi and movie 1i1;kels. 
inferior, normal, substitute or complementary goods? (Choose one). Why? 

b. 

~J (~ 
. -·"·--'-- 

··1 ·1- c ...... --::-~s:::-···· 

7~·:.» .. ;:~) 
t __ ... ·. -. .t ,._,. 

--·~ ~-. -- . J .. J. '- .. -·- 
- v: ... ·-· 

, ' { ·. 0 
\ 
\ 

for movie tickets. ls demand elastic, unitary elastic, or a. 

/ .· .. ~/ ·)Al-Ahli Cinema reduced the prices of movie tickets (l...:.,-.-JI ,.s'U. .... .....; JL"-'i) from $1 D to $6,and got an increase in sale 

I '·j) J from ~20 to 150 tickets per day. Sales of Pepsi also increased by 80%. Used this information ·to answer the 

(. 
r./ followmg questions: 

,/!' .- 
.> 

Calcu![!.te'th~ 1nidpoin{ (arc) elasticity of demand 
inelastic? Why? // 

\:: <._../-/ 0) -· Q' 
/;- -·; .. \ ': _ _: ---·-···-· 

q3,,, •\_~~-'._ -- 

(12 points) 

.---·--- .. 



(, 

~1. 

SHOW THAT ON THE SAME GRAPH ABOVE, 

-»:: 
Equilibrium quantity of chickens: ,f· '\ ( , r ... •, ' . 

Equilibrium price of chickens: __ ,i r_r__:__: .. r · ., '· 

.... • ... Supply-of chickens: · \''' C:::+'<'T; ., r ... 

• Demand for chickens: '"; <:· <... \" , .. ,, , .• ( 
d1 

c. Suppose that government gave s subsidy to chicken farmers (ct,,,...1....J1 ~ ).r-), what would be the effect of 
that on the following (write: increase, decrease, or no change) 

\! 

\, ; __ .. f . \ . ") .·· {) } 
How much'[ c 0 ,,/ 
~J.i0wyour-calci.i1atf<i11:·-<. 

-·; ..... - (··'c· ..... t ~~ '\... .,_ .... ~. ---- ---· _. - 
/ ---- .... 

.... -- 

... ') }· the market? S '-\ I ~ \.~. ·, .... / 

b. If the price of chickens is fixed at $4 dollars per unit, would there be a shortage or surplus of chickens in 

Wbat is the equilibrium quantity of chickens? ,~:,_u ( · ' ' ... , , , .. •~ 
\t 

---'--~- ·----·------ What is the equilibrium price of chickens? a. 

QlJAll'l'I'rY 
( J' er um. t 0£ t.it11e) 

Consider the following demand and supply curves for chickens. 

GJ (12 points) 



. S- uppose you observe (.b..~ that the equilibrium price and quantity ofathl.etic shoes (~~Y.) •.~1) hns .rise_n (C" __ ·-.1~)-. 
in the last year. A possible explanation (~I ~I) for this would be .j -,,-7f;-----. 

_a.1 A r~duction ~n the .co.st of material~ used in making this kind (t)i I~~ 01 shoes. '~· '":""·· -: .. ~----- ,, .. -·- 
q; An increase m the price of other kinds of shoes. · · / .. ':/. a· An increase in the cost of materials used in m~~ing this kincrJ.'ll1ows. / ( ,,,.,. . 
d. An ~ncrease ~n wage~ of shoe fac~OI)' wnrkr.i'f._ . -,--- -.-- ·:·~~/ »" .·,.., 

... ···- ··;·•" ,.? \ ;:\··· __ _,/ 

__ ./.__ 

--- ,....-----''''"'"""'''"" 
. 

. 

4. All of the following would shift a coz·s production possibilities curve, except (l.l!:. l..) 
a. increase in the quantity of labo - +-«. _ ,. - 

+- @. decrease i~ the amount ofth. e c.~.pta·l-.~~~<>!?!: ~~ 
c. technological progress~ _::/ - '•. \ x, 
d. decrease in the uantit ·--·· q 1. 
'8 •. Clecreaie in ie level tl'f;-~l~ploy·~·-- ~·. .! 

' / \ . ~ / 

e p~ice elasticity of demano-{~uct t~nds to be large ore elasti 
i~ people Spend a .lar~ pfO(l<n:tion o_f their income on the product. \ 
ifthe prpai..tct is ane~ssary.._good?>,_ ~ 

c. if few good substitutes for the product are availablez"> h 
d, 'if many complementary products are available. 
e. in the short run than in- the long run . 

....,.1:......·---·-·"'"····--_-....,__~,,,. ~--··'"""•. 

» 
0 

~ 

2. Quantity supplied will be increased (i.e. moving i;.p along same supply curve) due to ('-;-':W<!J 
a. a fall in the costo7factor 6fproduction. ';,\ . 

J.l· Ai fall in price i \V an increase in pri . 1 

d, a fall in demand. 
e. an· increase in consumer's incomes. 

/" 
;/· If the income el~ticity of demand for a good is negaVt've, thi ,(n;plies (~·~)that ~ 

a. only the poor (~tfal1) will buy the good. .r . ' · r ~.;, 
c::;; C::.)As c:-.@ as incomes rise, the demand for the good will fa I. ', -r- 0 <yv" 

...Y" c. as incomes fall, less will be spent on the good. ,-,. ' "-f'- 
d. the good is a luxury good (;_µ W..). : \\ ~v 
e. the good does not obey {4.!lc ~ 'i) the law of demand. -, \, 

.>: 

Which of the following subjects (~1,,.JI) is most likely (YW:...1 fol) to be studied in microeconomics? 
a. The inflation (~I) of the general price level. - 
b, Unemployment in the economy. 
c. The growth rate of aggregate output (t,.~' {::W)'I). - . / 

@ The equilibrium price and quantity of shoes(~ \11) V.. . 
'" e. The impact (..»>'U) of the total level of government spending (.,....fa..11 Jlil)'I) on the economy. 

,,._. .. · 
l. 

Circle the best answer for each of the following questions: 

PART I: Multiple-choice questions (60 points).' 

-----···· 
l fk_M.abanJedJ!.asr 

Dr. Said Haifa 
Dr. Reyad Musa · 
Dr. Awad Mataria 
Miss Shireen Bash 
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/ 

/ 
... /. 
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13. The quantity of new cars increases by JO percent. ff the price elasticity of demand for new cars is 2.0, the price of 

~
a new car mush have . "' 1 :J. »: 

.. fallen by 20 percent. _ t '·· . 1 Y / 
b. fall:n by 10 percent 'l / \ O '1- -:.- " /~ 

~~::~ ~~; ~:;~:~~ / 2-- ;: .... ---;- L~ V 
e. none of the above is true ~ \) V\,ov--1Y\ 

14. In which of the following instances is the effect upon e-,.g!!l.lihrium price in,,d.~Kninate (.l.b.o ->*). thnr is. 
dependent upon the magnitude'{~~) of the given shifts in supply and demand? 
a. demand rises and supply is constant (~) 
b. supply falls and demand remains constant 
c. supply rises and demand falls 
d. demand rises and supply falls 

(~:' d_;mand rises and sup~rtS~: 
... / 

/ v 

11. Which of the following is NOT considered ~co?omic re~rces? 
a. ·"machines used by a Jactory (~)pro ucmg shirts. ;Ill, output prod~15Y business firms. 
c. workers employed by government. 
d. oil deposits (.hill! uJ..;:....) located in a country. v'(!!!) the professors of economics (::::YI •i."1.u.1) at Blrzelt University 

12. Which of the following would ~mft the supply curve of good X to the right? 
a. An increase in the number of sellers of X. 
b. A reduction in the taxes on producers of X. , 
c. A reduction in the price of resources us m producing X. 

;'([?,,...An increase in the price ofX. 
~,. An improvement in technology a ecting the production of'X. 

/ 
J 

j 
9. A shift to the right in the demand curve for Product ~can be explained("~ LJS...;) by saying that 

a. the supply of Product A has increased becausefProduction costs have declined (~I). 
b. the price of Product A has declined and, as a· result, consumers want to purchase more of it. 
c. the price of Product A has increased and, as a result, consumers want to purchase less of it. 
d. consumer incomes have declined and they now want to buy less of Product A at. each possible price. 

(~'> co.nsumer tastes have changed in avor...Q~~~A_.<>Q_that they now want In h11y more nf each pos~ihk 
- / price .,,,, ~,_,- •.• • ,,f·~' _ _.._ .• - y 

I 0. If a large percentage increase in the price of a good results in { ~ ~) a small percentage reduction in the 
quantity demanded of that good, demand is said to be 
a. unitary elastic. 
b. relatively elastic. 

~)..,-·relatively ineiastic. 
d, perfectly elastic. 
e. perfectly inelastic 

ward-slopinC"°~( .-· 
--~'-,,I 

e law of constant opportunity cost 
the law of increasing opportunity cost. 
the law of decreasing opportunity· cost; 
inefficient use of resources. 

e. technological improvement. 

notion Possibilities Curve represents 

I 7. OPEC (JJ..AJ! >y...a.JI .;l.b!YI ~-di.;.) countries try to increase the price of petroleum because this increase in the 
price will result in incre~~n their total revenues. This is true if the demand for petroleum is (\'. 

a. unit ~lastic/' _ Q r- \~ \ ;1 \ 
b. elastic - \ ,- l , I 

~-/inelastic · l-::> 
a. perfectly elastic 
e, none of the above since there is no relationship between the price and total revenue. 



20. Which of the foliowing is a nonnative economic statement about the cigarette market? 
a. Taxing (~ '-Y->-4 t'4~) cigarettes makes people buy fewer cigarettes. 
b. Taxing cigarettes will raise the;prjpe of cigarettes. 
c. A tax on cigarettes will place iti'iigher burden (_,.,61 L\;>e ~}on consumers if their demand becomes more 

inelastic. rl....~'°"' 
d. Taxes on cigarettes will generate(~ ,.ii.») more revenue to government. 

{J .J{ tax on cigarettes is a goc;rrod idea (i~ >fo) becaus. e .th. e. g.·ovemment should discouraging {c-W ·7·. i) had 
,/habits (~WI.lb). ' . . , JC '\ 0, ............ .., . (;.,~~·· 

t.... ( ..;;,..,,,.)\.. . • N' ... ;· ... 1 ..... <-.\ .. 
vl 0 (. ,::;-:1 · 

l ..... -.~ 

\ 
l ---- ·~---\- 

18. If the demand for a good is pe,ectly inelastic then the demand curve for that good is 
a~ qo"';1ward-sloping. // 1 · 

~)'.Yert1cal (cp_,...c.). -./' \ 
C. horizontal (~1). 
d. upward-sloping. \ ----·- ~---,··- 
e. concave (fa). ·------\:\ 

19.A sharp increase (.lb.till)) lnthe price of coffee (which is a s,ub:~it~ for tea) "::ill ;esult in 
{a7> a~1forease in the demand of tea. "-- · 
b .. ..a decrease in the demand of tea. . ~ ,,\ 

c. an increase in the quantity demand of tea. ( \\ ' .~"'' ] ·J ., 
d. a decrease in the quantity demanded of tea. --:::::'";~:~-;.:.--/ 
e. an increase in the quantity demanded of coffee. 

e. 

zero. 
infinity WY L.. 
can be negative, positive, or zero. 

c. 
d. 

-: 

t ...... ~ ..... ~-· 

17. We expect the cross elasticity of demand between Pepsi-Cola and Coca-Cola to be 
@/Positive. 1 /},__,./ 

b.' negative. I ~ 

16. The economic problem is concerned (F '-! e*') with 
a. how society uses its limited resources to satisfy iL<; limited wants. 
b. how society uses its unlimited resources to satisfy Its limited wants, 
c. how society uses its unlir\iited resources to satisfy its unlimited wants, a~ )fow society uses its limited resources to satisfy its unlimited wants. 
e/ how to buy stocks (r*'"'I) in the capital market ( L~.JI <YIJ '-'-""). 

15. lfthe supply of product Xis perfectly elastic, an increase in the demand for it will: 
(ti) increase both ~uilibrium quantity and equilibrium price. 
~. increase equilibrium price but equilibrium quantity will be unchanged. 

c. increase equilibrium price but reduce equilibrium quantity. t_)5!(' increase equilibrium quantity but equilibrium price will be unchanged, 
e. increase equilibrium quantity but reduce equilibrium-price, 



.··, ? 

SHOW THE EFFECT OF THE INCREASE IN 
INCOME GRAPHICALLY IN THE SPACE HERE .~·· I 

equilibrium quantity of movie tickets: r "~- ! -<: ,_ <,(:: 

equilibrium price of movie tickets: i " <'. i ~ r·f' :, c 

market supply of movie tickets: /.!ti <.' ~ .;:~< ~n -r 

' .· 
market demand for movie tickets: (" C.\~- <... '> ( 

c. Suppose that income of people in the area (L...Obll ,)) has increased, what is the effect of this on the 
following (write either: increase, decrease, or no change): 

... 
.... . \ 

-~-· 
v , 

·~ 
' I i . %·~Q.L ... 

% A.f).-- 
~ 

t~l 

,., 
\ 

~ ,. .. - 

(). l( 
'~·-·~·- - .. !?" -~·- I.• 

--==-?.f;j -- ---~-~·-, - . _. .. 

b. 

\. ... ..-.,,,.. \~y.,· 
-, <- '·' t \ 't.;b 

r; ~- 0~ --·7 2' \ \) 
Calculate the midpoint cross elasticity of demand between Pepsi and mov.11,;~;kcl~. Are Pepsi and tickets 
inferior, normal, substitute or complementary goods? (Choose one). WI~ 

--~-» .. :_·~ <:.-·-· ,,. 
-- - ·.,"; ... - 

'{ 0 • -:7 
-· -~~ ... 

···- ~-- . •'( 

~ . 
<t~~' 

qyi- 0-~-- ... 
\) l .. (" ·, 

~ (12 points) 

. - .. 
... -/ [Al-Ahli Cinema reduced the prices of movie tickets (1...:.,-.~!I )'1.i _ _; .}.L.•;) from $10 to $6,nnd got an increase in sale 

/ </..../from 120 to 150 tickets per day. Sales of Pepsi also increased by 80%. Used this information to answer the 
l (.! following questions: \ ,• . 

. . , ... /' a. Calculate·tfi~ midpoin{ (arc) elasticity of demand for movie tickets. Is demand elastic, unitary elastic, 01 

inelastic? Why? .> / 

~~---~··/ 0 i. - Q' 
(:· J -.:. 



. \ 
' ! 

,..i 
'\ .·· · \ I, , \ l .. I \\ r" • · 

·\ 

·.f.) \.\\(JV.( (~ 
\ 

(.~. r.~ "(l. \ 

\w;., , \ \ -, \ f) ' L ·· l '\ \. . < t.,· t :: e \... (_ ((.I '.'<>·,·~ •• c. \IQ·.• (i(1 ',',I 1:;, • · ,. -, 

l ' (\r 17r -\"'r <.,) {," \ \\...,, c-. \'· q" ~1\ f' ,1 .... ,_ 

Explain and show that grapllically on the same above graplJ. 

j I •.' 
"('~r,(\.v--,\r co._,·\ ~,·\\ ~'!:.· 7 <'. \.r:.:1. : -: I\,,, . ' 

d. Suppose that new technology allows this country to produce double (._:O.<w _ _;) the Trnctors ii can prnd111:.r-. 
with the available resource, what will happen to the PPC? 

\, ..,~ « • ' "' ~ c ......, ,. ' ' e ., ~ •• (·,J .. ,, ( - ".: .. ~:'.' t \ "~ 
\(~ -c,~·'\'~; r (~t ~-~.,, tA. , ••• ~·\ t,1' ~ ,,·· '·"..~ll (.l < (.~ '\_. ~ 
~. :.> .~ '°7',, ,! 

\\,\e ofo(~_..,.,,·y <c.-.,\ 1\.:,.- •?...£i0 

v.,.,_\·\ ,g ~- 'Tr1xc~ur' . ..__,·\\;;... 01,.\ \ 

c. If this country is currently (\.,lb-) producing 2 Tractors and 50 tons of Food, and wants to produce one extra 
Tractor, 'what is the opportunity cost of tliis extra 'Tractor? Explain! rs the current productlonefficient or 
inefficient? Explain · · 1 -- \ 

·- / r r» - .i;/ .. • c·· ? 

(. 
' .. '.).) 

·, I 

(-. ., 
c.: ..._.. ) 

f -. ·+··- .. 
\ .,, ? .. 
--·--- .. O. C, - 

\:: 

o ob 
f·J . 

_ _...,;. .' -·':,;/ 

Suppose this country is currently producing Z Tractors and 6~ tons of Food, and wants to increase the 
production of Food py one ton, what is the opportunity cost of this extra ton of Food? Show your work. 

r..""c:· c.-J ·r '- ,., ,_ \- (1 r <, 

\ G. S ,\. -Z 
~I x>"' 

(? (, . ' 

~fl9(~ ~ij ~ 6'0 l1tj-~6 ~~ '\t?oF,_ood ? d "< .~,.;:... ~/ 1,,:) 
.f>.. \. \" ) :.,. r-" ~· .-l . 
t » )--' ~· / ... :/ ,,,(,(;\ 'll> 

[) \ 13 ~- 

Draw the Production Possibilities Curve (PPC) for this country in the above space. V a. 

5 0 F 
( t' 1---1--1--1--i---1--~--4-~!j..jC.-~'·'-l--4---l---l 

~ .. , \ 
\'".J.;c'\ ·''( l ,,~ \ ".;) , ....... 

/) _:._.- i- ..~, ,, .... »> ( \ 
.. -·--; \-r;) i;i \so_ .... /)_,. \ 

Answer the next questions based on the above ihformation: 

4 30 E 

/, -·1 ) Food 

J! .- .. - Combination (tons) Tractors Tractors 
.t : 

. '- 
80 D A ....... ~· 

B -75 .. 

The following table shows the different combinations of Food arid Tractors that might be produced in a given 
-···country. 

GJ (16 points) 

Part II: (40 points) Answer each of the following questions in the space provided. SHO'V YOUR WORK! 



"t- / 
·'\ ' .• v / 

(~' ~ .. · 

/ \ \J 

: lt.:.!1 jl.11 j LS , '-,-Lll <;~ 'i'I ~ ._;J..ll ._j ;..1 ~ (X) ; ,L;.1 ,_;_, 
"-: ~ • ,,..... ~ ..1· ...5-- ..,,. 'i...... 

Put mark (X) on the letter that corresponds to the best answer as in the following example: 

Dr. Mohamed Nasr 'yc:ti~--~ 
Mr. Mohammad Amriya 

Economics 13 J 
First Semester 2006/2007 

< c: ··?v \Ci ....>C-' i. C· , 

' ~. \ .;)' 

<., 



\iJ Suppose we observe (lo..:..)l.J) an increase in theyrice.of oranges. Which of the following is NOT a possible reasor.? 
~ An increase in the wage of workers used in picking and transporting orange. s (JU:iyll Ji,;_, LI1E). --~ c> 
~ A decrease in the price of apples (a substitute}; X . , ~\ 

C. An increase in consumers income. ....-- r:h .. r. .( ..)l-v ' • ..) 

d. A scientific disco~ery (.,,Jc ,_;L:;;S? that oranges will cure the corrrn1_on cold (~....;;L.c::::Jk.;). ~ 

e. A bad weathe\~"'~·h1ch,d~;troyed (Y"'1)11a~r~a~e~s5oforange p~rod.uc~on.: s ''~_::· -~'-.r~i~ 
1,·• ,' -, ~ L--<' ,.. 
I ;J ·· C) P i- :..·/·\-?'- -, 

..... ........ ~-·-· ---- -·-·- ... - ... 
5. p~ of a g.ood will tend to mu (L...:0~')'1 .)! ~)if 

@"" there rs a surplus at the current (.)WI) price. 
b. the current price is above equilibrium price. 
c. the quantity supplied exceeds (,_y:. ~.; •jJ4'.ll) the quantity demanded at the current price. 

@) all of the above. . ..:.~ .. ' , 
e. none of the above. 

\? 

---- ,...... 3 3 
) 

4. If this economy is producing at point B, then: 
a. the economy could produce more butter without giving up any guns. 
b. the economy could produce more guns and more butter. 
c. the economy could produce more guns without giving up any butter. 
~. the economy is not operating efficiently 

~ all of the above .·,, · ! <, 
JJ 5v.• I 

.. - 7 -- lf 

r 3j If the economy is producing at point A and wants to produce one thousand more guns} this economy must . 
a. give up (-: ~ •,jc ~) 9 tons of butter. - · 

0 
. ( \, ;.1. ·t !- e,v 

b. give up 7 tons of butter. · \J;..t. tf--e-' ' 
~~-~b.give up 2 tons of butter. 

/:._;~_:; -~.give up 1h tons of butter.. .. / 

~· give up Y4 tons of butter. 

-, \ ' 5 

1. As this economy produces more and more guns, the opportunity cost of guns 
a. decreases. 

@ increases 
c. is constant (~Ci) 
d. is zero 
e. cannot be determined from the graph. 

b c.)..1,(1.s 

p b~i-·\-~V 

l . lfthe economy is producing at point E, the opportunity cost of producing an additional ton of butter is 
a. ~1; thousand guns. . . 

t11_c u b. Y:i thousand guns. ,:;:. -, ..J- -;. Lt 
(!) 4 thousand guns. 

a. 3 thousand guns. 
@. I thousand guns. 

-~ . 
/Butt~r (tons) 

-:"';..::-·:.:-- 

,.- ... J 0
1 ·'.·· j ',;..;.·•:c,p 

.. •·.••• ·I •.. I I I 
os.:~!f.·"5'! 

' ~ 

2 1 0 

·.\.::.. 
I r' ; (_, .. 

......... 

Use the following production possibilities curve (PPC) to answer the. next FOUR g uestions. *** 

Answer the fol!~wing multiple-choice questions 011 the attached answer sheet: ill_,.11 ~1..o:-)11 ~ JJ _;... ~ r.1 1..U U:....,i ,s-l: ~i 

PART I: Multiple-choice questions (60 points) 
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:} 

. .••.• :i" 

\ =,_: 

. ' 
'./' 

.dt> (li_ 
-Alo «o y·:i r:> -"'- ,• 

x, ~ r : <.,_. 

· .... ;.' ~ ·' 

G~_;.····:~. rj. 
.I - :; 

f r: \ 
• \\ \._! 

.' : .... _ ........ 

a. 1% 
b. 2% 

(f) l0% 
d. 20% 
e. none of the above 

14. The current price of wheat is $1.00 per bushel (A ,J1,;;). and the price elasticity _of demand for wheat is known to 
V be..Q.j_Q. A bad harvest (:.P_; J~) causes the supply of wheat to decrease, and as a result, the price of wheat rises 

bv 20%. What will be the percentage decrease in the quaptity demanded of wheat due to this increase in price? 

; 

\ 

.. ·--·- 

....... ·· 

elastic. e. 

C, 

@) 

b. 
unitary elastic 
perfectly elastic. 
inversely I's-e=) related to price. 
inelastic. 

a. 

!2. One of the assumptions made in the construction ofa society's production possibilities curve is that 
v a. there may be underemployment of resources. x. c;f, c• 

b. the state of technology is changing.X " \, 
c. there is an unlimited supply of resources to society. X.'-~\ 
d d b d d . 1· . d . . )(,, \ . goo scan e pro uce in un irrute quantities. ·,::]'1 

(9 there is full employment of resources. \·-r·- ...... -----·- - ·" · ··- -,,_:---'+- .... "--t~-11r-· 

./'" \ 
l3. Hani sells tennis shoes(~ ~~i). Hani wants to increase his revenues, so he raises his prices. "Vhis strategy will only 

T . -, C $>' "I work if demand is ,- ... \,___ · , ~- ":f + -c., .•.. _,__: .. h? ecC{_., tif 
.... -~: .. ··1 
\~~ ,.Y .. \, • ', 

j \ 

I.......\ ~~,_,,-·- 

F> f _,,/ 
l.:J.,J If the demand for specific medicine (~I_,.:.) is perfectly ineslagic, and the government increases taxes on this medicine 

by 20%, what happens to the equilibrium pnce and.quantity of this medicine? . . r (f} Price will increase but ouantity will remain the same. . · .> LL 
\] b. Pr.ice w!ll r~main the sai_ne b~t quantity will decrease. _,.,/ 

o · · c. prrce will rise but quantity will fall. 0 
};) d. price will fall but quantity will rise. 
J e. price and quantity will both full. ·J-. i 

J 8. Which of the following statements is discuss.ed in mJfo~~mics rather, than rnicroceconrnics c0tyse? . .,,, .. ,,.../ 
a. The profits of Paltel Co. (wl'L.:;)11 4SY::,) has decreased this year ("7. 1 c, / ,,,----- 0 (l) _fL Thfle p.rice ~[:~ties increased due to cold weather ( .:._}-1 ~). ;"11 '. _ 5 \bf\:.,, .. '{ 

<.£/. ln anon ( I) and unemployment are serious problems rn all socienes, ,..,,,. · 
d. Tawwal Co. (Ji:~ d.S?) offers new brands of mobile telephon~s.t"-'11 <- ( ' 1 
e. An increase in the income of a consumers will increase~demand for some goods . ..- 0 :-~ (2) 

~-· /_ ... ··· \.· 
(j 9. You ~P.:?d ~~r~_o_(!'.~~r,budg~t on housing (ifi..:), 30% on food (rk.b), and 20% on cletning (,.>"-!:;Lo). Based only n ~--- 

~~c~~..,irifofui.ation, which would you expect to have the most elastic demand? c, ......... \// ·· /) 
-:."~a. Housing. ~,/ .·) ' · ~ /__,.J1/)lfj .... fl\ b. Food. / ,/ ( 7- I VI 

c. Clothing. · . p J_u .V7'LL~~·(1L~ 
d. They would all have the same price elasticity. ---~~~~'-"-"~'·_.!...!,..1.!.'rt'--'~:..->-' 

Q Not enough information totell, ,, , , .· ~ 
·<J.i ,,_v,.' ~' Js w-d'-c:i,) ~ ~ ~ ,/' 

i 0. Ass~n:e· that ~h~'go:'ernment has increased axe on im~orted med_icines (•~ .JY.... '-::_,~i) (which are substitu~to local 
medicines). 1 his will cause ~- ,"-··'-·,__,y...)\ rJ.:;-1 , /, S / ) 
a. an increase in the supply of local medicines (~ ~_,.:.i). x/ / 

~ an increase in the demand for local medicines. · .> 

fl)' a decrease in the supply of local medicines, p p 
d. a decrease in the price of local medicines. 
e. a decrease in the demand for local medicines. 

V 11. l~Aj~pect that the price of coffee will incre~se in the future, what will happen to equilibrium price and 
· . ,.. 'quantity or cdfree now? · ' , . 
- a. There will be no effect on price or quantity now. ' ·., ' 

b. Price will increase but quantity will decrease, 
c. Price will decrease but quantity will increase. 
d. . Both price and quantity will decrease. 

@ Both price and quantity will increase. 
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'--··x5· » r 
_/ _,. 

.'/ 0 
. . 

a. Graph D 
b. Graph C 

CS) Graph B 
d. Graph A 
e. None of the -above., 

) '· <. .'.-:/ J 

;-~.'._~--:--;-. . I /·<:r·1;. -·· .· """.! ', .. . L_j_J_" 

D 

~~7 
/)l('D . 

(_ ,_ --------- ·--- -----·-- --- 
Q.1.1antil.)' 

.. c ~,~,~0. s 

l "" ' I °"-D ""D ---.---·.-----·--- .. -~. ------- 
Ou"'ntJty 

20. Technology improves, reducing the cost of producing computers. Which of the following shows the effect on the 
computer market] 

18. Which of the following is/are NOT considered economic ~es 
a. workers employed by government »; lv~ \Qw 
b. the teaching assistants (~.:\S)'1 J.;.lcWI) in the Economics Department at Birzeit University 

CS) 9M1J2ut produced by business firms 
d. oil deposits (..1...i>ll .;_,Y,...) located in a country I'- Vl.hk 
e. machines used by a factory(~) producing shirts ~. c~u1, )/tp 

_J ~hn-. leffici 19. productive or tee ica ·~. 1c1encY,,'means 
a. higher standard of living. ~ 
@ producing as much as possible with available resources. V' 
c. producing the goods and services that are needed by society. :\ 
d. fair and just distribution (J.itt:. (jjji) of goods and services produced in the economy. 
e. stability of prices and employment 

17. IfX is a normal good, a decrease-in thecost of producing X.with a decrease in household income will tend to cause 
tJ a. an lrfc"rease inthe quantity 'of X; but thechange in the price of X is· uncertain. r ·" · · 

b. an increase in the price of X, but the change in the quantity of X is uncertain. 
c. a decrease in the quantity of X, but the change. in the price of X is uncertain. 
@ a decrease in the price ofX, but the change in the quantity ofX is uncertain. n ilf a decrease in both the price and quantity ofX. \' 

l~ .. ~....._ .. ..__...~--~- --- ·- 

······---t< 

16. Which of the following is a normative, rather than positive, statement? 
J . W government s~9 give subsidy (~y-o) to farmer to help them to produce more food. 

b. Unemployment rate in Palestine exceeded (jJt.;..3) 25% last month. 
c. Interest rate has not changed during the last two years. 
d. If the price of cigarette is increased, people would buy less of it. 
e. None· of the above statements is normative: · 

@'When the demand curve is . .a.··5~~;;~-::ownward-~loping line, 
a. demand is perfecrlyfinelaWc ·· x · .. _:___ · · 
b. demand is perfec;tly'e-1-astic r: 
c. elasticity is-constant along this demand curve 'i.... 
d. elasticity increases as quantity increases · 

© elasticity decreases as quantity increases 



~ Equilibrium quantity of chickens: d er ;' .e8 s; E'._ 

/ 

---....,_ 
Write market supply here \ l l_j 

-- ~ 
Price [ Quantity (ton) 

b \\00 v ., i OU 0 _... 
Lf qo o 

] fjoO 
.. - 

2. .. ?oo 
l 600 

• 

How much? 2 c> 0 

shortage, a surplus, or equilibrium? 

e. Suppose that price of chicken feed (C ~~ ....W-) has increased, what happens to the the following: (Wrtie either ~ 
increase, decrease, or no change) . \ · / . 

<., / -- ...... _ / 

o Supply of chickens: d_e..c CTo-S(. 7_, . /··: .. ·. . , .. .. -. 
e· -Equilibriurrr price .. of.chickeusr. i v1 c[e9: SS: __/-· 

b. Draw the market demand and supply of chickens in the same graph. 
(LABEL YOUR GRAPH FULLY) 

c. Whaf is the equilibrium price of chi, ... ~ .. .:i? ~ '1 / 
d ·1·· - - ? qoQ L7 an equ1 icnum quantity. ~· 

d. lf the government imposes c .. r" ~_;;) a price · · mg of $2, would there be a · 

Price Q~~!l!i-ty~.Q~mand~.fl 
ill - (tons) 
6 300 
5 600 ~ 
4 900 
3 1200 
2 C13]D::i 

isoo _1.{c;.rt~e..-f":>v1.f P~ ~ 
a. Derive (write) the market supply for chickens in the following space.?-'> 

~~~1;"'J':!, .. ,.,~ 

C(c,O /'Z:...,...,,,, 
(? i: ·\ ~~i" e:o" 

The market demand for chickens is given by the following schedule: 

r< ~ f chickens. Each sell .... as.the following supply schedule. 

e v. 
/ 

v s / .. 
y ~ .... j; .,... 

~"- 
I.I' 

5 -· ? ..... r-, 17 '-u( ... ,.. -·- .. -- ,,_..._... _ .. j,.' ~ r .. ~ 
)v ·1 -~ 

~ 2. I 

/ ~ .... ,, .. . .. .... ~- .... ~-·· ''"'"""""- ........ ~ ~ . :~ t &!"!.~~~ i ., 1,-. 

I "'' ~ v / 

Price Quantity supplied by 
..,.._.~-·~-" ..... ::::-:'""·- 

ill each sell er (tons) 

6 J l \ \00 

5 10 \ ()0 0 

4 9 q_,o o 
3 8 '60 () f''t: 
2 7 "Cli§) 

6 600 

,.l<t,'1,, 
Consider a market that consists of 100 selfors o 

QJ (18 points) 

PART II: Essay Questions (40 Points) 
Answer the following questions in the space provided. SHOW YOUR WORK WHEN NECESSARY! 
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2. - (0 ·-·') S'?>- ~· ~ Q;) ~ 

......... If - (_ 0'{_ 5 J- / '-- {3 Q C-L Ci ~- (" C--cP "-:= 

.ld.J The price of cement ri.s.~ from $3.5 per ton to $4.5 .. ?.~r to~d, esult, the quantity of cement supplied 
,"U increased by 50%. Carcblate the midooint prirla."ss~t1icc···~1.lfyry~~o;Jo.f "upply. ~1 -, _ \ 

l " f' . ~.. ~ ,!}~ ,V;k//~- 
~· =« ~~f~K .( ~ f'l.. 

1~ 
~-- ... · 1 .. ,"' .c> 1 

~--·-·-- .. _ -·····-·--·--- -- "'-~---·'>. ,D C\>_,,/ ) 2-,, ~ b \ 
' ~ l <:c s h '- i:i, e =c--=l; ~ "' :_ "< "- c O I . er;::;; « o.) ' f, -'< e,_ 
\ S.s > \ 11 ol"'Jrlq ; J: rg t c 5 a • u; e c A" ;:.---;(:s'o __ cr~·~,--rr/~· Vi "s - 3.S . 

-p; (3:> \___'-... • :/ '-:1. .s -t , . s: - 
'-- ·- . ~ . . _:::.-:-.~> r- "7.... 

e. The price of Y increased by 20%, the quantity of X that Huda purchases increases b.J.:2..C2Yo· Calcualte the cross 
elasticity of demand benvee"ii)tand Y. 

) '(~ "'2.. 
q - 11. 

The.price of a commodity falls from $J,Lto~$9 and the quantity demanded rises from 95 to I 05 tons. Calculate the 
mid int price elasticity cf demand. -r--. -- .... ~-· 

f:d -::: /.>Q !A-. P,4.-t;_ 

./ a. 

For each of the following cases (1) Calculate the elasticity coefficient for each product and (2) indicate whether the 
product(s) is/are: .. el~~!.i_ci inelastic, complements, substit~~e_s: inferior, or normal, (g-{OOSE ONE) (3) explain why 
(based in your caJclilailon). - "'""= ···- .. __:. ...... ···-··-~· -~ ..... ~ . 

Q 
2Q (10 points) 
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6)1.n responseu-'' :i.,~'J4) to news reports(_;l.;.:..';/\ .>.ul:i:i) that taking aspirin daily(4-o>.? 0.l..?.A'J\ hi) can reduce 
an individual's risk of a heart attack(~\ ~~I), there will most likely be a(n) 
A)increase in the supply of aspirin. 
B)decrease in the supply of aspirin. 
f:)lylcrease in the demand for aspirin. 
O}increase in the quantity demanded of aspirin. 

5) The government wants to protect consumers(~\ :\.,:k.-..) from rising food prices. Therefore, price 
restrictionsl-os) are imposed(w-<ofa) on lettuce growers prohibiting(cW) them from raising((!_;) the price of 
lettuce(tY'-:J\). This will cause 
A)an excess supply of lettuce. f-----7V 

tBTun excess demand for lettuce. ~-1\ 
~an increase in the demand for lettuce. ~~ 
D)a decrease in the supply of lettuce. 

4)A movement along the demand curve to the left may be caused by a 
A)rise in income. 
Brdecrease in supply. 
~all in the number of substitute goods. 
D)fall in the price of inputs. 

D)increase its resource base. 

3)For an economy to produce at a point beyond its current ppf, the economy must 
A)waste less. 
<"filpe more efficient. 
C)reduce inputs. 

2)During(J~) the Iraq War(~lyJI '-:-!..?-)many of Iraq's oil refineries(~" .J1I) were destroyed(ll._;.JA.iJ t=i). This 
would best be represented by a 

@movement down Iraq's production possibility frontier. 
B)rnovement off Iraq's production possibility frontier to some point inside the frontier. 
C)shift of Iraq's production possibility frontier toward the origin. 
D)movement up Iraq's production possibility frontier. 

PART ONE: Multiple choice (60 points) 
l)The production possibility frontier is a graph that shows 
A)all the combinations of goods and services that are consumed over time if all of society's resources are 
used efficiently. 
B)the amount of goods and services consumed at various average price levels. 
C)the rate at which an economy's output will grow over time if all resources are used efficiently. 

@3-n the combinations of goods and services that can be produced if all of society's resources are used 
efficiently. 



A 

l~Demand for one item goes down when the price of another item goes up. These items must be 
~ubstitutes. 
B)complements. 

J 7 l 11) For inferior goods, an increase in income will cause the 
A)quantity demanded to fall. 
B)demand to increase. 
CTclemand to fall. 
b)quantity demanded to increase. 

10)Tne basic coordinating mechanism in a free market system is 
A)quantity. 
B)price. 
~ central government authority. 
evhe corporation. 

8)Refer to Figure 1. The economy is currently at Point A. The opportunity cost of moving from Point 
A to Point B is the 
A)90 LCD televisions that must be forgone to produce 20 additional plasma televisions. 

,@30 LCD televisions that must be forgone to produce 60 additional plasma televisions. 
C)120 LCD televisions that must be forgone to produce 40 additional plasma televisions. 
ih\30 LCD televisions that must be forgone to produce 20 additional. plasma televisions. 
C7' fl 't 

~1 l• ..- tZ . 
9)Refer to Figure 1. The extra marginal cost in moving from Point A to Point Bis IL~{D) 
A)-2/3. \ 
B)-1.5. 
9z3 

@v3o. 

Figure 1 

so 40 I) 
L~- 

Refer to the information provided in Figure 1 below to answer the questions that follow. 

7) The change in the price of a good leads to a change in-~--' which leads to a 
@J_uantity supplied; movement along a supply curve 
B)quantity supplied; shift of the supply curve 
C)supply; movement along a supply curve 
D)supply; shift of the supply curve 



16}1f improvements in technology have reduced the cost of producing personal computers, you 
accurately predict(~ji:i) that in the market for personal computers, there will be a(n} 

rl A)increase in the quantity supplied of personal computers, a reduction in the price, and an increase in 
the quantity demanded. 
B)increase in the supply of personal computers, a decrease in the price, and an increase in the quantity 
demanded. 
1 

(S)increase in the supply of personal computers, a reduction in the price, and an increase in the demand. 
(JD)decrease in the supply of personal computers, an increase in the price, and a decrease in the demand. 

}~Refer to Table 2. In this market there will be an excess demand of 300 pizzas at a price of 
\61$6. 
B)$9. 
C)$12. 
D)$15. 

]~Refer to Table 2. If the price per pizza is $6, there is an excess 
~}lemand of 300 pizzas. 
B)demand of 600 pizzas. 
C)supply of 700 pizzas. 
D)supply of 1,000 pizzas. 

13)Refer to Table 2. If the price per pizza is $12, the price will 
A)remain constant because the market is in equilibriums 
B)increase because there is an excess demand in the market~ 
C)decrease because there is an excess demand in the market. 
@pecrease because there is an excess supply in the market. 

Quantity 
Price per Demanded (Pizzas Quantity Supplied 
Pizza per Month) (Pizzas per Month) 
$3 1,2.00 600 
6 I 1,000 700 
9 800 800 . 

I 
·- 

12 600 900 - 
15 400 1,000 - 

Table 2. 

Refer to the information provided in Table 2. below to answer the questions that follow. 

C)normal goods. 
D)inferior goods. 



21)According to Figure 3, a decrease in unemployment may be represented by the movement from 
A)B to A. 
B)B to D. 
C)C to D. 
~A toC. 

Figure 3 
20)According to Figure 3 the point where only motorcycles are produced is 
A)A. 
B)B. 
C)C. 

@E· 

Motorcycles 
{) 

F. 

A 

Refer to the information provided in Figure 3 below to answer the questione that follow. 

19)Which of the following is a positive question? 
-~Will the level of teenage unemployn1ent(~lyJI Li"',) 4.lthiJI) increase if the minimum wage( .. u~ ':ii) is 
increased? 
B)Should the minimum wage be set at one-half the average manufacturing wage to guarantee(~) 
individuals a decent(J_;k..) standard of living(Olr-- LS_,:;-.)? 
C)Wouldn't it be more equitablefcls=) if the minimum wage increased automatically with the cost of 
living? 
D)Wouldn't it be better to try to increase people's wages through [ob-training programs rather than by 
requiring employers to pay minimum wages? 

l8}Inflation and unemployment 
A)are the focus of normative economics. 
B)are a focus of microeconomics. 
C)are a focus of positive economics. 
~re a focus of macroeconomics. 

17) lf you own(c!ll.:i) a building and you decide to use that building to open a book store(y1S.\1 u.~), 
A) there is no opportunity cost of using this building for a book store because you own it. 
@here is an opportunity cost of using this building for a book store because it could have been used in 
other ways. 
C)there are no sunk costs involved in this decision. 
D)the only cost relevant(u.+;y) to this decision is the price you paid for the building. 



28)The price of mozzarella cheese, which is used in making pizza, increases. In the market for pizza you 
would expect that 

.YA)the demand for pizza would increase and the price of pizza would increase. 
o/ B)the demand for pizza would decrease and the price of pizza would fall. 

tJthe supply of pizza would decrease and the price of pizza would increase. 
D)the supply of pizza would increase and the price of pizza would decrease. 

26)lf resources are combined efficiently in production, then the society 
A)is producing at the most-desirable point on the production possibility frontier. 
~s producing at a point on the production possibility frontier but not necessarily at the most-desirable 
point. 
C)is producing at a point outside the production possibility frontier. 
D)is experiencing economic growth. 

~~~ ~NJ):J- 

27)\1\Th~n there is an excess supply of a product in an unregulated market, the tendency is for 
A)price to rise. 

rice to decrease. 
uantity supplied to increase. 

)quantity demanded to decrease. 
7;j-ff: 2 

25)Production inefficiency occurs 
A)only when an economy produces underneath(~) its production possibility frontier. 
B)only when an economy produces at the wrong point on the production possibility frontier. 
(t)p,ither when an economy produces underneath the production possibility frontier or when the econ .. omy 
Wproducing the wrong combination of goods on the production possibility frontier. 
D)only when the economy produces outside the production possibility frontier. 

24)Suppose you are deciding whether to spend your tax rebate check on a new iPod player or a new 
digital camera. You are dealing with the concept of 
.A)diminishing marginal returns. 
B)comparative advantage. 
@opportunity costs. 
D)the fallacy of composition. 

22)Refer to Figure 3. The economy moves from Point A to Point D. This could be explained by 
A)a reduction(tfa>lb..;I) in unemployment. 
B)an improvement in technology. 
C)an increase in economic growth. eJ change in society's preferences for n10torcycles. versus hybrid cars. 

23) Which of the following is an example of a normative statement? 
®The unemployment rate is six percent. 
B)There should be no unemployment in an advanced industrial society. 
C)Higher prices cause consumers to buy less. 
D)Equilibrium price implies(~) that quantity demanded equals quantity supplied. 



30)To isolate(J~ ~)the impact of one single factor, economists invoke the assumption of 
A)inductive reasoning. 
B}Ockham's razor. 
C}9eteris paribus. 
D)post hoc, ergo prompter hoc. 

29)Health insurance(~\ ~WI) should be provided(·~_,_:..J ~~)to every citizen (tJ.bly) in a wealthy 
nation such as the United States. This statement is best described as 

(iya positive statement. 
B)a normative statement. 
C)a descriptive economics statement. 
D)an implication of an efficient market. 



following products is probably elastic or inelastic: 
1. Tooth paste (uU...':ll 0~) 

Demand is ll: li(fHJ;iL el~}<' because~) J J.) > 5° l.t \?:fJ¢'t C:S<Y-,,j 
2. Crest tooth paste (<..:.wifi c.Jlk';ll u~) /l 

I ' t ' I ( \r1 d }'rec u. \.. -<:'! 
Demand is 9((1)fil because ) ;J it 1 c.i:- ~'; 

3. Diamond bracele {1 :>_)_,....) \'1.j V ~"lchaJ < .:.> !.-- · 
Demand is ~ l ~1JlsA l because J J-J S ~ (r._1) ~Lfb ~ ( 

4. Microsoft operating syste~ 
Demand is c-la~;J__.'6( because \~1J (lt"C< 5o~s£0o( · 

b- Use those determinates and your own reasoning in judging whether demand for each of the 

Question Two (18 points} 

g- 

f- 

b- 

a- Price rises and demand is inelasti 
Total revenue will \()( rcrA>"' '---'-'--'-"-'-"'---,&-~~~~-- 

How would the following changes in price affect total revenue write increase, decline, or remain 
unchange 

Question One: (14pointst 

PART TWO 



E qui Ii b riu m p rice___,.oi..:..-"-~,;="""-'---- 
Eq u i libri um quantity _'Q.gf:;z:: c 

~up~'.y ~ecrea~e and demand~cr...efses 
Equilibrium pnce __ ..u...n_Ce Y ~ .: 

Equilibrium quantity D ec;r;(:V/ 

Supply decreases and demand in.94ase 
Equilibrium price '1v1C(e~-.c-c _ 
Equi!ibrium quantity _1,..UJ(e(!J,ii{ 

Write in the space increase, fall, or remain unchanged or the answers are indeterminate. 

How will each of the following changes in demand and/or supply affect equilibrium price and 

equilibrium quantity in a competition market(Lll.WI ,SY-"). 

Question Thr~oints) 
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-6)In response(i}i '--!~':!~)to news reports(;~')!\ .>J):i.:i) that taking aspirin daily(l+<.J:l cJ.!y,.ui')ll ~I) can reduce 
an individual's risk of a heart attack(~! d.,_,;11), there will most lik~ly be a(n) 
A)increase in the supply of aspirin. 
B)decrease in the supply of aspirin. 

@ncrease in the demand for aspirin. 
D)increase in the quantity demanded of aspirin. 

1i>) The government wants to protect consumers(~l ':lL...-..) from rising food prices. Therefore, price 
/restrictions(J.Jfa) are imposed(u.ay!) on lettuce growers prohibiting(~) them-from raising(ti.J) the price of 

lettuce(U"o...l1). This will cause . 
Ajan excess supply of lettuce. 

@.n excess demand for lettuce . 
.JP-an increase in the demapd for lettuce. 

D)a decrease in the supply of lettuce. 

tl)A movement along the demand curve to _the left may be caused by a 
A)rise in income. · , 
f.:t\rlor1•f.l=~cJJ in ~11pDJ"t., / i....·;-- .... -- ... -·.;:J."-···~~ ........ l,;_:·../ 

{Qfall in the numbe;. of substitute goods. 
D)fall in the price o~ inputs. 

. }1f or an economy to produce at a point beyond its current p~f, the economy must 
/A)waste less. · 

B)be more efficient. 
C)reduce inputs. 

(@increase its resource base. 

J)During(J)l.;.) the Iraq V:'ar(Jly.ll y_r.) many of Iraq's oil refineries(~ru _}-11) were d~-~~oyed(~--»".l'.i f"). This 
/ ~.vould best be rep!esented by a · 

{A))novement down Iraq's production possibility frontier.> 
'·Bf movement off Iraq's production possibility frontier to some point inside she frontier. 
C)shift of Iraq's production possibility frontier toward the origin. 
D)movement up Iraq's production possibility frontier . 

PART ONE: Multiple choice (60 points) 
,):)The production possibility frontier is a ~rap~ that-shows 

A)all the combinations of goods and services that are consumed over time if all of society's resources are 
used efficiently. - 
B)the amount of goods and services consumed at various average price levels. 
C)the rate at which an economy's output will grow over time if all resources are used efficiently. 

@,Pll the combinations of goods and services that can be produced if all of society's resources are used 
efficiently. · 



tf~ Pt 
12)Demand for one item goes down when the price of another item goes up. These items must be 
A)substitutes. 
~omplements. 

~O)The basic coordinating mechanism in a free market system is 
A)quantity. 
®Price. 
C)a central government authority. 
D)the corporation, · 

11) For inferior goods, an increase in income will cause the 
A)quantity demanded to fall. 
B)demand to increase. 
@iemand to fall. 
D)quantity demanded to increase. 

9)Refer to Figure 1. The extra marginal cost in moving from Point A to Point B is 
~ !}}~2/3. \ - 

@.;Ls. 
C)-3. 
D)-30. 

Figure 1 ~ ___ 6~ - L«: 
~ 

8)Refer to Figure 1. The economy is currently at Point A. The opportunity cost of moving from Point 
AtoPointBisthe ', ,. ·· - · °":!··- • - 

- A)90 LCD televisions that must be forgone to produce 20 additional plasma televisions. 
B)30 LCD televisions that must be forgone to produce 60 additional plasma televisions. 
C)120 LCD televisions that must be forgone to produce 40 additional plasma televisions. 
~O LCD televisions that must be for.gone to produce 20 additional plasma televisions. 

rd L{i? · c '! D 
/ ) -~ 

-, ,, C-i_ ___ 6 66 .. . so 60 40 0 

"' .§ - 
''· ·;;; 
o 
~ 
a u 
-' 

Refer to the information provided in Figure 1 below to answer the questions that follow. 

0;:t-- <; \.~ 

'l9 

~) The change in the price of a good leads to a change in -'"----~ which leads to a 
/ ~1uantity supplied;,movement along a supply curve 

'Bf quantity supplied; shift of the supply cu~~e 
C)supply; movement along a supply curve 
D)supply; shift of the supply curve 



16)1fimprovements in technology h_ave reduced the cost of producing personal computers, you 
accurately predict(t9fo) that in the market for personal computers, therewiilbe a(h) 
A)increase in the quantity supplied of personal computers, a reduction in the price, and an increase in 
the quantity dema.nded~ ~· . 

{i))ncreas~ in the :uJfply of p~rs°._nal c~mput~rs, _a.~=~~=~~~~- price, .and an in:-i:ase in th.e quantity 
Wemande·d. · ,.· ~ .. · 
C}inc.rease in the.supPfy of personal computers, a reduction ~n the price, and an increase in the demand. , - ... ,. 

D)decrease in the supply of personal computers, an increase in the price, and a decrease in the demand. 

15)Refer to Table 2. In this market there will be an excess demand of 300 pizzas at a price of 
@)$6. 
B)$9. 
C)$12. 
0)$15. 

14)Refer to Table 2. If the price per pizza is$§., there is an excess 
@demand of 300 pizzas. · 
Bjdernand of 600 pizzas. 
C)supply of 700 pizzas. 
D)supply of 1,000 pizzas. 

_/f3)Refer to Table 2. If the price per pizza is $12, the price will 
A)remain constant because the mar.ket is in equilibrium. 
B)increase because there is an excess demand in the'rnarket. 
~ecrease-because there is an excess demand in the market. 
@decrease because there is an excess supply in the market. 

Quantity 
Price per Demanded (Pizzas Quantity Supplied 
Pizza per Month) (Pizzas per Month) 
$3 1,200 600 
6 1,000 ' 700- 
9 800 800 
12 600 900 :- 
15 400 1,000 

Table 2. 

Refer to the information provided in Table 2. below to answer the questions that follow. 

C)normal goods. 
D)inferior goods. 



21)According to Figure 3, a decrease in u~ent may be represented by the movement from 
A)B to A. 
B)B to D. 
9CtoD. 
D)A to C. 

Figure 3 
20)According to Figure 3 the point where only motorcycles are produced is 
A)A. 
B)B. 
C)C.. 
0£. 

Motorcycles 
0 

I 
l c D L~ E 

Refer to the information provided in Figure 3 below to answer the questions that follow. 

lj 
19)Which of the following is a positive-question? 

/A)Will the l.·evel of teenage unemploy,ment(~lyJI o- i) :l..llk,JI) increase if the minimum wage(..>J-?o'il) is 
/ increased? ... e - 

· B)Should°'the minimum wage be set at one-half the average manufacturing wage to guarantee(~) 
individuals a decent(J,;....) standard of living(>t,i... tS.i""""')? 
C)Wouldn't it be more equitable(JJlc:.) if tbe minimum wage increased automatically with the cost cf 

&}~~:l~n't it be better t~ try to increase p::p~~·s :~~es ~~~ough job-training progrnms rather th~ by 
requiring employers to pay minimum wages? 

r-. 

18)Inflation and unemployment 
A)are the focus of normative economics. 
B)are a focus of microeconomics, 
C)are a focus of positive economics, 
@are a focus of macroeconomics. 

{': 

17) If you own(~) a building and you decide to use that building to. open a book store(y;sl! 0y;....), 
A) there is no opportunity cost of using this building for a book store because you own it. 
i5J/here is an opportunity cost of using this building for a book store because it could have been used in 
'6-frier ways. , 
C)there are no sunk costs involved in this decision. 
D)the only cost relevant(~>") to this decision is the price you paid for the building. 



28)The price of mo~zarella c~ee~~; which i~ used in making pizza, increases. In the market for pizza you 
would expect that 
A)the demand for pizza would increase and the price of pizza would increase. 
B)the demand for pizza would decrease and the price of pizza would fall. 

~e supply of pizza ':'ould decrease and the price of pizza would increase. 
D)the supply of pizza would increase and the price of pizzawould decrease. 

' ~7)When there i5. a1: excess supi::,1JY of a. product in an unregulated market, the tendency is _for 
l,7i_h~A)price to rise. -c, e, <' - , - · ~ ·:, "'' '._.-.-- - . 

'r![7 {filprice to decrease .. t: , , 
'C)quantity supplied to increase~-- __ .: 
D)quantity demanded to decrease~ 

_Q"ff~ 

fl5 ~l' duction inefficiency occurs 
/-~ '.) . · J-v"hen an ec:o~1,ny produces underne<'.!th(~}it11.procl.:tt~tio1~ . .Possibility frontiej, 

&'ly ~hen.an economy produces at tb.~~ug_p~_on the producti"onpossibility frontier.ez, 
~ither when an economy produces ti~~rn(il'ath the produc~~~~.E?~.~ibility frontier_ or when the economy 

J. is P~?ducing the wrong comb~paHc;ir:,of.goods on the production-possibility frontier. , 
j~)onlywhen the economy produces outside the production possibility frontL"r.ol 
. . "\ 

26)1f resources are combined efficiently in production, then the socjetv 
A)is producing at the most-desirable point on the production possibility frontier. ..----~ 

@s producing at~ ~oi~~~-?-~t~;J:>Io~~-<:!:~-~-~O_'.'._~?il~~y_frontier but not necessarily at the.r;,ost-desirabl7 ~' 
Point. -·---~-c-·--· -- •' ... .. .... ··----=- ,• _. J 

.. ~.-:::.., 
C}is producing at a point outside the production possibility frontiers; 
D)is experiencing economic growth. ti 

24)Suppose you are deciding whether to spend your.tax rebate check on a new iPod player or a new 
digital camera. You are dealing with the concept of 
A)diminishing marginal returns. 
~comparative advantage. 
(g)>pportunity costs. 
D)the fallacy of composition. 

23) Which of the following is an example of a normative statement? 
A)The unemployment rate is six percent. 
@:Phere should be no unemployment in an advanced industrial society. 
C)Higher prices cause consumers to buy less. 
D)Equilibrium price implies(~) that quantity demanded equals quantity supplied. 

22)Refer to Figure 3. 'The economy moves from Point A to Point D. This could be explained by 
A)a reduction(i_;a1..bJ1) in unemployment. 
B)an improvement in technology. 
C)an increase in economic growth. 
@ change in society's preferences for motorcycles versus hybrid cars. 

-- ,,- ?Jd .J <»: ~-.,~ J) 

A-~\ c:;, clt.l +-(UQ_ 



30)To isolate(J_?.,! ~)the impact of one single factor, economists invoke the assumption of 
Lfj)nductive reasoning. 

B)Ockham's razor. 
C)ceteris paribus, 
D)post hoc, ergo prompter hoc. 

29)Health insurance(~! l)f-ol:ill) should be provided(•~.JY r1:J) to every citizen (t)1.1yi) in a wealthy 
nation such as the United States. This statement is best described as 

@a positive statement. ~, 
B)a normative statement. 
C)a descriptive economics statement:L_ 
D)an implication of an efficient market.z 



/ 

following products is probably elastic or inelastic: 
1. Tooth paste (u\.h,,'i! 0~) 

Demand is \.\I\ -0\a.s-+D(. . because f~l '"'-"V-11.\i pr.,,.._ t~i-.ca..__ ,,,~CR CvJ 0 
2. Crest tooth paste {W..._,S <J\.i;:;.'i\ 0~) 

Demand is ,e_,\c-y\-1~ because \.t-.,,..v.._ ~°'"" y)i{ ' lh.{.:"'f 

3. Diamond bracelets (~ ~7) 
Demand is 0'~>+1 CL._ .because~\A/~ e..c:,cl 

....7 
4. Microsoft op~rating syst:~~ 

Demand is I vt- "1.--\ <\-(--~,,.-r. because ol, ~\, \EL ~=-z. ( tt h, {--\,i• ~ '-<{ '"'( 

~ ~ }f\~\~jtJVl~~d 

b~ __ Use those determinates.and your own reasoning in judging whether demand for each of the 

(i) \ L1 ;(\,-..'~ J I. --i.v! .(-.oc."17 

@ ~F'"--(_ 

/ 
O.uesti_on Two (18 12.Q.~nts) 

g- 

Price Falls and demand is unit inelastic 
Total revenue will l..A"' cJ"'-.q < 

c- Price falls and supply is elasti:·/ 
Total revenue will a!"('.,_c.A. ~ 

d- Price falls and supply is inelastic. 
Total revenue will_,.o/:.;_&:_·\_,'__:;,,z_ _ 

e- Price rises and demand i:e.lastic~ / 
Total revenue will ~e. CY\~ 

f- Price falls and demand is elastic. 
Total revenue will t IAl. I/ --L.Ct. ~ 

How would the following changes in price affect total revenue write increase, decline, or remain 
unchange 

Question One: (14points} 

PART TWO 
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Supply decrease.and .der(land_ decre;ses 
Equilibrium price '111.tY 4-4( <-6.....-/ 
Equilibrium quantity _d: ...l2-c,~------ 

G 

Demand increases and supply increase 
Equilibrium priceke · '.!:jk- LA""-~"'- 

Equilibrium quantity _k.g~,aj~L:;;£.l:~~=-~~ 

Supply increases and demand d7-s 
Equilibrium price_~=M_._._O{_i_\ _ 
Equilibrium quantit; JI) .... {.\ ..... ,-~-· _ 
Supply decreases a~d demandJncre~ 
Equilibrium price \. 'v\.c.f ~e / 
Equilibrium quantity t~ ~ 

Write in the space increase, fall, or remain unchanged or the answers are indeterminate. 

How will each of the following changes in demand and/or supply affect equilibrium price and 
equilibrium quantity in a competition market(UWI ijy<). 

Question Three (8 pointsl 



(C) (D) 
(C) (D) 

fg @1 
(C) (D) 
C) (D) 

re (D) 
c (D) 
c (D) 

( (D) 
(C) (D) 
(C) (D) 
(C) @ 
(C) ~ 
(C) tQ)' 
(C) (D) 
© (D) 
~ (D) 

(C) @5 
(C) (D) 
(C) ~ 
(C) (©J 
(C) (D) 
(C) (D) 

26.~ <® 
21·.~ (B) 
28. ---CA) (B) 
29. <--(A) Ill) 

.)6\ 30:~A) ~ 
31.~(A.) (B) 
32.~) (B) 
33~(A) (B) 
34.X (A) (B) 35~m (B) 
36. x ( . (B) 

'37.X rA (B) 
38.v- (A) (B) 
39.i--@ (B) 
40.~ (A) 00 
41. c...--(A) @) 
42. x (A) @OOB) 
43.~(A) 
44.v-· (A) (B) 
45.i...--- (A) (B) 
46 . ......- p;_ (B) 
47.V-" (B) 
48. x (B) 
49 u-«: (/\. ru 
-50:i.-- A) (@} 

i. ·--(A) -@ l~·C (D) 
2. ~--{A) .(B) (D) 
3. ~(A) (B) C · (!22_ 

4.t...-(A) {B) .~ @} 
5.t..--(A) ~ «9 (D) 
6. ~A) (B) (C) (D) 
7.~ {£1 (D) 
8.1---(A) EB) «£Y ._.922 
9. X (A) ro) (C) (@ 
10.~A) @)) (C) (D) 
11. -L-(A) (B) {C) @) 
12.~A~-· ··· (B}-(G)-(@ 
13.~ CB) @> ~ED) · 
14.~ (B) (C) : ~ · 
15.~) (B) ,CQ (Q~J 
f6.~(A) (B) (©} ~. 
17.~A) (B) .& @ 
!!:1ir (B~ ~ !D. 20~ .. - (C) 
21-:---(A) {CJ D . . 
22.t.-fA) · · (C) - .. I 
23.~)· - .. ~-c (D)- I 
24~A) -(B) . - , (D.) j 
25.~A) -{B) - · C . (D) I 
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Production possibilities (alternatives) 
A B ~ C--- n-.---- -:E-- F 
5~ 4 \~\ 2 1 o 
o s r ~ 12 14 1s 

Capital goods 
Consumer goods 

Pagel 

Answer the next question(s) on the basis of the data given in the following production possibilities table: 

Use the following to answer questions 8~ 10: 

6. Which of:the following wil~roduce an outward shift of the production possibilities curve? 
an upgrad~g of the quality of a nation's_~u.inan resources ,------,-·--- ... 
the reduction of unemployment .. , -. . ' ''. 

) an increase in the quantity of a society's labor force \ \ 
D) the improvement of a society's technological knowledge 

_;:;{:.~}: A nation's productio;apos roili;;~s ~urv.e isJ',,~Vf~~,,JJ~!~from the origin because: · 
· J. @ resources are n t · ally efficient m pr~.(every good. 

B} the originator o the-idea-drew it this way and modern economists follow this convention. 
C) resources are scarce. 
D) wants are virtually unlimited. 

. <-~ J. Which of the followingis anormativestatement? 
A) The temperature is high.today~ 

~ The bumidity.is high today. 
(91 It is too hot to play tennis today. 

D) It wi11 cool off later this evening. 

4. The money payments made to owners oif~'~r;:gapital, and entrepre~~urial ability are; 
A) interest, wages, rent, and profits respectively (i)l~). 
BJ. rent, wages, dividends, and interest respectively. 
A rent, profits, wages, and interest respectively. 
\EV' ren~,,wage,s\ interest, and prof!.ts"'respectively . 

. ,/ ·"" \./ '·.,./ ' 
5. The production possibilities curve illustrates the basic principle that: 

A) the production of more of any one good will in time require smaller and smaller sacrifices of other 
goods . 

.)() an economy win automatically obtain full employment of its resources. @ if all the resources of an economy are in use, more of one good can be produced only if less of another 
good is produced. 

D) an economy's capacity to produce increases in proportion to its population size. 

1. Economics may best be defined as: 
mteraction between macro and micro considerations. 
social scienceconcerned with the efficient use of scarce resources to achieve maximum satisfaction 
conomic wants. · 

C} the empirical testing of value judgments through the use oflogic. 
D) the use of policy to-refute facts and hypotheses. 

2. Which of the following is~. stat~ent? 
~ The real domestic outpu~d by 2.5 percent last year, 

·Ji,} Unem~IOyment was 6.8 percent of th~ labor force last p. 
@The pnce of personal computers declined last yearv 
D) The general price level increased by 4 percent last year. 
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13. When the price of a product increases, a consumer is able to buy less ofit with a given. money income. This 
describes: ·· ' · 
A) the cost effect. 

© ~;.!:1:!~~~i:f~~t. ('\'~ 
D) the substitution effect. \ 

11. Refer to the above.diagram. Other things.equal, this economy will achieve the mo rapid rate o . growth if: 
A) the ratio of capital to consumer goods is minimized. · ~- · 
B) it chooses point C. 
A it chooses point ~~- ~ 
(Et) it chooses pomr;v 

12. Refer to the above diagram. This economy will experience unemployment if it produces at point: 
A) A. - 
B) B. @~V" 

___ ., ._,_,, .. - 
Consumer goods 0 

E 
• 

II) 
'C 
0 g, I 

- I ~· ·a 
C1I u 

Use the following to answer questions 11-12: ,,..._,....... 

Ia. Refer to the above table. For these data the law of increasing opportunity costs is reflected in the fact that: 
A) the amount of consumer-goods that must be sacrificed to get more capital goods diminishes beyond a 

point. 
B0 . larger and larger amounts of capital goods must be sacrificed to get additional units of consumer goods. 

the production possibilities data would graph asa straight downsloping line. 
the economy's resources are presumed to be scarce. 

9. Refer to the above table. For this economy to.produce a total output of 3 units of capital goods and 13 units 
of consumergoods-ie-mese- ...... 

·~=:~~~~:~:ntly than the-data in the table now indicate. 
~ allocate its available resources most efficiently among alternative uses. 
~ achieve the full employment of available resources. 

8. Refer to the above table. A total output cQ}nits of capital goods ~up.its of consumer goods: 
A) is irrelevant because the economy is capable of producing a la;:g~l output. 
~ will result in the maximum rate of growth available to this economy. 
(g' would invotv~-~n-iJ:ie!f~J~!l-t._u.~e of the e?.~ll~l?Y's scarce resources. 
D) isunobtainable in this economy." --~ 



20J' an "increase in demand" we mean that: . ~· ··· 
. . product p~ce has fallen so consu~er~ move do~ to ~new po· · on em and curve. 

. the quantity demanded at each pnce ma set ofpnces is greater. & the quantity demanded at each price in a set of prices is smaller. 
)l!J} a leftward shif'of the demand curve hasoccurred . 

. f ffe-_. 
21. A leftward ~~ift of a produ~~e might be caused by: 

~an improvement m the relevant technique of pr~duction. 
~ a decline in the prices of needed inputs. /_ 
· JZL an increase in consumer incomes. ~ ~ 
(_£D some firms leaving an industry. I ~-- 

... !\ '·,·<., ~ n. --. . _ ... ----···-· ., ... - , ... ----------·------ .. --·"···· . .- . - /< f) . 
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19. Jf.!!ie ~rice €,1leclines, the demand curve for the ~:_~:~':r, produc_!l will: 
J6j shift to the left. ,,,,,,,.-····· .. , ~ 1 -- 
]l decrease. '~'~' !f. 

~ shift to the right. \ r-. · \ 
D) remain unchanged. J; ' \ \--- ------- 

I~ 
f ; 

\ 
\ 

18. A rightward shift in the demand curve for product.£. might be caused by: 
/jl( an increase in income if C is an inferior good. - 

a decrease in income if C is a normal good. 
a decrease in the price ofa product that is a closesubstitute for C. 
a decrease in the price of a product that is complementary to C. 

17. An economist for a bicycle company predicts that, other things equal, a rise in consumer incomes will 
increase the demand for bicycles. 'f!lis prediction is based on the assumption that: 
A) there are many goods that are substitutes for bicycles.. (1 /i\ 
B) there are many goods that are :o~plemen~·bicycles; -1 · !'1 \') l ' 
C) there are few goods that are substitutes forA)1cycles. ,.,. ... ~~ / .-i- I ® bicycles are normal goods. // I 

16. Which of the following will. not cause.the demand for product K to change? 
A) a change in the price of elose-subst~te product J 
JU. an increase in consumer incomes>" 
(9 a change in the price of K / 
D) a change in consumer tastes 

15. An increase in the price of a product will-reduce the amount-.;of it purchased_because: 
A) supply curves ar.e upsloping.. . ·\ · · -v •· 
B) the higher price means that real incom~s have risen. 
C) consumers will substitute other productsfor the one whose price has risen. ® consumers substitute relativev!,Ppffced for relatively low-priced products. 

14. ln presenting the idea of a demand curve economists presume that the most important variable in 
~ermining thc:_guantity demanded is: / 
(!J) the price of the product itself. v 
B) consumer income. 
C) the prices of related goods. 
D) consumer tastes. 



25. An effecfv-{price floor on wheat will: 
A) fo e otherwise profitable farmers out of business. 

esult in a shortage of wheat 
result in a surplus of wheat. 

D) clear the market for wheat. 

24. 
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23. Refer to the above diagra~The highest price that buyers will be willing and able to pay for J.Q9 units of 
this product is: / .- 
A) $30. l / © $60. v 
C} $40. 

@) $20. 

22. Refer to_th_ e _above diagram. A p7'ce o_ $2 in"fuis market will result in: 
A) a shortage of 50 units. , 
B) a surplus of 50 units. · _ 

....Q a surplus of 100 units. 
(Jj.l a shortage of l 00 units. 

-. 

50 100 .J§.0_ 
'-;J Quantity 

C\ 

$60 

a> 40 " ·;:: 
Ck. 

20 

o· 

Use the following to answer questions 22-24: 



\ 
1, 

\ 

~ 

t\ 
; \ ' 
\ 

32. Which ofthe following is: correct] .: 
If demand is ei.astic, anmcrease in price will increase total revenue .. 
If demand is elastic, a decrease in price will decrease total revenue. 

~If demand is elastic, a decrease in price will increase total revenue. 
D) If demand is inelastic, an increase in price will decrease total revenue. 

31. P~e elasticity of demand is generally: 
@) greater in the long run than in the short run. 
B) greater in the short run than in the long run. 
C) the same in both the short run and the long run. 
D) greater for "necessities" than it is for "luxuries." 

30. The main determinant of elasticity of supply is the: 
number of close substitutes for the product available to consumers. 
amount of time the producer has to adjust inputs in response to a price change. 

) urgency of consumer wants for the product. . 
D} number of uses for the product. 

Page5 

29. Suppose the supply pf product Xis perfectly inelastic. If there is an increase in the demand for this product, 
il "b . . equ 1 num pnce: . /:: 

A) will decrease but.equilibrium quantity will increase. \ """"~~ );:P' 
B) and quantity will both decrease. \ ~---~....,., 
C) will increase but equilibrium quantity will decline. \ ~ · \) 
@ will increase but equilibrium quantity will be unchanged. \ -~\____ .---<· • 

) ~·~~--·· __ .. ~:----·--~~:--~ 

t . - 
28. Suppose that the price ofproduc@ses b~ercent and the quantity supplied ofX increases by 1 s.( 

percent. The coefficient of price elasticity of supply for good X is: - ....... 
A) negative and therefore Xis an inferior good. 
B) positive and therefore Xis a normal good. _ 

~ less than 1 and therefore supply is inelastic: ~ 
'f') more than 1 and therefore supply is elastic. \ 

! 
,_/ 

27. ~pose the income elasticity of demand for toys is~- This means that: 
A a Hfpetcenf~crease ~n ~comew!lt~creasethepurchase of toys by 20 percent., ... :,,, .. ~-------·-· 

) a 10 percent increase m income will increase the purchase-of toys by 2 percent. 
C) a 10 percent increase in income will decrease the purchase of toys by 2 percent. 
D) toys are an inferior good. 

26. The larger the positive cross elasticity coefficient of demand between products X and Y, the: 
stronger their complementariness. 

'· greater their substitutability. . 
smaller the price elasticity of demand for both products. 

D) the Jess sensitive purchases of each 'are to increases in income. 
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.> ··t)-6 

(" (l>.C .. 
v'\ 

···') t: ...... ~·./ 
.> .. ~~~ 

.. .---·~ "- s . _S 

\ 

39. ~e price elasticity of demand of a straight-line demand curve is: 
(!;J elastic in high-price ranges and inelastic on low-price ranges. 

B) elastic, but does not change at various points on the curve. 
C) inelastic, but does not change at various points on the curve. 
D) l at all points on the curve. C _ :-;7 

/\>' • I 
~ ~ /~ . 

38. ~{B!~i~~,2&.i~.redu.i::.~.d.fi:o~t@and, as a result.the quantity demanded increases from 
!' ~ 50 to 60 units. Thererore demand for X in this price range: 

!"' \) A) has declined. 
B) is of unit elasticity. 

~ is inelastic. 
U!} is elastic. 

__ ..... -····--···-·-,---.::...__"l, 
( J~-f1~,,,/ 
\.Z!_,.--~----- 7 

3 7. Suppose we find that the price elasticity of demand for a product is 3.5 when its price is increased by 2 
A~ent. We can conclude that quantity demanded: 
® increased by 7 percent: 

t?'B) decreased by 7 percent. 
C) decreased by 9 percent. 
D) decreased by 12 percent. 

35. When the percentage change in]rice is greater than ther.esu.Jting percentage change in quantity demanded: 
A) a decrease in price will increase total revenue. . : 

)Q demand may be either elastic or inelastic. / '- 
"9) an increase in price will increase total revenue. ", ) (_ \ 
D) demand is elastic. ·1) .,.-~·~:. , 

\.;\-''~: :5·:< / ~ 
',fl">.e..; ·' / j 

. ;;-; . 

36. The price elasticity of demand for beef is abou@Other things equal, this means that a 20 percent .. · C. 
i _crease in the price of beef will cause. the quantity ofb~ef demanded to: \ ~ \::\ 
AJ incr,~~~~,,QY,Jl.J)pP&}cilrnitei-)14'2~~ - \ \ f'.'V 

~.,_ • .,-\ · 'r'dtcrease by approximately 1 :! percent._, _ _:~ L °"'·•·. ' ·\. .-1 .. ~PO~~O I., ppm;• ti , .. ~~;;<~"""7~°""' . . . . - '~~y.-:a~~"fl·flirt;) "::i-:.. t'"'" .,...,IJL .. 
D) decrease by approximately 26 percent, 

· vJ {x>I t{ (0"1 
34. Suppose the price elasticity coefficients of demand are- l.43,lQ9{ l.ll, an~dr products W, X, Y, and 

Z respectively. A 1 percent decrease in price .will increase total.revenue in the case(s) of: NW~Y . 
B) YandZ. 

(C) XandZ. 
'D) ZandW. 

33. Suppose the price elasticity of demand for bread i@. If the price of bread falls by 10 percent, the 
quantity demanded will increase by: _ 
A) 2 percent and total expenditures on bread will ris~ . (,\, C \ 

@ 2 percent and total expenditures on bread will faU. · . s- e 0 · 
20 percent and total expenditures on bread. will fall. ' \ 0 
20 percent and total expenditures on bread will rise. ' 



46. lfthe supply of a product~es and the demand for that product simultaneously increases, then 

~

uilibrium: 
l pr~ce must rise, but e9:l1~!~?!!~t:rl. quant.ity may either rise, fall, or remain unchanged. 

} pnce must rise and equilibrium quantity-must fall. 
C) price and equilibrium quantity must both increase. 
D) price and equilibrium quantity must both decline. 

Assuming competitive markets with typical ~y and dema!)d curves, which of the following statements 
is_ e-~? . - ·-- 

~ An increase in supply with a decrease in demand will result in an increase in price. 
B} An increase in supply with no change in demand will result in an increase in price. 

,,-2 An increase in supply with no change in demand will result in a decline in sales. l~ An increase in demand with no change in supply will result in an incre_ase in sales. 

~~ -1 _..-'"';) ~ ('• "> ,., r ·, ......,.., ' \,;, • v ,.,,,. -, '\ ~ \ 
43. If the demand for product X · inelasf e, a4 percent increase in the price ofX will: 

A) decrease the quantity of · anded by more than 4 percent. 
@ decrease the quantity ofX demanded by less than 4 percent. 
C) increasethe quantity ofX demanded by more than 4 percent. 
D) increase the quantity ofX demanded by less than 4 percent. 

\ 

lfth~ price elasticity of demand for a product i~then a erice cut ftom(§"'1o@wm: 
A) increase the quantity demanded by about 2.5percent. 
B) decrease the quantity demanded by about 2.5 percent. 

@ increase the quantity demanded by about 25 percent. 
D) increase the quantity demanded by about 250 percent. 

44. 

] ooo 
) 

4 l , A perfectly~ demand schedule: 
~ rises up~nd to the right, but has a constant slope. 
@ can be represented by a line parallel to the vertical axis. 
C) cannot be shown on a two-dimensional graph. 
D) can be represented by a line parallel to the horizontal axis. 

/ / 
,v \) ~ 

42. If a firm can sel~nits of product A a(~er unit and 5,000 a $8, 
A) the price elast1crty of demand is 3.3. ~ ~/ ("'"' 

,m_ A is a complementary good. , /' \ · 
(9> the price elasticity of demand is 2.25. {__.../' 

0 0 o 0 <..~ , ', 
D) A is an inferior good: _.) I 

, I 
\ \ .---\--·-----··-----····-··J .. ,~ 

\ 
l 

~.(~ 4/ 

v'"J 
pf 

., rl~ 

)>' 
The price elasticity of demand for widgets is 0.80. Assuming no change in the demand curve for widgets, a 
16 percent increase in sales implies a: 
A) 1 percent reduction in price. 
B) 12 percent reduction in price. 
~ 40 percent reduction in price. 
~ 20 percent reduction in price. 

40. 
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8. The fundamental problem of economics is: 
,......----(A) To establish a democratic political framework (.JLb)) for the provision of social goods and services. 

(B) The establishment of prices tfiat accurately(~~) reflect the relative scarcities of products and resources. 
@The scarcity of productive resources relative to economic wants. . .' 
{D) To achieve a more equitable distribution (J~k &jJi) of money income in order to mitigate poverty ( •~ 0-- ~I 

fall). ~. 

7. Which of the following is a positive statement? 
,..j_ .. (A) My ~onomics classshould last fortwo.ter~s because it is my favorite class. . . 

_AB) The government must lower the price of a pizza so that more students can afford to buy it (yly.;JI .)c. .J~). 
(C) The best)evel of taxation is zero percent because then people get to keep everything they earn. 

/(D) An increase in tuition (~4'-JI rY"')I) will cause fewer students to apply to college. 

When we move along the supply curve of good X, 
{A) Price of good X change onl\.{j( 
(B) Quantity demand of goodX changes oni'( 
i£l Quantity supply of good. X changes only 
®)ncome does not change,.c 

~ 6. 

5 .. As your income decreased, the demand for X increases, the Xis 
/@an inferior good · 

(B) a normal good 
{C) a luxury good 
(D) an income-neutral good 

4. Capital goods, as economists use the term 
/ {A) is the money the firm spends to hire resource~ . · . . · 
<'? @?refers to things that have already been produced that are in turn used to produce other goods and services 

"', ' {C) refers to the process by which resources are transformed (JA) into useful forms 
(D) is money the firm raises from selling stock 

x::. 

2. The two general types of economic systems that exist today are: 
~· (A} Market systems and capitalism. 

{.fil Socialism and central planning. 
(lg> Market systems and command systems. 
· {D) Laissez faire systems and pure command systems. 

Q If a price floor above the equilibrium price is imposed(~.) )by government in a market 
(A) Shortages of the commodity ("'=-w.i)will appear(~) 
{fil-. The quantity demanded wifl exceed (.fi.i) the quantity supplied 

.fa..ifb> v-tf9/ The quantity supplied will exceed the quantity demanded 
{D} The free-market equilibrium price and quantity will be realized 

1. Which one is not a factor of production: 
/ (A} Labor 

(Ii) Land · 
· (9/Money 

(D) Capital 

P€lrt I: Mtdt!~!e Choke§ (2.5 points each.) 
Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answer the question. 
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14:.Jhe branch of economics that examines the functioning of aggregate economy is 
/ (A) positive economics 

(B) normative economics 
· (@macroeconomics 

(D) microeconomics 

~D·~ 
15. A decrease in demand for cameras would likely be caused by 
/(A) an increase in the price of a substitute good . · 

./ ~ 
· ~a decrease tQ_ the price of cameras ·• 

®)3n increase in the price of a corn plementary good 
(D) an increase inJhe.price of cameras . 

is. The demand for textbooks is price melasti . Which of the following would explain this? 
-: (A) Many alternative textbooks can e used as substitutesx 

(B) Students have a lot of time to adjust to price changes 
{5l Textbook ~urchases consume aJ_arge portion of most students' income. 

@.))The good ts a necessary good 

13: In the circular flow model: 
/~ Ho~seholds are buyers of resources. 

@))Bus~sses are sellers of final products. 
(C) Hous,tholds are sellers of final products. . 
{D) There are real flows of goods, services, and resources, but not money flows. 

12. Which of the following statements about the price elasticity of demand is true? 
+ ,...,,.--@Along a linear demand curve, the price elasticity of demand increases as price falls 

(~) Given a vertical demand curve, the price elasticity of demand is equal to infinity at every price. 0 
/tj Given a horizontal demand curve, the price elasticity of demand isequal to zero for every output. dC> 
(D~long a linear demand curve, total revenue is maximized when the price elasticity of demand equals ls( 

b4!-R. \ <. 
IJ(} L--- 

LL 
0 

11. A barber (J)b) raises the price of haircuts and finds that the volume of business declines. This indicates:· 
/ (A} A decrease in demand. 

(B} an increase in demand 
@)a decrease in quantity demanded 
{D) an increase in quantity demanded 

t .. ~ ("'"' ~ ~~ t?(q,jJ(, 

l~The absolute value (mb...11 ~I) of the s~~un elasticity of demand for bread has been estimated for 0.15. Its long- 
/ run elasticity of demand is ..:.-----· · 

(A) uncertain wi.ktiout more information 
<@I) more than 0.15 
(C} less than 0.15 
(D) Jl.15 

implies 9'. ;}Le straight-line production possibilities curve 
'(A) Decreasing opportunity costs 
(B) Increasing opportunity costs 
@constant opportunity costs . 
(D) None of the above is correct 
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Jei,.ritot) (.,If J,~~ ~ J:ecqii\J~ }h Gvi;i..wi..-v ffl-.f.-.,..<h.-.J JI> JJd.._ 

:he,,.,, ... tf ~ /f, r,r 1> ~ L.,ft 
_/'e ft'\;), blVt\ "1i. f Y'I (.,..,. v:\. 1 I I )l-\ Cf°7t'( .l-z 

/.,_,!\ ep"'b'.''" J"""}7, II .£,,,/,-- 

Starting from an equilibrium condition·for fish, suppose that there is an announcement (.:..Li~!) that fish decreases 
cholesterol {J..Jfa.!S.l! JU:i), Explain its effect on equilibrium price and quantity in the fish market. Draw a graph which 
demonstrates (~~':!) your answer. 

Question #1 (6 points) 

Part B: Essa_y_QM_estions (4 CllJ!estlonsp 50 points In total) 
Write your answer in the paper provided. Show your calculations and justifications to your answer 

Consumer goods 
·-·----·-------~--·--·--~-·------.1. 

19. Refer to the figure; the production is currently operating at Point A. The best explanation 
for this is that 

/(A) the economy has very poor technology <, 

(@Dthe economy's resources are being used inefficiently 
(C) the economy has very few resources.z 
(D) the economy operates as an efficient market · . 

. , . . If'. 54ff l7'7le<fJ- 
. • • • • ),,,'t'. l(VJ-v\...11 {) 7 -.:.t\,tp"""' . 20_yAn increase m excise taxes on cJ_gar~te w1 r . ' " ( / ')'( 

/ (A) Increase the supply of cigarette through movement along the supply curve to the right 
e ~ Increase the supply of cigarette through shifting the supply curve to the right 

{C) D~rease the supply of cigarette through movement along the supply curve to the left 
@o/ease the supply of cigarette through shifting the supply curve to the left 

· 18. Jf the absolute value of the price elasticity of demand for a product is equ9!. to 0.5, then a 10 percent de~7 in 
-7 . 'II . r- 1{!/)(I / pncew1 . "'-> -;: .. - 

. @Increase quantity demanded by S percent o •) · 
(B) Decrease quantity demanded by S percent 
(C) Increase quantity demanded by 0.5 percent 
(D) Decrease quantity demanded by 0.5 percent 

~ ~I 
ef£) . ~ ··~ 

1/. Suppose the supply curve of good)( is perfectly elast c t ere s an increase in demand for good X, then the 
equilibrium price: 

The equilibrium price and quantity will both i~rease 
he equilibrium price will remain unchanged but equilibrium quantity will increase 

) he equilibrium price will increase but equilibrium quantity will unchanged 
{D) The equilibrium price and quantity will bott( decrease. 
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A. Determine the equilibrium price and quantity? (2points) 

. / £f-~;~ •• ~'. .(!Y.'''7-i . .=.~E:··- -:·: : : . 
................. ".:; j;,~.11.(j i.';7 .;:; '.l,.. .. 

- <~_?--~ - 
B. Suppose that government imposed a pnce ceiling of $7.5, would there be a shortage or a surplus at this 

<' ~:::.:~Y:~;;.:::.c~~~:e;::::i::::g:.°.~A:~~~~~·~h.I ~'"::/:~~! . 
......... ~-i<\-4"'··ih.ff Jllr1t.lt:r.i (.~. w z: .. .3..k..~). Z:.~.r. .. .: 1~ri) ~ .A 

c. ~:;::;~~~~~::;:~:;:;::~;:·~~i~;:~~:~~;·~z~1f ;;;;~;i~:~,!"~·~~·~~~~,;~~·~ 
Is the demand elastic or inelastic? (5points) ( p1 'fj/o ) { <y1 _-::... 2 LL 0 

••·p;;1?:.:=());:•~.P.;;e~.••••~•·•~i~~:;:•~•~•~::~···•~•~:~~···•·:•·······• 
.......................... ~-~--~.! : .e?::.:-::.e., J'J;@ .. -t:.k.h .. ~ _ :-::.:?.:~.2 =:::. ; ,~ .. C~·.·:t· .. ·:.· .. :·-- _ 
........................... ~-~~ "it _ ~~~-... .. .. _ ;;~~i;; .. ;--;·:::-: 571" _.·tj_) 

. - z: k-V"' v{A:°»t~K& ~~~t-' ,.,,~' - ;.. ~·~:It, - ~ 
- . ~· I~ .- - - 

D. Suppose that p~es ~ show its effect on demand, supply, equilibrium price, and 
equilibrium quantity of Pizza? (4points) 

;, #o~ :.::~ Jll-f 
Demand:~/ 
Supply:~ / 
Equilibrium price: \lt,.. r~~ / 
Equilibrium quantity: l 1q ch<~ 

v 

400 160 240 320 
Quantity 

80 

QM_~tion #2 (ls_p.oints) _ 
Consider the market for Pizza. The figure below shows how-many Pizza consumers demand and how many Pizzas fir 
supply at different prices. Given this information, answer the following questions 



.... , : .. ::: .. ::-:: ::: :::: :::: r.: .. :: :-::: ::: = ::- :::: :::: .. j~iJ:::: :::: :::-: :::- :::- :;I. ~ ••• .,,., .. ·=· ,,,...,...,,,..;...,...,... """"'· ., ' . 

H'h, . .,,L rf E. Explain why the society cannot produce a combination of 40 T-shirts and 70 CDs. (2points) 

1... · . • . ' ~ · . ' I r-I J } I . tJ f>(_ I )1 ........... .y. if:. ~4;1t.J-r·· t.6,). f."' ···l'l·\1: (-. lf;.~. ·r-'f ·"J. u 0.4.o:t. .st N a ~ .. :e '. 1 .. 1. 7 A.>t,A !v. 0. . 
............ C.i.i/.(.':r.k\.!: h.c.i.. . ...,,/.oJ)'·········~··· ·{?tf-J!.~.,..i n:r ,fo.~1·f:~ :u,.v~ Ci\~:!..,h p.Y.-#(.,., .. '-r:: .. ···· .. 4.J,, . 
......... : /.Lh .. ;J; f-·'·;~.l .. ;; .. ····E--0······¥-¥·······H·"'· f. ~ tf.J.v.41A-.-r(." t\·-ch..·6!·4·*"'•9;r~·j\·-f?f,.V';/-ccz.; e._.,p .. ······ ¥~f ~~········'ff·····r\~~4J···;/~;~J~::~;:.··~.-~7: c ~ f4:.;~ :•4L • 
e'1.o~~ }o 1'a-(~; ..-/.. 

6 ·~ f# ())J) ( { .u; 
·t., v- ... .A .., s c)) 

•Oo•••t++•••<•••ooo••t0•04•• ••Oo•O•• o•ooo~ ........ ooo•Oo•oOo••to•"••H••Oo••oo•Oo•• .. ••O••oo••,.•ooo•ooo•••••oo•ooo•o•o•o•o•"''"'''''''''•l••oo•oOo•ooo••n•Oo•••o•Oo••U••Oo••!••OOooooooooooooooo••oo••Oo•ooo o•o .. •ooo•oo .. ootooOtoo.0000::: 

.- ....... 
,.,··---.....~ =. 

D. Suppose that the.technology used in~~oducing\t:sh@improve\ while (l...:y.i) that of the CDs does not chan . 
/'.Draw a possible new production possibility curve on the same picture showing the ef ect of the change in 

technology. (3points) 

Alternative T-shirt CDs Opportunity 
cost of one 
more T-shirt 

A 0 105 _.---- .... 

B 10 100 I) • .; 

c 20 90 1 ·. / 
40 ill 30 470 '2-/ 

;f, \ E \ 40 \ 40 ~ 
F 50 0 /\..\ 

r 
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c. Calc~l~te the pri~e elast~ity of demand when the price of shoes in~reases from $100 to $12 
slasticitv}. (4 points) ~ Pl~ l o» -? r~ ~ I 2-·-.P} c~ p \<? IQ~·.::: 6) ~~~ 

- fJ~ m~:: 
<=~,- ·=:=, - 7 

1..i 

.. ' 

{using P~,P:j/ 
- ~ 

~ltulate the total revenue TR for each price level. (3 points) · . 
B. Calc~l~te the pri~e elasticit.yy ~ .· demand when the price ofiho)$ increases from $2? to 

. elastlcltv). (4 poznts) J.!£.1 ~ 16 I q .')._·-:::: 2- 'Z. ) ( r I::: '(,»I r 'Ls "I 6) ~) 6·.y~, ~:r,_~ t::>.-t_6 . a'~ ~ !='+~ ---- 
.. 'I.--~;// L--Y I ~tl.6 "lo ~1,. .. 

Price of shoes Quantity of shoes p~} 
·20 26 z: '1-4~?J 
40 22 > ~7.-~".v 

60 18 r" ~041! ,.. 
80 14 ,·~ Ro ;;, '"' 
100 10 ;;::· l" l<:i l<> i? 

120 6 :;:{1* )~ 

i\-1 

· Consider the following combinations of prices and quantities of shoes: 

O.uestiom #4 {1.4 points} 
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b S hi 2.Q so 4().'50 :toli:.09Q) d . . . f . I d - uppose t s coumry is current y ( 411..=.. pro ucmg 2 units o capita goo s, and 65 

tons, of consumer goods and wants to increase the production of consumer good, by 

3 
2 

Answer the following questions based on the above information 

a- Draw the production possibilities curve (ppc) for this country (label the axes) 
110. ; .. 

rn DIW C\OOOS\ .. · .. ·. ·· ~~-, u ·. c ... ' . 
' 

Combination Capital Consumer goods 

Goods ( tons ) 

'IA 0 80 \ 
/ B 1 75 \ 

p 

( c 2 65 I 
~D 3 v 6s/~ so\:';. 

E 4 
- 25 

F 5 0 

Answer each of the following questions in the space provided: gm~10ur work 

1- The following table shows the different combinations of consumer goods and capital 

goods that can be produced in a .. country with its fixed recourses & technology 

PART I: (40 POINTS) 

~ 



3-(J 

c- If this country is currently producing at combination A and decided to produce at 

combination D. what is the opportunity cost of producing 3 units of capital goods . 
. ~,... "O(l .. ,,;J~1..' r ...,_~\- -- (}"\Q!.l.tC',g_J v, (01/·q;:W~141,,( D.m-:15 
C)Ll 1.) rl.'.,n"'~ \ u..;;,_,,_ - =--" lJ:- L , .. 

\ \ -:» d-~ H/t l?''fJi~oJ · l6cA'S.~S 

. ··- ·--···· .... --· ··-- ,,._. ··-·· ··-- -- _,, -·· .. -·-··-·-···- ·-·---·· - ·-·-·---·--· -· -···-- - ····-·-· ··-·--·· -·· ~. ·-··--·-·· ----· -- ··-··-··-- . ·---·---··-----_ ."7: .. ~.--~:...::::: _- :.....:. ··.:...---:· : .. ::.:.::-.:.-.:::-· :.:_- :::..:. ~-· ·::._·-.:.... :._:::- ---~ ::..: =-----~-=-----=-- --~~ --=:.:.--;..=...-.-- '=: -=~-==---~- 



- . .. .. , . ·--·-·~ . - -- ·-- --- ,, __ ··- --···· .. ' ---~. -·- - . . - .... -·· -· ·--- -·. -- --~-- -- . . -- -·· - . -· - -- . ,. - 

D / 

/ 
/ 

/ 

How much show your. calculatoions. . 
1' .. / . 

·· ,, · h ·· ~ · · · · · · · '. $3 ".'To,.. ~ · ·1· · c- ;,u.ppc~e t at the government sers._ a,pr.1ce~.".t~.-.~·..,.._. _'Ii' .t ;i.o•.· ·i1'711e.J7ar. .. lS-8.tlS ... r a price ccumg or 
price floor? i\- tNoiJ.& . be -, ~fi'(k ~ .. ·~ .r- _> · 

. . 
d- Suppose the government give a subsidy to wheat farmers ~I lf=- _)y,) 

What would be the effect of that on the following (write: increase, Decrease, or not 

change): . . ~ 

::~:::::::·ti:~::!</ P I 
Equilibrium price of wheat der~ W 

Equilibrium quantity of wheat i~L/ 
- . 

/ 
What is the equilibrium quantity qfwheat q5~·? 

b- At price equal 4.60 woµ1~ be a surplus or shortage of wheat in the~L~-----__.. 
market ~ u{p\!Af, /? .,_, ... ~ ... 

~l\lL~ 
~0,--...S-.:)rv~{ 

a- What is the equilibrium price of wheat? lj < ? 
60 

79 
4.90 

77 

72 

Quantity supplied 
(£Hf0kg) 

Price per 
kg 

65 
70 

80 
85 

Q•i;;i.11,tity_~~1zianded 
(000 kg) 

Suppose the total demand for wheat and 1.'[1e total supply of wheat per month are shown in the 
following table: 

I 

\ 
\ 
\ 
I 



6. When supply-decreases while demand is fixed, then 
a- both equilibrium quantity and equilibrium price will increase. lt. 
b- both equilibrium quantity and equilibrium price will decrease. f... 

gequilibrium quantity will decrease but equilibrium price will increase.c>" 
d- equilibrium quantity will increase but equilibrium price will decrease.x 
e- equilibrium quantity and equilibrium price will stay constant.v 

'.> 

;, 
:. 

5. The key economic concept that s~rves as the basis-for the study of economics is: 
a- Inflation, 
b- Unemployment, 
c- Money; 
©scarcity. 

~- q 

4. Both supply and demand decrease, the decrease in demand, however, is greater than the decrease 

~~, ~:~;::~~brium quantity.and eqailibrium-pricewill-increase. · \ \ / <> 
(QJ both equilibrium quantity and equilibrium price will decrease c/ ' l / 

c- equilibrium quantity will decrease but equilibrium equilibrium price will increase. i) \ \ / 

d- equilibrium quantity will increase but equilibrium price will decrease. ' ~ >' , '\. 
e- equilibrium quantity and equilibrium price will stay constant. -.. ' "' ~ 

"':· ,, 

3. The idea that the desires of resource suppliers andproducers tofurther their own self 
interest will automatically further the public interest is known as: 
a- consumer sovereignty 

@the invisible hand 
c- derived demand 
d- Profit maximization 

2. which of the following is Not considered economic resources? 
a- Machines used by factory(~) producing shirts.X Jlo;~~~/ 

(90utput produced by business firm. 2) lA.!JOU4 r-.v.u.v:J 0J,1\;i-u 
· c- Worker employed by gcvemmerrt-e ~f,lt?,,.l.rt'f. ' .J 

d- Oil deposits (biJI u.Jfa) located in a country.; 41a;.,p•\,...J... 
e- The professors of economic ( ..)La:l5'1il ;i:JL..ui) at Birzeit University. 

; /_->' /" 
__':> \ j/ ... ---:.:v 

\• /--.::::.! 
' // _/ \ / ~,_., 

PART TWO l..-'-------- · M'· 
fvfulriple Choice ' ' 

I Which of the follow mg would Not shift the supply curve of good X to the right?~ 
a- An increase in the number of sellers of Xs 
b- A reduction in the taxes on producers of X. ll- 

c- A reduction in the price of resources used in producing X. -J. 
@ An increase in the price of X.y/ 

e- An improvement in technology affecting the production of X.;; 

-· -- ... ----· --··· ..... ··--- ·~·"·----., ---- .. ·-------··--··-- --· - --··------· ------··------..:...:~::--.:::...·_· --=---·-_.::=·-::-_::;_-: -:.: .. _ 

.... -·--- -·--- -- ···------------- -- ... ------------- , .. ·-------· ·-- ·--·-·-·····----~:__:.·~~~---~.::.::.:.:..... ... _.:.:· . ..:..· :::-.:.. .. ,,=·. 
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\V!~'C. 

~ \Kt ? t < 

I 0. OPEC(J3.fa.ll r. ~l )~YI ~)countries try to increase the price of petroleum because this 
increase in the price will results in increase in their total revenues. Tiris is true if the demand for 
petrole~m is . . \Rt ~'\' X Q . 
a- Umt elastic rs - -- 
b- Elastic'< 

~- Inelastic 
'a Perfectly elastic?" 

e- Nine of the above since there is no relationship between the price and total revenue .. 

.··::·,,,-. e- concave C>..:iGY · 

.a: downward - sloping . 
.. -"""0. 
~ vertical (r_jJ.r"-). 

. c- horizontal (~!) 
d- upward - sloping. 

9. If the demand for a good is perfectly inelastic then the demand curve for that good is 

1 \ 

l___.... 1 __ 

8. A_s{iarp increase ( Jb. t~)) in the price of coffee (which is a substitute for tea) will result .ID. I\ f .../hn increase in the demand of tea.c> \) c, ·t QJ, C. '1J . D {:: '\ 
b- a decrease in the demand of tea.j, 
c- an increase inthe quantity demand of tea-x 
d- a decrease in the quantity demanded of tea., 
e- an increase in the quantity demanded of co:ffee . .t 

7. Which of the following is a normative economic statement about the cigarette markeri -·--- .. 
a- taxing (~ ~y.e ~ ...i) cigarettes makes people buy fewer cigarettes-x 
b- taxing cigarettes will raise the price of cigarettes . .,; 
c- a tax on cigarettes will place a higher burden ( ySI Ll,oc ~)on consumers if their demand 

becomes more inelastic. :1. 

d- taxes on cigarettes will generate (6-h,? ,:J~) more revenue to government. f.. 
~a tax on cigarettes is a good idea{;~ 0 fa) because the government should discouraging ( '~ 

~) bad habits (~ oJk )_ ./ 
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14. If.demand is elastic, then 
~a decrease in price will cause an increase in total revenues. / 
b- a decrease in price will cause a decrease in total revenues.').. 
c- an increase in price will make total revenues at maximum. 'f.. 
d- an increase in price will not cause any change in total revenues+ 
e- none of the above.s 

13. When the demand curve is horizontal (~?5i), we can say that demand is 
a- elastic. 
b- inelastic. 
c- completely (perfectly ) inelastic. 

@completely (perfectly) elastic. 
e- none of the above 

a- An efficient allocation ofresources ·"' 
b- Equality in the distribution of income i< 

® it:~~!\;}~;~: 
\\.J. 

11. Refer to the above figure. If box A represents businesses and flow (7) represents goods and 
services, then: 

(-;;:::Box D is the product market and box B is the resource market 
YB ox D is the product market and box B is households 
c- Box Bis.the product market and box C is households 
d- Box C is the product market and box Bis the resource market 



I 

\o -- x 2 

.... ---------r· ·······---- ---·····-·---·-·····----··-··--·--······ - .. 
.i>: ;'--L- \0 z: 7 - ...._ x ,.,,.,,, 

20. the ~~of new cars increases y_J2..pe cent. If the price elastic~f demand for new cars is 
~' theprice of a new car should h e. ~__) [cl _ 1.J}__ :=- \ 0 
~alien by 20 percent ~ .- /. f\ 
• b. Fallen by 10 percent ((.L:)~J --~ · \ 
~alien by 5 percent..,...--~·· .----:Y ::::~ £ 1 
H:-" Fallen by 2 percent ~,i. .._./. \ 0 
e_ None of the above is true 2 -::=. /~ 

-: (. p 

19. All economic systems must answer certain fundamental economic questions. Which is 
na: one of these questions? 

r3:="\wruch a_ctions should govern~{ent take to reduce inflation_? 
Y How will the goods and services be produced? 
c- What goods and services will be produced? 
d- Who is to receive the output? 

~\a decrease in demand _ 
~none of the above. 

b- 'an increase in supply. 
c- a decrease in supply. 

a- an increase in demand. 
18. An increase in the price of an input (cost of production) will lead to (L,?.lY-) 

A p, ~ I 1\ · 1v.F 

a- a normal good. I ® an inferior good. 
c- a substitute good./ 
d- a complement good.z 
e- none of the above. 1 

17 Consumer's income increases, as a result, the demand curve for good X shifts to the left, then 
goodX is 

16. The economic problem in concerned (clkj l:-1 ~)with X 
a- how society uses its limited recourses to satisfy its limited wants 
b- how society uses its unlimited resources to satisfy its IiI-&ted wants. 
c- how society uses its unlimited resources to satisfy its unlimited wants. 

@how society uses its ID:'ited recourses to satisfy its unlimited wants. 
e- how to buy stocks (~I) in the capital market (JLJI tYI..> t.i.~'-") 

a- demand completely (perfectly) inelastic. 
b- demand is completely (perfectlyjelastic. 
c- demand is elastic. 
d- demand is unitary elastic. 

G") demand is inelastic 

15. When the percentage change in quantity demand is Jess than the percent.age change in price, then 

8 
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4. Refer to the above diagram. This economy will experience unemployment if it produces at point: 
a) A. 
b) B. 
c) C. 

·~D. 
e) 

5. An improvement in production technology will: . 
/j} shift the supply curve to the right. 

b. shift the supply curve to the left. 
c. shift foe demand curve to the left. 
Ci) increase equilibrium price. 

ccn.sumer gvods 

c 

E 
o 

2. Macroeconomics approaches the study of economics from the viewpoint of: 
a. the operation of specific product and resource markets. 

cVJ ;nJ1 GLS~ 1 b. individual firms. 
<::SJ the entire economy. > ~ r. 

d. i>vernmental units. \).9 v"' 
c...,.; _hl ' c \.._o _,, 1 

3. The law of increasing opportunity costs states that: 
...... if the prices of all the resourc~s used to produce goods increase, the cost of producing any 

particular good will increase at the same rate. 
b. ~sum of the costs of producing a particular good rises by a specified percent, the 

price of that good must rise hy a greater.relative amount. ~J~' 
5~ ~ \=v P· e:.::',~ G.....s>..s> 6.JV-' ~ .JJ 

c. thtl sum of the~ of producifig a particular good cannot rise above the current market 

pri~~hatg~f:.~· ?.l:}.,J J,5'\ ~& --~ ~-!-- @ ifs~~ pro.tl~ce ~ore of a ~articular good, it : mst sar-ri:fi~,~ larger an~arge~ _ 
amounts or omer gooC!s to ao so. -- ,;-P ·, ~ ~ 

~ c.s.fa..JJ• ~' .,:._, c:xr~.. 1 
- 

Use the following to answer question 4: · __r----S 

~.1_..,..-I• _,...___ ~. ~/,\v_; 
i. The mjce elasticity__pj demand coefficient indicates C~): 

{Y buyer respo~i\Feiits;to price changes. 
b. how far business executives can stretch their fixed costs. 
c. the slope of the demand curve. 
d. the extent to wh'0h a demand curve shifts as incomes change. 

) 
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a. increase the demand for an inferior good. 
b. increase the supply of an inferior good. 

~increase the de~.and for a normal good. 
d. decrease the supply of a normal good. 

10 . An increase in c_onsumer incomes will: 

d) the corporation. 

a) Labor. 
b) Capital. ~ 

~u~~P~y~ 
~ -c.)U.1 
9. The basic coordinating mechanism.in a fr~e.~~r.~et,~ystem is 

a) quantity. 
®) price. 
c) a central.government authority. 

Consumption. b. 
© 

d. 

r: 
Scarcity. ~ ~ l 
Profit. ~\ ~ vP 

3 Which of tl.e following is NOT considered as major factors of production? 

a. Need. 

c. land, labor, capital, and ertrepreneurial ability. 
@ wage, rent, interest, and profit income. 1 
r" ~ ~ .w \ &..f' ___:ay J ~ 

7. The concept of opportunity cost is based upon (~ \.::~) the principle of ---- -· 

a. consumer expenditures. 
b. goods and services. 

6. Refer to the above circular flow model of the economy. In the diagram flow (1) represents: 

.......................... J. (J.l. J. l!~;~~ '"-'"'~ : I RESOURCE I : 

: ./ )\..AzJ> 'VIARKET : : r: ~~ l .. o : 
: ..J< :·····-··-····· ··········(2)··········· ~!..'.~.:'.~ !{:"-< 

j ~ I H~USEHO~ $ yJ. _..) ' 

L (3) ·-·· .1 
,,.- >. v PRODUCT 

. ..J_,._--' G w\ I!::" MARKET ............................. "'"'(4j'''"'' . 

Use the following to answer question 6: 
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0 20. 27 28 30 35 
Millions of Gallons of Milk Per Week 

In which instances will total revenues d~ne? 

P . ~ de:-\ l 41 · ~ ~~~ a. nee nses an '8-Yqua s. __ '~"_L,,_.,,1;'- CJ~ 
b. Price ri~~s and demand is of~ti~ ./ 
c. Price falls and <Jema~ '~ ~ · 

'l?)p· . dE ' d nee rises an d eduals 2.4 7 .~~\ ,,5J: c., . r ~· t:~·~ 

14. 

d. quantity demanded exceeds quantity supplied . 
.--_ 

there is neither a surplus nor a shortage of the product. 
b. 

G 

/ 
a. the buying and selling decisions of consumers and producers are inconsistent with one 

another. r--~ 
the market is iri diseguilibri_gm); ,,.,._ 

13. At the point where the demand and supply curves intersect: 

12. "Productive efficiency" refers to: 
r"J~. 

(Y the use of the least-cost method-of production. 
b. production at some point inside of the production possibilities curve. 
c. the production of the product-mix most wanted by society. 
d. the partial employment of all available resources. 

a. central planning. 
(P private ownership of capital. 

c. public ownership of all capital. 
d. all of the above 

of a market system? 

11. Which of the following is a distinguishing feature t a-- .U.."" 

, 
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mcreases 

c. a 10 percent increase in income will d=crease the purchase of toys bv 2 percent. 
d. a 10 percent increase in income will increase the purchase of toys by 2 percent. 

~ ~'2- 

Suppose that as the price ofY falls fro~toY:he quant'ty ofY ~emanded 
fwrn( i iO\to ~Then the price elasticity of demand is: 

Ql <.< '2,. ~ 
J.. 3.94. 

20 

.. ~ c..A .1.. 

Suppose the income elasticity of demand for toys is +2.00. This means that: 
e. \o.. s'n c, 

.'f;; a I 0 percent increase in income wil 1 increase the purchase of toys by ~O percent. 
\..._../' 

b. toys are an inferior good. 

19. - 

a. price and quantity demanded are directly related. 
b. the larger the number of buyers in a market, the lower will be nroduct price. 
c. consumers will buy more of a product at high prices than at low prices. 

(!) price and quantity demanded are inversely related. 

12. The law of demand states that: 

a. an inferior good. 
Q the income effect. 

c, C) the rationing function of prices. 
J. the substitution effect. 

17. "When th€ of a produi!)alls, e purchasin ower of our money incom rises and thus 
permits consumers to purchase more of the product." This statement describes: 

45 percent . -.V d. 
c. 20 percent 

16. 
~ 

8 percent 
12.5 percent 

Suppose the price elasticit)'. of supply for crude oil @How much would price have ~o rise to 
increase production by 20 percer..t? q__D ,_ 'b "lP" ~ ,,, '2..s 

o\, p~---s ~,/ . .---D <)_~ 
I b).\ • 

4 I I' 

@ 
b. 

a. Shortage of 8 million gallons 
b. Shortage of 10 million gallons 
/0) Surplus of 10 million gallons 
\( Surplus of 8 million gallons Which is not a determinant of demand? 

15. Refer to the above diagram. If the price were $2 per gallon, there would be a: 
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a. create market demand. 
J)_,) innovate. 

c. purchase capital. 
d. make routine pricing decisions. 

24. The main ftmction(:\.~_,) of the entrepreneur is to: 

a. A product is an inferior good 
@ · A product is a normal good 

c. Two products are substitute goods 
d. Two products are complementary goods 

23. A positive i12.C:911.!e elasticity of demand coefficient indicates(~!~) that: 

a. n. shift from S 1 to S2. 
b. shift from 82 to S 1. 
~move from point x to point y. 
W move from point -y to point x. 

22_. k1 increase in quantity supplied (as disth1Q.t from an increase in supply) is depicted by a: _,,,., --- -- 
Quantity 

0 

s, 

Use the following to answer question 22: 

® a decrease in the price of a product that is complementary to C. 
b. a decrease in the price of a product that is a close substitute for C. \<"( \:- 

c. a decrease in income if C is a normal good .. " ',:.':\. 
Cl. an increase in income ifC is an inferior good. ,,\1;-, 

A rightward shift in the demand curve for product C might be caused by: 21. 
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• ,/ p. 
I .._/ 
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Q 

a. Supply increases and demand decreases 

2. What happens to price and quantity when: (3 pts.each) 
( Flii in the blanks and show with graph) 

D_ ·- 2 ) ~.,,_-zpfrc~ fl~c·-SCl•j) 
( g - s) ,(~.,_)C.,.,.{l 

= 

b. tf the economy is at point C, what is the cost of one more robqt? Show your work 

(3 pts.) 

;t:·.- ~: .< 

!) \( 

a. If the economy is at point C, what is the cost of one mor~ pizza? Show your work ~ 

(3pts.) b ·~ re, bt5f::s I f)t.-.. e:-n.o.. 6 - \ -=- _Y '.'.:t 
{/, r,... j on(J,,rfv'tf f ':}. C6·:i s: / I ltfl'' 51-r /IP. r, ~ ::7 ( ~ ...___., ; 1 '2- - $ 

(/ iOob I - b) :::: - _!j_ :::: -:.!; j L;;;iaft@d). ~ -~~\:.~ 
\~~'" (3-2) /Oo /' ~ ('\ 

(," - L( ~(\\.\-- 0\ 

~\ 'L'L-~ 

Product A B .£- D E 
Pizza 0 1 2 3' 4 
(hundred 
thousands) - 
Robots 10 8 5 1 0 
(thcusands) ~ 

PRODUCTION ALTERNATIVES 
o 
\ 1. Given the following production possibilities table: 

~ 
i---~.~ 

- (_ 
- - - 1 

.! ·~ \ 

\D 

s 
s 

PART II: (40 pts.) 
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3. How would the following changes in price affect total revenue(TR}? Does TR 
increase, decrease, or stay unchanged? {2 pts. each) 

p td ~\ 
a. Price falls and demand is inelastic. \R -7 de er e.f<-<:,,e./ ~...l> ~RJ, \..,,./ 

./ 

.. . 

u. \) \ 

\ 
\. ,, 

f> \- 0;.. 
pl\ Q \, 

d. Demand decreases and supply decreases equally 

Price: TV\Jer-.:e&,;o.Jf{.., 
-, /\Quantity: deci~'°a-v 

/ \ 
. \ (lu o 'r 

{'t Ci i 
e. Demand increases and supply increases equally 

/ 
Price: T,oJeter.'>'I.:.~ 
Quantity:_ ;.'\cre~"'e. 

c. Demand increase7y decreases 

Price: _ _L 
Quantity:/ /r---- 

/ 

e ·f Qi., 
"~ ~·1 

b. Demand increases and sup7creases 

Price: tf\efeQ5l,.e 

Quantity:...,I'" J..,.\.-e£•& 



4. True or False; circie the correct answer ( 3 pts. each} J Q ~ -;.J._p __,.(\ \_)J l...P rv\ 
La. ~A cross elasticity coefficient of zero suggests that the two goods are 

substitute goods. \ s\-\L- '-...J..#1& / e. o <:?'"- 

True~ _ .. 
U~I Q.;~_r ~ 

b. A positive cross elasticity coeff~cient means the t:.wo goods are 
complementary g/ds. 

True ~V 
~\ lP.J\ ~J..J.-1'.' ~lac ~ 

c. A negative income eiasticity coefficient means the good is an inferlor goo.; 

(;_·~~ I J...P 0 \ ' ...-• 8 /false __, 
/ 

':..,./' 

&1 
d. ~and~ inelastic T~ 't-.'\.c:f53-/ 

p~ 
e. Price falls and demand is@ -n{_ \ftCfEP-~~ 

P ,1 '\(L t . ..__..,..-' 
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(d) (c) (b) (a) 20. 

(e) (d) (b) (a) 19. 

(c) (a) 18. (e) 
······-··-·········-~········ ······················-·········~~?-··-····-·----···-- ····-------··--------··-·-····-············-·-··· 

(d) 

(c) (b) (a) 17. 

.15:···--·- .. ··-·--········-·····-·(~)-····--······-·········-·-··· ···)(····---····--·········--·-·-·--(~)- ···--·-··-·-··--·----~---·-- ·--- ------ --··-·(~;··-·--·-·-· ·-·-···-···-··-·--.·--- ··------·-·------ ·-·-·- . 

··-·-··----···-·---·----·····-·······~-·-··········-····-·····-····················-································-··-······-·········,'V"·········--·······-·····--· ············-·-···--·-···············-······-·······- ······························-····························---········-···········-···-···················---·········· 
16. »»; (b) yr-; (d) (e) 

(c) (b) (a) 13. 

(e) (d) (b) (a) 14. 

(e) (d) 

(d) 

(c) (a) 12. 

(e) (d) (c) (b) 11. 

(e) (d) (c) (b) )( 
·········---·-·· .. ··--·-·-------·········-····-·-··-······-···-··-· 

)( 
10. 

(c) (b) (a) 9. 

(e) 

(e) 

(d) (c) (b) 8. 

····················-···-(;;;·····-··-·--····- ·········-···-~ ·····················-······-·--···P(·--······--···--··----·····---(~)····--··----·-·--···-·--··-············- 
(a) 7. 

(e) (d) (c) 
··6~---······-·-·-·-······· ~-·-··-·--····--·······-·······---···-(b)''•········· 

(d) (c) (b) (a) 5. 

(e) 

(e) 

(e) 

(b) 
-·-·····-·-·-···-·-··-·····-----·-··:M····--··-·-- ························~· ···--·--·-···--································-·-···--··-····-- ·····-··-·····--·-----·--·········- 

2. ~ r" (c) (d) 

(d) (c) (a) 1. 

(e) (d) (b) (a) Q. 

Put mark (X) on the letter that corresponds to the best answer as in the following example: 
,t\ 0 :J'Ul! Jt:i.JI ~ w; ,~u...JI "'-!4-)11 J'.i"';l Lf:i.11 ..__;.;:Ji ~ (X) o .JLli] ~ 

Answer Part I (the multiple-choice que tions) here. 

StudentNo.: }{ 'f QQ r3 
Section No.: ~~L~~~~ 

Student Name: ,S q 5 , • / Y Dt S' f £n , , T q._ 

BIRZEIT UNIVERSITY 
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT 
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5. Which of following statements applies(,).:.~) to microeconomics? 
···a. . . The iiiieriipfoymerif rafo (~Lb,ilr J~ )in Palestine exceeded (jJ;,3)25 percent last year. 

b. National income (1.,?°~LJ;...11!) in Palestine has decreased sharply during the last few years. 
c. In Jordan, average price level (inflation rate ~I Jk<>) did not change much this year. 
d. High interest rate (o.lllill .)LUI) caused private investment to drop sharply (-lb~~). 

~ Bad weather (i.S.\)I ~I) in Palestine caused (t) ~)the price of olive oil (l.J~jll w,ij) to increase this year. 

6. If the price of shirts increased by 50%, then 
C]) neither the demand curve nor the supply curve will shift 

b. the demand curve for shirts will shift to right, but the supply curve will not shift 
c. the demand curve for shirts will shift to left, but the supply curve will not shift 
d. the demand curve for shifts will shift to right and the supply curve will shift to left at the same time 
e. the demand curve for shifts will shift to left and the supply curve will shift to right at the same time 

Miss. Shireen Al Basha (Section I} 
Dr. Mohamed Nasr (Section 2) 
Miss. Sana' Atari (Section 3) 
Dr. Riyad Musa (Section 4) 

Student No.: _ 

Section No.:·------~ 

4. The cross elasticity of demand between Pepsi-Cola and Coca-Cola is 
a. negative 

@ positive 
, c. zero 

d. infmity (~4J '/. L.) 
e. can be negative, positive, or zero 

3. Which of the following is a land resource in economics? 
a. a tractor UY.- •.Jfol_jj) used by a farmer. 
b, seeds planted by a farmer (t.I.:...11 4-ui fa. .;Ji )~1) 
c. a building used by a farmer to store (~Y...,) seeds (_;li,>ll) 

@ natural gas (~I jWI) 
e. pipes (~'J~I) used to transport (JO;) natural gas from one country to another. 

2. For inferior goods 
fa) income elasticity of demand is positive 
b. income elasticity of demand is negative 

c. cross elasticity of demand is positive 
d. cross elasticity of demand is negative 
e. price elasticity of demand is positive 

I. Which of the following is NOT a characteristic (~L.....;..) of market system? 
a. Private property ofresources. 
b. Freedom of enterprises and choices. 
c. Competition in product and resource markets. 
d. Price mechanism in achieving (J>""'_,ll) society's goals. 

@ Government ownership of the major industries (W)l wkll.....all). 

PART I: Multiple-choice questions (50 points). 
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions: 

Economics 13 I 
First Semester 201412015 

Student Name: _ 
First Hour Exam 

BIRZEIT UNIVERSITY 
ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT 



14. The economizing problem is concerned with(--!~) 
a. how society uses its unlimited resources to satisfy its unlimited wants. 
b. how society uses its unlimited resources to satisfy its limited wants. 

© how society uses its limited resources to satisfy its unlimited wants. 
d. how society uses its limited resources to satisfy its limited wants. 
e. how to get a good grade in your economic courses. 

3 

_JJ .. _Consider the __ following.statemenn.t'Demand increases, causing-prices to rise.vHigher-priees cause demandto fall:: 
Therefore prices fail back to their original levels ~)ti IA\Y..,.. .)! _)., ... }:11 .iy'.i" 
a. This statement is correct(~) always. 
b. This statement is correct only if demand is inelastic. 
c. This statement is correct only if demand is elastic. 
d. This statement is wrong because when demand increases, prices do not rise. 

Q) This statement is wrong because when prices rise, demand does not fall 

e. 

a. 
<!) Price rises and demand is inelastic. 

c. Price falls and demand is inelastic. 
d. Price falls and demand is unitary elastic. 

Price rises and demand is unitary elastic. 

12. Total revenue of sellers would increase if 
Price rises and demand is elastic. 

11. In the circular flow model, 
(a\ 'businesses are sellers Of final products. 
If. households are buyers ofresources. 

c. households are sellers of final products. 
d. both businesses and households are sellers of final products. 
e. both businesses and households are buyers of resources. 

10. The demand for a product is more elastic 
@ in the long run compared (4-i Jfu) with the short run. 
b. if there are few or no close substitutes for the product. 
c. if it represents small proportion (~ .,. .?. ) of consumer's budget. 
d. if it is a necessary product. 
e. if its price is very low. 

10 

If the price elasticity of supply for freezers is equal to 4, then a 10% increase in price of freezers will cause the quantity 
supplied to 
a. decrease by 2.5% 
b. increase by 2.5% 
c. decrease by 40% 

@ increase by 40% 
e. increase by 0.25% 

9. 

Suppose Tea and Coffee are substitutes, while Tea and Sugar are complements. Which of the following will cause 
(<}~)the demand for Tea to decrease? © An increase in the price of Sugar. 
b. An increase in the price of Coffee. 
c. An increase in the cost of producing Tea. 
d. An increase in the price of Tea. 
e. An increase in consumer incomes. 

8. 

A production-possibilities curve is bowed out (concave) from the origin because 
a. the economy is growing over time 
b. the economy is not producing efficiently. 
c. (:Jf the law of increasing costs. 

@ resources are scarce. 
e. resources are not scarce. 

·~7. 
~\ 
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20. Which of following statements is a normative statement? 
a. The price of vegetables(<..::..!_,~) increases during the month of Ramadan (l.J\.,..;,..,.J ~). 
b. If the price of cheese(~) decreases, the demand for eggs will increase. 
c. Other things equal, higher interest rates (o.i.lWI .>bi) reduce the total amount of borrowing (i.fa.ilfa:il). 
d. According to the law of demand, the increase in tuition (~l;JI r_,...,.J) will cause a decrease in the number of 

students attending universities (w~L;JI 1_,l.:...l;). 
G) We should boycott (cl-ill) Israeli products to encourage(~) local products (~I w~I). 

' i I) {). e_y_ ' 
19. The money income of Miss Amal has increased last month. She now buys more of product X and less of product Y. r tr 

Assuming other things remain unchanged, it can be concluded (~) that 
a. Products X and Y are substitute goods. 
b. Products X and Y are complementary goods. 

© Product X is a normal good and product Y is an inferior good. 
d. Product Y is a normal good and product X is an inferior good . 

. . . .. ... . .. e. ProductsXandYare independent goods. 

18. If the price of cheese is expected to increase in the future, this wil1 
a. decrease the demand for cheese now 

'@ increase the demand for cheese now 
c decrease the quantity demanded now 
~.: increase the quantity demanded now 
Y make cheese an inferior good 

17. In terms ofa production-possibilities curve, economic growth may be represented (~)by 
a. a point inside the production-possibilities curve. 
b. a point on the production-possibilities curve. 
c. a point outside the production-possibilities curve. 

@ a shift of the production-possibilities curve to the right. 
e. a shift of the production-possibilities curve to the left. 

16. If the supply and demand curves for a product both decrease, we can say that: 
(]} equilibrium price must decrease, but equilibrium quantity may either rise, fall, or remain unchanged. 

b. equilibrium price must increase, but equilibrium quantity may either rise, fall, or remain unchanged. 
c. equilibrium quantity must decrease, but equilibrium price may either rise, fall, or remain unchanged. 
d. both equilibrium quantity and equilibrium price must decrease. 
e. both equilibrium quantity and equilibrium price must increase. 

15. Which of the above figures represent perfectly inelastic demand curve? 
a. Figure 5 

·@ Figure4 
c. Figure 3 
d. Figure 2 
e. Figure 1 

Figure 5 Figure4 Figure 3 Figure 2 Figure 1 



b. If the economy is producing at production alternative (D) in the above table, what is the opportunity cost an extra unit 
l:n f-J,.,e_ ("-:;iL.:..) 0.1:.._,) of consumer goods? Show your calculations! 

'1. I · _L 'u11 ,'f 0(2. (-\ff-~ir.oJ;vt 'To prl!Jd V...(e C4.¥! ~Xft/'fJ( u...i-,;f- 0(- (vnJty.¥\~V' d DDtli: f r: oSe5 

( 0 ) c C'VO ,' f-w/ ,C) ({) 0 <:i S ,,4_ _j_, _I _L _L J_ --, "' /~ c 6' 6 (; ------------- h<!.r t,J-e_Q.,V( D t, E ./ &\\"L I l I j j (Oh:S\/.411 if J eo d) 
~W JC' o..p/f--0/( ~ood s 

c. If the economy is producing at production alternative (C) in the above table, what is the opportunity cost an extra unit 
(.d.,;iL.:..J ;.1:.._,) of capital goods? Show your calculations! 

-Jh.-e_ ~pp£J ~ /-uYI r';- ~ 'i: ~F pY-t0d LLC/v~ CtJ\ vzf-Y?\' ktA1, f- D P <: C/l pd· vi 
"'L »o od I h A ( f--ef'Vl " 1 ~.~ (C ) , S ~) 03 /~ E_? Lvi.,; f- > e f C bh <;. LA-vne.l' J tDru d 5 /) 2 ~J-1 s =- vrr• f--; 

a. C~ this country produce 12 units of consumer goods and 2~"ts of capital goods? ~e._ y· 
~ Show this combination on the above graph and label it as (L) 

. What is the opportunity cost of one extra unit of consumer oods in this case? Why? 

'' Tfue_ 6ppoff-VW11/t/} i!C.bsf ;'J ji:)sr1-3 ~ ; '~;·r 9 l c °t 1'roA-( 300 Js 

/ "'7 D e. c 0-1,l s ~ v e. s o •<Y c. e. s ~ s c <YV c "'- 

a. Draw the production possibilities curve (PPC) for this country on the graph above. 

2.s '-tS 
Capital Good 

10 

r---.,"' 
""!""- J I/ 

~ .... "-,,. v 
!Jc/ ~' ~ v 

v \ 

t 5o s = "' = 0 o 

Capital Consumer 
Alternatives Goods Goods 

A 5 0 

{ B 4 15 
c 3 27 . D 2 36 
E 1 42 
F 0 . 45 

L 

asis of the data given in the following production possibilities table for a given country: Answer the next questions on 

ce provided. SHOW YOUR WORK! 

PART II: Essay questions (50 points) 

Answer the following questrs 

[2J ~points) ( / q 
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• The equilibrium quantity. of chi~kens: d e c__ (' z C'<.. S y 
Show this effect on the ABOVE fh label the new curves as D' or S' 

b. Suppose that government i!llP~sed (~fa) a price ceiling of24 dollars, would there be a shortage or a surplus at this 
price? Why? ttw mu~ the- size of. this shortage or surplus? (Show 1y-our calc.ulation) .: .. .. ' . D 
.S ~or I- ~- P€__ c (lq_,'-S' e ... f- ~~ . pr I C. ~ ,n -o \,) 1} ~~~.-!:S u"" $ o o.11 0 t-- 

/\ct~ kt:: t:}o~~J f :t Q~ ~~~~,~~:_~~~sj"V~~sH'1 
-..... c. Calculate the midpoint price elasticity of supply when the price ranges {ol..;J;!) between $20 and $24. (Show your 

calculation) Is suppl~ elastic, inelastic or unit elastic in this price range? Why? p ,_ p1 l7 ~ _ 
Es ~ ~/7ACQ_s .~ ~i~~~\.-= /A~ s: 5-+Pi, . - z_2 ..., /l J _o,1i 

/'~G?d /. ~ -1 pl J ~- - > 
~ v /' ~ J '1.e > it,.p :J r > ~ I <t ,J 

1 c 1t. c ~Ct> t . Es , 
/ J .· i> 

....... d. Calculate the midpoint price elasticity of demand when the price ranges (c..91Ji:l) between $32 and $40. (Show your 
alcul~tion) Is d~and elastic, inelastic ~r. un.it elastic in this price ran~e? Why? 

. ~2 P, . 4D- ~2' ~ 15 . \ ,,/ f ~ ~ _ s: 401.i'e_ - s-r, s: o. 2 2 ~ 
..-/ . .2_ z u 

+i.: .D~~d ;> kA,,; I-~ e-/<l-s- I t CM;;,~ EA zz: ( 
e. Suppose that the cost of raising chickens1t4-~1 ~..fa "· has increased. What is the likely effect of this increase in the 

price of raising chickens on the market for chickens? (~rease, decrease, or no change). 

• The demand of chickens: h 0 C ~~ ~ d;-- 
• The supply of chickens: @I ; I if< fl/. C /!' e:.- ~ 
• The equilibrium price of chickens: d ~ ( C-f?.._Q..f!}L_ 

- 

l \ 

• 

! 
_-1-i---- 

' ; 1~i.--- 
--r- .............. 

.) 
./ 

:~ '-·~- .. ~ -.......... I 
36 1--......... 
32 I .............. 
28 1----- 
24 ------- 
20 - 16 ,,.... 
12 ~ 
8 /' 
4 - . 

; 0 . 

h 
,.. "l'"'b". rnn ~ "':?£"o 77/d"'"." ? "'i~ ~~~" '""' 

a. What is t e equi 1 num quantity.~ an pnce. -i\.,Z-.8 . 

p 

Consider the following m et dem and supply curves for Chickens. Quantities are in tons and prices in dollars. 
17 (25 points) 
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8. The fundamental problem of economics is: 
,......----(A) To establish a democratic political framework (.JLb)) for the provision of social goods and services. 

(B) The establishment of prices tfiat accurately(~~) reflect the relative scarcities of products and resources. 
@The scarcity of productive resources relative to economic wants. . .' 
{D) To achieve a more equitable distribution (J~k &jJi) of money income in order to mitigate poverty ( •~ 0-- ~I 

fall). ~. 

7. Which of the following is a positive statement? 
,..j_ .. (A) My ~onomics classshould last fortwo.ter~s because it is my favorite class. . . 

_AB) The government must lower the price of a pizza so that more students can afford to buy it (yly.;JI .)c. .J~). 
(C) The best)evel of taxation is zero percent because then people get to keep everything they earn. 

/(D) An increase in tuition (~4'-JI rY"')I) will cause fewer students to apply to college. 

When we move along the supply curve of good X, 
{A) Price of good X change onl\.{j( 
(B) Quantity demand of goodX changes oni'( 
i£l Quantity supply of good. X changes only 
®)ncome does not change,.c 

~ 6. 

5 .. As your income decreased, the demand for X increases, the Xis 
/@an inferior good · 

(B) a normal good 
{C) a luxury good 
(D) an income-neutral good 

4. Capital goods, as economists use the term 
/ {A) is the money the firm spends to hire resource~ . · . . · 
<'? @?refers to things that have already been produced that are in turn used to produce other goods and services 

"', ' {C) refers to the process by which resources are transformed (JA) into useful forms 
(D) is money the firm raises from selling stock 

x::. 

2. The two general types of economic systems that exist today are: 
~· (A} Market systems and capitalism. 

{.fil Socialism and central planning. 
(lg> Market systems and command systems. 
· {D) Laissez faire systems and pure command systems. 

Q If a price floor above the equilibrium price is imposed(~.) )by government in a market 
(A) Shortages of the commodity ("'=-w.i)will appear(~) 
{fil-. The quantity demanded wifl exceed (.fi.i) the quantity supplied 

.fa..ifb> v-tf9/ The quantity supplied will exceed the quantity demanded 
{D} The free-market equilibrium price and quantity will be realized 

1. Which one is not a factor of production: 
/ (A} Labor 

(Ii) Land · 
· (9/Money 

(D) Capital 

P€lrt I: Mtdt!~!e Choke§ (2.5 points each.) 
Choose the one alternative that best completes the statement or answer the question. 
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14:.Jhe branch of economics that examines the functioning of aggregate economy is 
/ (A) positive economics 

(B) normative economics 
· (@macroeconomics 

(D) microeconomics 

~D·~ 
15. A decrease in demand for cameras would likely be caused by 
/(A) an increase in the price of a substitute good . · 

./ ~ 
· ~a decrease tQ_ the price of cameras ·• 

®)3n increase in the price of a corn plementary good 
(D) an increase inJhe.price of cameras . 

is. The demand for textbooks is price melasti . Which of the following would explain this? 
-: (A) Many alternative textbooks can e used as substitutesx 

(B) Students have a lot of time to adjust to price changes 
{5l Textbook ~urchases consume aJ_arge portion of most students' income. 

@.))The good ts a necessary good 

13: In the circular flow model: 
/~ Ho~seholds are buyers of resources. 

@))Bus~sses are sellers of final products. 
(C) Hous,tholds are sellers of final products. . 
{D) There are real flows of goods, services, and resources, but not money flows. 

12. Which of the following statements about the price elasticity of demand is true? 
+ ,...,,.--@Along a linear demand curve, the price elasticity of demand increases as price falls 

(~) Given a vertical demand curve, the price elasticity of demand is equal to infinity at every price. 0 
/tj Given a horizontal demand curve, the price elasticity of demand isequal to zero for every output. dC> 
(D~long a linear demand curve, total revenue is maximized when the price elasticity of demand equals ls( 

b4!-R. \ <. 
IJ(} L--- 

LL 
0 

11. A barber (J)b) raises the price of haircuts and finds that the volume of business declines. This indicates:· 
/ (A} A decrease in demand. 

(B} an increase in demand 
@)a decrease in quantity demanded 
{D) an increase in quantity demanded 

t .. ~ ("'"' ~ ~~ t?(q,jJ(, 

l~The absolute value (mb...11 ~I) of the s~~un elasticity of demand for bread has been estimated for 0.15. Its long- 
/ run elasticity of demand is ..:.-----· · 

(A) uncertain wi.ktiout more information 
<@I) more than 0.15 
(C} less than 0.15 
(D) Jl.15 

implies 9'. ;}Le straight-line production possibilities curve 
'(A) Decreasing opportunity costs 
(B) Increasing opportunity costs 
@constant opportunity costs . 
(D) None of the above is correct 
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&· r ~f :?(\ 

' 

1J$ .,Wl\1.7li!'Ce~fi \v; 11 

Jei,.ritot) (.,If J,~~ ~ J:ecqii\J~ }h Gvi;i..wi..-v ffl-.f.-.,..<h.-.J JI> JJd.._ 

:he,,.,, ... tf ~ /f, r,r 1> ~ L.,ft 
_/'e ft'\;), blVt\ "1i. f Y'I (.,..,. v:\. 1 I I )l-\ Cf°7t'( .l-z 

/.,_,!\ ep"'b'.''" J"""}7, II .£,,,/,-- 

Starting from an equilibrium condition·for fish, suppose that there is an announcement (.:..Li~!) that fish decreases 
cholesterol {J..Jfa.!S.l! JU:i), Explain its effect on equilibrium price and quantity in the fish market. Draw a graph which 
demonstrates (~~':!) your answer. 

Question #1 (6 points) 

Part B: Essa_y_QM_estions (4 CllJ!estlonsp 50 points In total) 
Write your answer in the paper provided. Show your calculations and justifications to your answer 

Consumer goods 
·-·----·-------~--·--·--~-·------.1. 

19. Refer to the figure; the production is currently operating at Point A. The best explanation 
for this is that 

/(A) the economy has very poor technology <, 

(@Dthe economy's resources are being used inefficiently 
(C) the economy has very few resources.z 
(D) the economy operates as an efficient market · . 

. , . . If'. 54ff l7'7le<fJ- 
. • • • • ),,,'t'. l(VJ-v\...11 {) 7 -.:.t\,tp"""' . 20_yAn increase m excise taxes on cJ_gar~te w1 r . ' " ( / ')'( 

/ (A) Increase the supply of cigarette through movement along the supply curve to the right 
e ~ Increase the supply of cigarette through shifting the supply curve to the right 

{C) D~rease the supply of cigarette through movement along the supply curve to the left 
@o/ease the supply of cigarette through shifting the supply curve to the left 

· 18. Jf the absolute value of the price elasticity of demand for a product is equ9!. to 0.5, then a 10 percent de~7 in 
-7 . 'II . r- 1{!/)(I / pncew1 . "'-> -;: .. - 

. @Increase quantity demanded by S percent o •) · 
(B) Decrease quantity demanded by S percent 
(C) Increase quantity demanded by 0.5 percent 
(D) Decrease quantity demanded by 0.5 percent 

~ ~I 
ef£) . ~ ··~ 

1/. Suppose the supply curve of good)( is perfectly elast c t ere s an increase in demand for good X, then the 
equilibrium price: 

The equilibrium price and quantity will both i~rease 
he equilibrium price will remain unchanged but equilibrium quantity will increase 

) he equilibrium price will increase but equilibrium quantity will unchanged 
{D) The equilibrium price and quantity will bott( decrease. 
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A. Determine the equilibrium price and quantity? (2points) 

. / £f-~;~ •• ~'. .(!Y.'''7-i . .=.~E:··- -:·: : : . 
................. ".:; j;,~.11.(j i.';7 .;:; '.l,.. .. 

- <~_?--~ - 
B. Suppose that government imposed a pnce ceiling of $7.5, would there be a shortage or a surplus at this 

<' ~:::.:~Y:~;;.:::.c~~~:e;::::i::::g:.°.~A:~~~~~·~h.I ~'"::/:~~! . 
......... ~-i<\-4"'··ih.ff Jllr1t.lt:r.i (.~. w z: .. .3..k..~). Z:.~.r. .. .: 1~ri) ~ .A 

c. ~:;::;~~~~~::;:~:;:;::~;:·~~i~;:~~:~~;·~z~1f ;;;;~;i~:~,!"~·~~·~~~~,;~~·~ 
Is the demand elastic or inelastic? (5points) ( p1 'fj/o ) { <y1 _-::... 2 LL 0 

••·p;;1?:.:=());:•~.P.;;e~.••••~•·•~i~~:;:•~•~•~::~···•~•~:~~···•·:•·······• 
.......................... ~-~--~.! : .e?::.:-::.e., J'J;@ .. -t:.k.h .. ~ _ :-::.:?.:~.2 =:::. ; ,~ .. C~·.·:t· .. ·:.· .. :·-- _ 
........................... ~-~~ "it _ ~~~-... .. .. _ ;;~~i;; .. ;--;·:::-: 571" _.·tj_) 

. - z: k-V"' v{A:°»t~K& ~~~t-' ,.,,~' - ;.. ~·~:It, - ~ 
- . ~· I~ .- - - 

D. Suppose that p~es ~ show its effect on demand, supply, equilibrium price, and 
equilibrium quantity of Pizza? (4points) 

;, #o~ :.::~ Jll-f 
Demand:~/ 
Supply:~ / 
Equilibrium price: \lt,.. r~~ / 
Equilibrium quantity: l 1q ch<~ 

v 

400 160 240 320 
Quantity 

80 

QM_~tion #2 (ls_p.oints) _ 
Consider the market for Pizza. The figure below shows how-many Pizza consumers demand and how many Pizzas fir 
supply at different prices. Given this information, answer the following questions 



.... , : .. ::: .. ::-:: ::: :::: :::: r.: .. :: :-::: ::: = ::- :::: :::: .. j~iJ:::: :::: :::-: :::- :::- :;I. ~ ••• .,,., .. ·=· ,,,...,...,,,..;...,...,... """"'· ., ' . 

H'h, . .,,L rf E. Explain why the society cannot produce a combination of 40 T-shirts and 70 CDs. (2points) 

1... · . • . ' ~ · . ' I r-I J } I . tJ f>(_ I )1 ........... .y. if:. ~4;1t.J-r·· t.6,). f."' ···l'l·\1: (-. lf;.~. ·r-'f ·"J. u 0.4.o:t. .st N a ~ .. :e '. 1 .. 1. 7 A.>t,A !v. 0. . 
............ C.i.i/.(.':r.k\.!: h.c.i.. . ...,,/.oJ)'·········~··· ·{?tf-J!.~.,..i n:r ,fo.~1·f:~ :u,.v~ Ci\~:!..,h p.Y.-#(.,., .. '-r:: .. ···· .. 4.J,, . 
......... : /.Lh .. ;J; f-·'·;~.l .. ;; .. ····E--0······¥-¥·······H·"'· f. ~ tf.J.v.41A-.-r(." t\·-ch..·6!·4·*"'•9;r~·j\·-f?f,.V';/-ccz.; e._.,p .. ······ ¥~f ~~········'ff·····r\~~4J···;/~;~J~::~;:.··~.-~7: c ~ f4:.;~ :•4L • 
e'1.o~~ }o 1'a-(~; ..-/.. 

6 ·~ f# ())J) ( { .u; 
·t., v- ... .A .., s c)) 

•Oo•••t++•••<•••ooo••t0•04•• ••Oo•O•• o•ooo~ ........ ooo•Oo•oOo••to•"••H••Oo••oo•Oo•• .. ••O••oo••,.•ooo•ooo•••••oo•ooo•o•o•o•o•"''"'''''''''•l••oo•oOo•ooo••n•Oo•••o•Oo••U••Oo••!••OOooooooooooooooo••oo••Oo•ooo o•o .. •ooo•oo .. ootooOtoo.0000::: 

.- ....... 
,.,··---.....~ =. 

D. Suppose that the.technology used in~~oducing\t:sh@improve\ while (l...:y.i) that of the CDs does not chan . 
/'.Draw a possible new production possibility curve on the same picture showing the ef ect of the change in 

technology. (3points) 

Alternative T-shirt CDs Opportunity 
cost of one 
more T-shirt 

A 0 105 _.---- .... 

B 10 100 I) • .; 

c 20 90 1 ·. / 
40 ill 30 470 '2-/ 

;f, \ E \ 40 \ 40 ~ 
F 50 0 /\..\ 

r 
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c. Calc~l~te the pri~e elast~ity of demand when the price of shoes in~reases from $100 to $12 
slasticitv}. (4 points) ~ Pl~ l o» -? r~ ~ I 2-·-.P} c~ p \<? IQ~·.::: 6) ~~~ 

- fJ~ m~:: 
<=~,- ·=:=, - 7 

1..i 

.. ' 

{using P~,P:j/ 
- ~ 

~ltulate the total revenue TR for each price level. (3 points) · . 
B. Calc~l~te the pri~e elasticit.yy ~ .· demand when the price ofiho)$ increases from $2? to 

. elastlcltv). (4 poznts) J.!£.1 ~ 16 I q .')._·-:::: 2- 'Z. ) ( r I::: '(,»I r 'Ls "I 6) ~) 6·.y~, ~:r,_~ t::>.-t_6 . a'~ ~ !='+~ ---- 
.. 'I.--~;// L--Y I ~tl.6 "lo ~1,. .. 

Price of shoes Quantity of shoes p~} 
·20 26 z: '1-4~?J 
40 22 > ~7.-~".v 

60 18 r" ~041! ,.. 
80 14 ,·~ Ro ;;, '"' 
100 10 ;;::· l" l<:i l<> i? 

120 6 :;:{1* )~ 

i\-1 

· Consider the following combinations of prices and quantities of shoes: 

O.uestiom #4 {1.4 points} 
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s1 c. 
9. A technological improvement(~yfoill <.>_,:;.,,.,. ~) lowers the cost of producing coffee. At the same time, 

con~umers' preferences (~1,j_,~) f<;>..r_,.f\\off~e Jl2_c~s~. T_~e equilibriui:n ~rice of coffee will 
@ nse. fall, or stay the same, depentli"ng on fhe relat1ve¥ea he shifts m the derndrid and supply curves. 

(B) remain the same (w,l'i~). · 
{C) fall. 
(DJ rise. 

6. The more substitutes available for a product ( ~ J'.>1¥1 ,:,r. J.ps.11 .)ji), QP r- q::=- £) 
(A) the larger is its income elasticity of demand. (., vrLJ 
(B) the smaller is its income elosticity of demand. {c <.--.. ~ - ~ ~ ~ 
(C) the smaller is its price elasticity of demand. J s \ ~,_..q \9J 

c::Dthe larger is it's the price elasticity of demand G._ ~ " 

7. When the price of oil is $20 a barrel (Ji..fa.l), 25 million barrels are demanded each day, but when the price of 
oil is $30 a barrel, only 2tfilffllion barrels are Clemanded. We can conclude that the demand for oil is 
(A) perfectly inelastic . G:, 0 /r:..• q t' k t') - 
Oil. elastic jl Z,CJ S Lx '1.. -- 1 -f.. ~ 

r(CJ)in~lastic.. ?,, S 'lfD 1 ~~ ? ');"' (> 1 c: . ~ / \ '\6) unit elastic a <L- r x 5.!a- ~ - .> S O r> <, 
'> t)_fl/ ~ ')_,,?, c! ~cl -::::"' .:> <=\ . 

8. When the produc of_~ase 
1 
the price of its milk fr~$2 per bottle to $2.5 per bottle, the result is 

(A) a decrease ind man or mi .,,::... - ___. 
L increase in demand for milk -: 
)decrease in quantity demand for milk 

increase in quantity demand for milk 

3. Which is one of the main characteristics of the market system? 
(A) central economic planning 
(B),,Jif1its on freedom of choice (.Jt,µ=.'11 ~? ~ .:.~) 

@he right to own private property (~W1 ~1 ..,,._) 
(DJ an expanded role for government in the economy (.iL..<.:i!'ll <} :Lo_,s.,.11 .J-'_, ~_;;) 

4. By clefinilion, an inferior good is a 9 l 1" [>~ 
(A) normal substitute good. 
,good for which demand decreases when its price rises. 

Good for which demand unchanged (fo 'll) when price increase. 
ood for which demand decreases when income increases. --==--= 

5. If the quontitv demanded exceeds (LJ.o _,..&IJ the quantity supplied, then there is 
{AJ a shortage and the price is above the equilibrium price. ~ ~ r, 

a surplus and the price is below the equilibrium price. '---\" i:> / YS 
a shortage and the price is below the equilibrium price. 
a surplus end the price is above the equilibrium price. 

2. In the simple circular flow model: 
(A) households are buyers of resources. Y: 

([fil) businesses are sellers of final products. 
(C) households are sellers of final products. :I 
(D) there are real flows (~ .:.itW:i) of goods, services, and resources, but not money ftows.x 

l. The economizing problem is one of deciding (-"'.bJ) how to make the best use of (LJ.o•.>Ll:l..l J,..;,,SI ~W): 
) unlimited resources to satisfy (~) unlirnited wants. · 

limited resources to satisfy unlimited wants. 
limited resources to satisfy limited wants. 

(D) unlimited resources to satisfy limited wants. 

Section I: M11ltigle Choices (60 points} 
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16. The market system's answer to the fundamental questiol'.L'.Whot will be produced?" is essentially: 
@))Goods ahd services that are profitable (~.r) -~ > \. G 
[3f Low cost goods and services;?" 
(C) Goods and service that can be produced using large amounts of ccpitol.c, 
(D) Goods and services that possess lasting value (4~). ~ 

»< '\..--...0\('~ 

17. Statement One: "The government s[lould intervene to prevent (tLl Ji.-lill) further increases in oil prices," 
Statement Two: "Th_e rise in oil prices~ve·$100 a barrel will result in a reductio_nJ!)~and for new cars." 
(A) Statement one 1s positive and sfotement two is normative. p"~ ----- 
(B) Statements one and two are both positive 

(((!'f"Jtatement one is normative and statement two is positive 
'ref) Statements one and two are both normative 

·15. When a society cannot produce all the goods and services people wish to have ( l~ Jy-=]1 ~ ~..>.!), it is soid 
J:.9.qt the economy is experiencing (<J.o ~~) · 

(011 Scarcity 
(B) Shortages 
(C) Inefficiencies 
(OJ Unemployment 

·i <I. it ~· 1c supplv for a good is elostic. 4\. 
(, a s % increase-in ~'Lilts in a 5 % increose in total revenue. r I 

--; (B) Supply elasticity is less than l. x: J 

.'.'.'./J (CJ a 5 % increase in price results in a 5 % decrease in total revenue. 
(D) a 5 % increase in price does not change total revenue. 

13. If a rise in the price of goodl decreases the quantity of good 2 demanded, 
dAi\the cross elasticity of demand is negative. 
1tr( good l is an inferior good. j'' · c.,O""---e...- E , 
(C;J good 2 is an inferior good. t(V" ~ ;\. v., ::;::: ~ L 
(DJ the cross elasticity of demand is positive. _) 

- 
11. The incor:ie elasticity ?f demon? for !~welry is 2. Other things equa~t 

increase m consumer income will: ----- 
(A) decFease the quantity of jewelry purchased by 20 percent. E ::>, <)_ 
(B) increase t~e quantity of jewelry purchased by 10 percent. ·'\_ 

).Rdecrease the quantity of jewelry purchased by 10 percent. · 
~ncrease the quant~ ~jewelry purcl~sed by2IT per~n1j 

12. Let Qd stand for the quantity demanded, Qs for the quantity supplied, and P stand for price. If Oci = 20-2P 
and Qs == 5 + 3P, then the equilibrium price is 

~i~ s~ ~ ~ s; 'l>D r-- L\? 
12r$~ d (:> . \b 

(D) $1 f--.> \ :::::. 

e 
Petroleum 

,~- ·--- = - - 

110. Which of the following could explain I-'"',) 04) lhe shift in the production possibilities fronlier shown in Figure 
ji from AC to AB? ti1 

(A) Technical improvements in both petroleum and clothing production X ~ 
(B) A productive improvement(~i:i;)'t 0.iG.)) in clothing production that has no effect o A. 

on petroleum production . u 
(C) A decrease in the size of the labor force (U.W1 <.>.J'lt) that can produce either 

petroleum products or clothing ·;::---.. 
~Technical improvements in petroleum production that has no effect on 
\_?clothing production , 
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~--. - - --· . 
30 40 so 

Cupitaf qooOt> 

. : --· - 

10 ;!Q. 

A ... -·~ . 

50!- 
-tl I 
'1 ' r-: ! 
Ol ; 
•,4_,..:~6 ~ ,,, ,·· 
"' . . ~ i : 8 r l : -~. C 

30!_ ·····-··· .. -~ .. 

frontier in the figure below. Which point indicates (JW .bliill 9t) 24. Refer to the production possibilities 
unemployment and inefficient point? 
(A) Points A, and D 
(B) Points 8, C, and E 

(7t;)jPoint A 
IDT Points A, and E 

19. Good A and good Bare substitutes in production. If the price of good A decrease then, 
(~ increases the derncnd for good B. \ ('\.o/ 

@ decreases tfje demand for good B. Pf\ \V PB'Y ()1 ~ 
_ J~l increases the supply of good B. ~ / ~ 

(D) decreases the supply of goods: $f;b ~ - ~ / 
;pJ 5.'\J ~ 
20. If good A is aajnferior good . Good A end good B are complements . which of the following will causes the 

demands;urv.e_~heright?- ,;·\ ~~~ 
(A) An increase in the consumer income ,,,L \ Q,~ 

A decrease'in the price of good A ' 
A decrease in the price of good B 
An increase in the price of good B 

21. Suppose I hot the demand for to6tnQ.Qste i~hen consume~ decreases from $2,200 
lo ·r? 000. What is .!11..e price elosticitv ordemand for toothpaste? ~ -~~ /- 3;' \ .... --~ ~ 

-. rib 23 C> %~=-i~ ~ ?/_?P2_D _, 
(C] 7.98 b - ---- o_cz,.(?D 
(D) 798 ~-----C\ ') _C> ao ~ Z,\ 

tr/< ~ - 
22_ Which is characteristic ~L=.;_J of a product whose _gemand is elastic? '?.--- ~--Pu 

(A) The price elasticity coefficient (J..b.J is less than 1.;x..:: =- ,. 0 1~ 
(B) Total revenue d~~es if price decreases. , 
(C) 1;-1e product has fewer substitutes (J31 JJi:l!). 

<!!!) The percen.~age change in quantity is greater than (Li-' fa.I) the percentage of change in price. 

23. Which of the following would be a microeconom.iclopic? -- (A) on increase in total production in the Polesfine s- 
(B) a drop in the unemployrnent rate (:Ulb;Ji d~ ~li;..iJ) 
~an increase in the price of the Volkswogen Golf lo the demand for Golf 
'\DJ a drop in inflation (r~,Ji) .'f. . 

( 

----~-·~=~~~=·- - 

8. An efficient economy is an economy 
(A) that distributes (U-':!) output equally (tf__,l.uiil~) among all consumers. 
(~n which output is steady (w!u) or growing (~J and there is low inflation. 
l[9'that produces what consumers demand and does so (..ill~ Ai) at the least possible cost 

(DJ in which there is a fair distribution of wealth (0__,Jill J~~ tijii). 
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each price level. What is the new equilibrium price and quantity ? 

Equilibrium price = ~ ~ ~ S 

I 2- 5 50 
Equilibrium quantity= 52- (/C2 . !1 t-\ ~ ~0 6 

/ IS 6 __:IS i> -'1..:S o 

d. ltthepriceequals$10, whatistheexcesssupply ~:i---,....~==~=--·- 
e. Calculate total revenue when price of coff~e is $6 :f8, s 9('w:~ ' ~ {~ \ 

s: . x \50 
,-:;::_ 0 0 

f. Suppose thct thefe ar~nd ~n coffee market. What is the market equilibrium price? 

~~what is the market equilibrium quantity wr~ 

Part A: Fill in the Blanks (J,,JI ~ul. u4! i:..u~ c::.i\t.1_.fal J.Sl) 

a. What is the equilibrium price?¥at is the equilibrium quantily? \~ 

b. Suppose that government set a price of $4, Is this price is c\Price ceili~O, Ee f~""i' 3 "~~I 
At this wouid there be a shortage or a surplus? ~? ' C£d\ 
How much is the size of this sh;:irtage or surplus? 4; c,_ - J- / ~ _ \= < 'ls:DG 

TA :::. \ e:>O -- rzfaD ~ --\ b 0 \ 
.i.; ''-?/Di' / ~_J 

1 c. Suppose that consumer income increase, th t leads to incre_as~ _d~~nd for coffe~ 

30·0 350 
QIJetrtUiy 

-- ,...._ ~@:. 
·'I·, 

\oc\ -b 0 c;,e 

5D\QJ;~j 
....__.. 

@!··· 

So 5ot:> 
\ bb( \cv-o 

\Sq> \ S?o 
I 

lf)P ~ 
2-50 Q,,,500 u 

Question # 1( 24 points} 

--~ - ~~~@=F===~-u 
Section II: Short Answer Questions ( 40 points) (show your work ._L;;.JI ~ ~ ,·w) 

c;~Q) c . 
~~/ uO~ 

Based on the.following graph which represents the supply and demand schedule for """'01"""1e._.s.,..'e"""'ll"'"'er.,,..a~11 .... tl~..._..~--~L""= 
answer the questions below. 

··-·-·---·---·-~·-·-··- .. ·-·---·------~-------·· ~-, ~ 
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= 

b. Using total revenue test to indic~(~), is demand elastic, inelastic or units elastic if price 
increase from $2 to $4 · · ""- "'--- -,_ 

a. Calculate price elasticity of demand for the price increase from $4 to $6. Is 
~ ,(~.(?'L 

cf c) I C) ~ '1-- 

<teb f/ \So 

Port C: Cc1lculate the follmi\/ing based on the above fighter (show your work) 

The expectation that the price 
of coffee ill be ris~ in the 
future '\;\ 

The government)-. taxes 
(~~ w.......:,,_j) on prodµcers of 
coffee <: \ 

Supply 

Part B: Complete the table {J_,.i:;..11 J,.s:.i) 

Each of the events listed in the table has an impact on thel11arket for CofQ. For each event, indicate 
inc:·ease, <lecre(1se ,u11changed or uncertain for coffee. (uJ_,:ill ;\.,i..S--' Y'-"'..iU<>JJI_, ~ U.~l:i ~.io. ~Ull J,.1_,,J1 i)o ~ 

/ 



3. Wha1~h~ 012_12._Qilimliy cost of increasing th~~~aJ~ounds? 

~·t:~~!~z~·\~:=~~~5-t=(~~>~=\? 
··········~·~·~ .. :;(. "''.P.~~~ ~.~············· ················r····1-·Q . .0 . 

_j{' ~ ~ ) -v. 
r> 0 '- !'/~ 

2. If the Country producing al alternativEX'.]) what is the opportunity cost of producing one more 
Camera? 

~··~~······~······~ ~;;~ ~ =~~=~~~~~ ~ 

l. Can the Country produce 60 Camera and 60 pounds of Banana? Is production this point is efficient? Ext& ) 
................ · .. C?. .. ~l······~···~········J···~2i.be= C~~ ~:..~ ~~~ .. 0..a . 
~~ G..e b.~~ ~~ ~~ \>. .. .-.~~.~.G.~or.t~>.~~ ~~Y\\ 
?.b.d. .. Yt~s .. ~~·:.~ L · o~Y~<l~~···~·~······ 

Type of product Production Alternative 
A @ c/'::!)o E F 

Banana 0 20 40 60 80 100 
Camera 70 @ 55 38 18 0 

I Qw,sJ:ion # 2( 16 pointsl 

~ 
i The below table shows production combinations on a country's production possibilities frontier 

I 
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~i~~\<>.<,/1' ( 

6. In which instances will total revenues decline? ,..Y 
a. Price rises and Ed equals .41 
b Price rises and demand is of unit elasticity 

Price falls and demand is elastic 
Price rises and Ed equals 2.4 7 

.. ~ 

c. C) the rationing function of prices. 
d. the substitution effect. 

an inrerior good. 
the income effect. 

a. 
® 

27-~ 
S. "When the price of a product falls, the purchasing power of our money income rises and thus 

permits consumers to purchase more of the product." This statement describes: 

\ _ C\"1 _·2~ ~e 
~ 

\ 'C\ 0-\-1--0 
-0,\ 

\ \<&-\-\\0 
6 

\ 1i- \\u .~ 

c. 4.00. 
@) 1.37. 

\ 
4. Suppose that as the price ofY falls from $2.00 to $1.90 the quantity ofY demanded increases 

from 110 to 118. Then the price elasticity of demand is: 

a, 3. 94 • \ '.?.. Q l., ,.-- Q > » ~ '2.- - ~I 

b. 2.09. ., 

3. The main function(~_.s) of the entrepreneur is to: 
a. create market demands" 
@innovate: 
@pu;·chase capital. V 

d. make routine pricing decisions.>\ 

2. The law of demand states that: 
a. price and quantity demanded are directly related. 
b. the larger the number of buyers in a market, the lower will be product price. 
c. consumers will buy more of a product at high prices than at low prices. 

~ price and quantity demanded are inversely related. 

1. The basic coordinating mechanism in a free market system is ~ 
a) quantityj> 
~price. 

c) a central government authority J( 

~ the corporation. 
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' ' 

:. (;3.) ! 
PRODUCT 
MARKET ............................ , (4j' .. "" . 

.......................... .1 0.l J. , 
: I RESOURCE ; ; MAAK8 ~ l :---·--········ (-2}· ! ~ 
: Ii! 

9. Suppose the ~ncom~astici~d for toys is +2.00. This means that: 
liJ'J a 10 percent increase in income will increase the purchase of toys by 20 percent. 
~ toys are an inferior good. ' , 

c. a 10 percent increase in income will decrease the purchase of toys by 2 percent, 
~ a 10 percent increase in income will increase the purchase of toys by 2 percent. 

Use the following to answer question l 0: 

8. The price elasticity of demand coefficient indicates (~): 
a. buyer responsiveness to price changes./ 
?· how far business executives can stretch their fixed costs.)\ 

{!j the slope of the demand curve.)( 
d. the extent to which a demand curve shifts as incomes change. 

7 . An increase in quantity supplied (as distinct from an increase in supply) is depicted by a: 

6} a shift from SI to S2. 
b. shift from S2 to S 1. 
c. move from point x to pointy. e move from pointy to point x. 

s s, 

/ (!) 
o a: 

\ 
\ 

0 

Quantity 

Use the following to answer question 7: 
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15."Productive efficiency" refers to: 

Q the use of the least-cost metho.d of production. V- 
b. production at some point inside of the production possibilities curve. 
c. the production of the product-mix most wanted by society. 
d. the partial employment of all available resources. 

14. Macroeconomics approaches the study of economics from the viewpoint of: 
a. the operation of specific product and resource markets. 
b. individual firms. 

<{;jY the entire economy. 
d. governmental units. 

a. increase the demand for an inferior good. 
b. increase the supply of an inferior good. 

@ncrease the demand for a normal good. 
d. decrease the supply of a normal good. 

13. An increase in consumer incomes will: 

}:) c. 
that good must rise by a greater relative amount. 

C d. the sum of the costs of producing a. particular good cannot rise above the current market price 
~ of that good. d@ if society wants to produce more of a particular good, it must sacrifice larger and larger 

amounts of other goods to do so. 

if the prices of all the resources used to produce goods ir~crease, the cost of producing any ----- particular good will increase at the same rate. 
if the sum of the costs of producing a particular good rises by a specified percent, the price of 

d. Two products are complementary goods 

~The law of increasing opportunity costs states that: 
f\ b. 

a. consumer expenditures. 
b. goods and services. 
c. land, labor, capital, and entrepreneurial ability. 
(!}wage, rent, interest, and profit income. 

11. A positive income ~$ticity o~ coefficient indicates (.)) ~) that: 

~ A product is an inferior good 
~ A product is a normal good 

c. Two products are substitute goods 

10. Refer to the above circular flow model of the economy. In the diagram flow (1) represents: 
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45 percent 
c. 20 percent 
d. 

8 percent 
12.5 percent b. 

20. Suppose the p~ for crude oil is 2.5. How much would price have to rise to 
increase production b~ 20 eerce~t? . -- 

(ii 

19. An improvement in production technology will: . 
fl) shift the supply curve to the right. 
~ shift the supply curve to the left. 

c. shift the demand curve to the left. 
b. increase equilibrium price. 

a. central planning. CK @ private ownership of capita!.V 
c. p~blic ownership of all cdpital.~ 
d. ali of the above 

of a market system? 

17. Refer to the above diagram. This economy will experience u~1employment if it produces at point: 
b) A. 
c) B. 
d) c. 

0)~ 
18. Which of the following is a distinguishing feature o...)¥.o ~ 

Consumer goods 

VI 
"O 
0 
0 
0) 

~ ·o.. cu o 

16. A rightward shift in the demand curve for product C might be caused by: 
a. a decrease in the price of a product that iscomplementary to C. 

~ a decr_e~se in the pr}_ce of a productthat _is a close substitute fottc.) 
s,,/a decrease iri income if c is a normal good. c>: 

~/an increase in income if C is an inferior good. 

Use the following to answer question 17: 
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a. Need. 
b. Consumption. t3 Scarcity. 
d. Profit. 

a. Shortage of 8 million gallons 
b. Shortage of I 0 million gallons 
c. Surplus of 10 million gallons @ Surplus of 8 million gallons Which is not a determinant of demand? 

24. The concept of opportunity cost is based upon (c)c. \.Ai.o) the principle of 

23. Refer to the above diagram. If the price were $2 per gallon, there would be a: 

' 0 '1.- 20 27 28 30 35 
Millions of Gallons of Milk Per Week 

..... 
Ill 
0.. 

111 o 
~ $1.00 

- s:: 
.2 
g, $1.50 

~- 

$2.00 r=--~~:,,. 

a. the buying and selling decisions of consumers and producers are inconsistent with one 
another. 

C]f. the market is in disequilibrium. 
~ there is neither a surplus nor a shortage of the product. 

d. quantity demanded exceeds quantity supplied. 

22. At the point where the demand and supply curves intersect: 

a. Labor. 
b. Capital. 
c. Land. 

@ Money 

21. Which of the following is NOT considered as major factors of production? 
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f. 
f~· r-·· 

~ 

a. tsupply increases and demand der 

Price: ~ Jeif C>'~t:~ 
Quantitv: \rl~e. ~ 

'' : ~ / 
'i 2. What happens to price and quantity when: (3 pts.each) 

( Fill in the blanks and show with graph) 

t 
\ 

b. ff the economy is at point C, what is the cost of one more robot? Show your work 
(3 pts.} 

DJ_i,Z,"Zq_/ 

·C\536&+<v 
~ ' ' 

(3pts.) 
a. If the economy is at point C, what is the cost of one more pizza? Show your work ...._ 

,/'°' 

Product A B le/ D E 
j Pizza 0 1 !2 "l 4 .:) 

(hundred I < ~ I/ 
thousands} 
Robots 10 s CZ 5 1 0 
(thousands) _/ 

PRODUCTION Al TERNA TIVES 

1. Given the following production possibilities table: 

PART!!: (Lt.o pts.) 
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~: 

c. Price rises and demand is elastic 
~·· 

a. Price falls and demand is inelastic. 1 

(,.J'p ~ .,.- 

/ b. Price rises and supply is e!asti~ .}o\j 

-\- a\-J ~€Aknvte J-e,c!~- 
A e,v fJf1()}l_ \ () c~ e 

J..o w ll, fl')~ Je J ',,'<., 

, __ _i-.-i.:q-:::-1- ~ 
3. How would the following changes in price affect tctal revenue(TR)? Does TR Q 0 

-=-==--- increase, decrease, or stay unchanged? (2 pts. ea~ 

/ 

e. Oernand increases and supplv increases equally 
- 1{ 

Price: tlOdo~~ L-Ob"' 
Quantity: \ f'lc{f'o>~ 

d. Demand decreases and supply decreases equally ~ 

?ricO: 40 c:b~..,h,,C~, lJ 
Quantity: Jedlo.1:,tly 

J ,r ~'..-, 
Price: V(l c_b~~ · ...-- - v 
Quantity: Afe.a<e,S. 

c. Demand increases and supplv decreases 

b. Demand increases and supply decreases 

Price: \()c{ep.,~~ ~ 
Quantity: \ocf~...:;_, 

./\ 
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! l ' . 

True @13)/ 
c. A negative income elasticity coefficient means the good is an inferior good. 

b. A positive cross elasticity coefficient means the two goods are 
complementary goods. 

True~ 

a. A ~elasticity coefficient of zero suggests that the two goods are 
substitute goods. 

4. True or False; circle the correct answer ( 3 pts. each) 

\ \I f\~ d, Price rises and demand is filelastic -tc~ \ 1 

... _/9 .~ n 
~. Price falls and demand is elastic \--o \vJl If\ €.06"' e_ 
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4. Refer to the above diagram. This economy will experience~if it produces at point: 
a) A. ~- 
b) B. 
c). C. 

@) D. 
e) 

5. An improvement in production technology will:. 
(§;. shift the supply curve to the right. 

b. shift the supply curve to the left. 
c. shift the demand curve to the left. 
d) increase equilibrium price. 

Consumer goods a 

E ~"A -. 
0 ~B 

g \ \c 
\ 

Use the following to answer question 4: 

if society wants to produce mo~e of a particular.good, it must sacrifice larger and larger 
amounts of other goods to do so. 

Th I c : . IJ' O:G h e ~w 01 rncreasmg opportunity costs states t at: 
~.i) if the prices of all ~he resources used to produce goods increase, the cost of producing any 

particular good will increase at the same rate. 
b. if the sum of the costs of producing a particular good rises by a specified percent, the 

price of that good must rise by a greater relative amount. 
c. the sum of the costs of producing a particular good cannot rise above the current market 

price of that good. 

2. Macroeconomics approaches the study of economics from the viewpoint of: 
a. the operation of specific product and resource markets. 
b. individual firms. 
~·S_ille ~econom~.:) 
~ governmental unifs. 

l. The price elasticity of demand .. coefficient indicates(~): 
Cai bu~~1ponsiverrCsto p~anges. 
b. how far business executives can stretch their fixed costs. 
c. the slope of the demand curve. 
d. the extent to which a demand curve shifts as incomes change. 

------~·· ~---------------~----·------------- •-----· ---------------------- --- -- - -----------~- ---------- 
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a. increase the demand for an inferior good. 
b. increase the supply of an inferior good. 

@increase the demand for a normal good. 
d. decrease the supply of a normal good. 

l 0 . An increase in consumer incomes will: 

a) Labor. c> 

b) Capital.i.> 
c) Land . ./ 

,&__Money{ c~ T~~-basi_: .. co~~~in~~ngrr_iechanism in ~'1-!~t systeE) is 

a) quantity. 
(fil price. 

c) a central government authority. 
d) the corporation. 

~·-,.,.,,_ 
8. Which of the following is_ NOT considered as~~~a_=:.tors of producti(!n. 

- -- - . - . ...-' 

a. consumer expenditures. 
b. goods and services. 
c. · land, labor, capital, and entrepreneurial ability. 

r§} wage, rent, inte~ profit income. 
(r".J,C) 

7. The concept of:!" c'.:.~' is based upon (..b 1;J,.) the principle of 

a. Need. 
b. Consumption. 

(9 Scarcity.!:;. 
d. Profit. 

6. Refer to the above circular flow model of the economy. In the diagram flow (1) represents: 

' ' ' ' L_ (3.). __ : --~--- : ! 
PRODUCT 

. MARKET ............................. """'(4j'''"'" . 

_,,.---- -. 
I (1\ I ~~+:':':B~~rf~-: -- j°~ fi~~~~~~Ei··············~:~.~···· "~1}\'. 

~ ~.j 
[It l :-·-··-····---- ·---------(-2)--···---··-· ! -Jl i ) 

: 'V ~'--: -------, 
I BUSINESSES I 

&. 

Use the following to answer question 6: 



0 ~26) 27 2B ~ 35 
Mmions 0~11ons 01 M~rer~ 

3 

"""" ~ 
0 

~ $1.50 
'= © 

°" - e}1.oo 

~I 
--- - - - --, ---- - _ _/ 

! 
' 
' 

- - ------ --- - - - --- - -----:- - --- - -.---- - - - - - ---~--- - --~ - - --- - - ---- - .< /! : l ! 
' ' ' ' ' ' ' : i 

$2.00 

a. Price rises and Ed equals .41 -~ t·f\c:.ks \--z 
b. Price rises and demand is of unit elasticity . 
c. Price falls and demand is elastic 

~Pric_e rises a.nd_Ed equals 2.47 _____,, elAi\.; c, 

b. 
(!) 

d. 

the market is in disequilibrium. 
there is neither a~nor a shortage QJ'ih~ 
quantity dernande _exceeds quantity supplied. 

@4. 
~) 
~ 

In which instances will total revenues decline? 14. 

a. the buying and selling decisions of consumers and producers are inconsistent with one 
another. 

13. At the point where the demand and supply _curves. intersect: 

Ci) the use of~<:! of production. 
b. production at some point inside of the production possibilities curve. 
c. the production of the product-mix most wanted by society. 
d. the partial employment of all available resources. 

12. "Productive efficiency" refers to: 

a. central planning. 
b .. Ypf1vate ownersIDDOrcs:==:ITfil. 
c. public ownership of all capital. 
d. all of the above · 

of a mark.et system? 

11. Which of the following is a distinguishing feature -.;~A _JJ.i..a 
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a. 3.94. 
b. 2.09. 
c. 4.00. 
-v 

CV 1.37. 

19. 

b. the larger the number of buyers i11 a market, the lower will be product price, 
c. consumers will buy ~ore of a product at high prices than at low prices. 

@) price and quantity demanded are inversely related. _,....----<::, 

· -(. = ~01 ~; n---41 (,6 i L 0 )-5 1<f ~-\: 
Suppose th income e~gj!Y of demand f9r~~~~i;means that: ;t-'t,, '-?J 

(i) a 10 percen~e in income will~ the purchase of toys by 20 percent. 
b. toys are an inferior good.: 
c. a 10 percent increase in income will decrease the purchase of toys by 2 percent. 
d, a 10 percent increase in income will increase the purchase of toys by 2 percent. 

'v} 
20 Suppose that as the price ofY falls.from $2.00 to $1.90 the quantity ofy demanded increases 

from 11 Oto 118. Then he price elastici 

a. price and quantity demanded are directiy related. 

18. The law c;if demand states that: 

a._ an inferior good. 
IZJ,. the income effect. 

c. C) the rationing function of prices. 
d. the substitution effect. 

17. 

.- '/. • 'I. . t; ··v?q ·~- ~s 
ta:\ 8 percent " ·i·? ~ .. -; "-) 
C/ 1-<;, -: "/' 
b. 12.5 percent ,,1 ~ 

c. 20 percent O( ~-(3 · 
d. 45 percent .J ; ~~(6 G 

~ ~ ~ { 
/ 

"When the price of a produc~ f~, the purchasing P'?~er of our money income ri.§._~S and thus 
>- permits consumers to purchase more of the product." This statement describes: ,. 

i'.- 

Suppose th pr~~,!~ti_c1tf of s~pp§} for crude oil is 2.5. How much would price have to ri~~ _to 
increase pro uction c;. ent? 

16. 

a. Shortage of 8 million gallons 
b. Shortage of 10 million gallons 

@ Surplus of 10 million gallons 
d. Surplus of 8 million gallons Which is not a determinant of demand? 

15. Refer to the above diagram. If the price were $2 per gallon, there would be a: 
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a. create market demand. 
(§) innovate. 

c. purchase capital. 
d. make routine pricing decisions. 

24. The main function(~.J) of the entrepreneur is to: 

a. A product is an inferior good 
(13,? A product is a normal good 
c. Two products are substitute goods 
d. Two products are complementary goods 

[~ [£) 
l 

23. A positive income elasticity of demand coefficient indicates (c)! ->±~)that: 
. ---------. 

a. a shift from SI to S2. 
b. shift from S2 to SI. 
c. move from point x to pointy . 

. @) move from pointy to point x. 

• 
22 . An increase in quantitV....Sl!P.p_!fed (as distinct from an increase in supply) is depicted by a: 

; , .-, 
iJJ~' Quantity 

0 

Q) 
L) a: 

-t-·· 
-··;o_-._\;.;o: 

Use the following to answer question 22: 

21. A rightward shift in the demand curve for product C might be caused by: 

{!J a decrease in the~ a product that is complementary to C. 
b. a decrease in the price of a product that is a close substitute for C. 
c. a decrease in income if C is a n_or~al good. 
d. an increase in income if C is an inferior good. 



»> 1--·ii 
,...... ----· . '3 / v__:> 

2. W~a~ happens to price and qu_antity when: (3 pts.each] -~. 
(Fill m the blanks and show w1~~ph) . I /! 

~- q o/ \) \p \ kl 
a. Supi)T\/increases and d7 decreases C J 

Price: c~C.'(\:&Se v r 

Quantity: ~ L{\J\~{~\ 

v 

(3 pts.] 

a. If the economy is at point C, what is the cost of one, more pizza? Show your work / 

(Bpts.) r#~~ ;~1P' t>qj_]~"f·lw<l~cu,t'" ~ 
____,..,,....,,...-=~·~::,,.· ~-====~· . - ~ . ·. . 0 ~O ""L:~'-l 

~ \.C(I=' ij:0·'() ai _, 0''" . v~ ·" /:.-• 
_q _q7,N~ G .... 0\,J15 

\ _, 5 --- -: - ,. - ... ~ I 
$-- t ' v 

b. ff the economy is at point C, what is the co~t of one more .robot? Show your work 

Product A B I/() D E I , 

Pizza 0 1 . - 2 3 4 
·.,·:.;. 

i 
(hundred 
thousands) 
Robots 10 8 s 1 0 . 
{thousands) 

.. 

.· ... _p,~· @y,,...) 
1. Given the following production possibil.ities table: G' 

PRODUCTION ALTERNATIVES o / 

P.L\RT Ii: (40 pts.} 



~~ 

. \ '- :r· ---~~~0_!, -"',y-=-ct....:.....-,1 ,-----~"({ 

ti\~~\ c:t c/i <Q G- _ ... 
e. Demand_increases and supply increases~ 

Price:. \_../0~~~ LD'{\~~\ / 
Quant1ty:-!lf«<'o'<<;~/ "" 'j 

. ·,/ ~- 

~\~l\) 4~ «(~ ~ 
d. Demand decr~_a,ses and supply decreases~ / .. · ( 

#' "L') 

c. Demand increases and supply decreases 

Pr;ce: \v\(\lf1!].S,e> y· 
Quantity: \.,l\J\CA,:\c.1. f'v•, /' 

/ 

b. Demand increases and supply decreases 

Price: d~ "'·-{"-.dee;,.¥, / _ _,,.,.. 
. v 

Quantity: \ !., \I'-..C~0o..f:,f\ _,..,. 

G-/"/ 



/True) False <.: 

True @ /. r:~® 
b. A ~~ive cross elastflit coefficient means the two goods are 

c p ementary goods: - 

True ~,;, / 
~ /[-8 

c. A negativeincome elasticltv coefficient means the good is an inferior good. 

....._,,, 

4. True or False; circle the correct answer ( 3 pts. each) tq .\ £ ~6 ~ 
a. A cr~~~stidt~ coeff!E_ient_ of zero suggests that the two goods are 

substitute goods. 
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20. 

::: ~-75?1-· 
_Cd_) _ ~~~~~/~~ 

(b) (c) 
···--------------·--- 

19. -~--(a_) --------· 2t -----·--~2_ _ 
ht' (b) (c) 

----L~-----··------------------------ 

18. 
... ·----·-------------·-·------·-·----------------~~----- - 

(a) 

(a) 16. 

- (a) 14. (d) (c) (b) 

(a) 15. 

(a) 13. 

(a) 12. 

(a) 11. 

(a) 9. 

(e) (d) 8. 
--·-~------·------------~-··--~··-·-···-- 

)( , (b) (c) 
------- ·----------·-··-· 

(b) (: .I (d) (e) r0 
~~-: __ --= ca_) ===·--------~~-=--- --w---·-··---(aj-----~------------··---···-···--· 

-· --- ··-- - ··--·--------·-" .. ~------·---····- 
)t~ (c) (d) . (e) 

------~------·-·- - -·-·-··---~--·-----------------------~----··----·--·----··----------------- 
. (b) (c) )( (e) 

--- (~----·--x_--------·- (d) ce) ---------------·---- 

·--------- ------·----------··-··------ 

------- 

(d) (c) (b) (a) rt r , 

(e) 
~-· -~-----(a)--·~··=- ====(b=)=======·::::".:~=-==·=· :s:,==== (=d)=====(e=)== 

6.~ ~"'-, (b) (c) (d) 

·------ ----··-···------------------ 
(e) (d) (c) (a) 4. 

(b) 
----------------~----,r-- 

·~ 
--·--------·------------- 

(e) 
___ (c) . ------~ 

(a) 3. 

(e) (d) (c) 2. 

(e) (c) (b) 

(b) 

(a) I. 

(e) (d) (b) (a) Q. 

Put mark (X) on the letter that corresponds to the best answer as in the following example: 
:~\.:ill JWI ~ w; .~WI ~~)II ~ lf~I Li _r-11 L...b (X) , )-.:.1 ~ 

Answer Part I (the multiple-choice questions) here. 

First Hour- Exsm 
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erfectl inel~_s~ic(demand curve? 
---~;;':"""""'""''---::::.==--- ·- ·c:;· a 

4. Which of the above figures represen 
a. Figure 1 

~ Figure2 
c. Figure 3 
d. Figure4 
e. Figure 5 

Figure 5 Figure 4 Figure 3 Figure2 Figure l 

3. Which of following statements is a ufo~~ti~?statement? 
a. The price of vegetables (ul_,~"}Tucre-ases during the month of Ramadan (0~.J ~). 
b. If the price of cheese(~) decreases, the demand for eggs will increase. 
c. _ Other things equal, higher interest rates (0i>Lll .}"---'-"i) reduce the total amount of borrowing (t,0lji~:ll). 

(,C!'J We should boycott (e:blii) Israeli products to encourage(~) local products (:\2l- .IJ G~I). - 
-e--. According to the law of demand, the increase in tuition (~l;Ji f>"-'--".J) 'Nil! cause a decrease in the number of 

students attending universities (ubW! l)"-J;). 

-: 

PART I: Multiple-choice questions (50 points). 
Circle the best answer for each of the following questions: 

~- -- <"'<;;:i C~in ~C""I :.,I 
1. The econo~r..Q.,bJ~ concerned with(---!~) - ; 

a. how soci~ty uses its unlimited resources to s"itiSfy its unlimited wants. 
b. how society uses its unlimited resources to satisfy its limited wants. 
c. how society uses its limited resources to satisfy its limited wants. 

~ how society uses its limited resources to satisfy its unlimited wants. 
e. - ~ow to get a good grade in your economic courses. - ~" l . 

o)iJ2) I -- ~ I &' 
2. The .rnoi:i-ey 6e of Miss Amal has increased last month. She now buys more o£_p~~~~1md l~ss of produc(i} 

Assuming other things remain unchanged, it can be concluded (~) that · 
~ Product X is a normal good and product Y is an inferior good.k 
'-b~ Product Y is a normal good and product X is an inferior good. 

c. Products X and Y are substitute goods. 
d. Products X and Y are complementary goods. 
e. Products X and Y are independent goods. 

Dr. Riyad Musa (Section 4) 

Miss. Shireen Al Basha (Section J) 
Dr. Mohamed Nasr (Section 2 

's. a 1, ton 3 

Economics 131 
First Semester 201412015 

Section No.: ":) 

1 ---., 0 r" Student No.: I_ <<1 I>";) 0 _ _,,,,....,. Student Name: 

First Hour Exam 

B.!RZEIT Ul'JIVfl?.SITY 
!ECONOMICS IJEPART!\iiEMT 

. '. - ..... __ .._., ...... _,...,_., ... , 
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e A'\) . 

~QsC: 
---:1:---.--'p-\--'--) 

~ 

Which of the following wit cause 

- 0.1·1 --;·;; C\>t .;:; .;.,i__..,- C.\/L~ 
12. Suppose Tea and Coffee are substitutes, while Tea and Sugar are complements. 

(t} '. '!'"~J) the demand for Tea to decrease? 
a. An increase in the cq~t ·of1Pi:gsuci1igTcl. 
b. An increase in the priceoITea. x_ 
c. An increase in the price of Coffee. '/.. 

~ An increase in the&fr&-ofSugar. i> 
e. An increase in con.Sume1)n~omes. x 

~-· •. ::.::•h••·::.:_·- 

···-~ ... d. resources are scarce. 
e. resources are not scarce. 

/(\' 
0. <: I 

\ r 

Pf· 

5. If the sgp,pJy and. demand curves for a product both decrease, we can say that: 
a. both equilibriumquantity and equilibrium price must decrease. 
b. both equilibrium quantity and equilibrium price must increase. 

{f? equilibrium quantity must decrease, but ~~uil_ibrium pr~ce may e~th~r r~ fa_!!L9_r re~J!..~.h.~!lg~~· 
d. equilibrium price must decrease, but equilibrium quantity may either nse, fall, or remain unchanged. 
e. equilibrium price must increase, but equilibrium quantity may either rise, fall, or remain unchanged. 

6. (~wouid increase if/. T~I ~ r ~ q 
~Pri:ceiTsesand demand is inelastic. V. ...-r-0 rr1. r·t e.b s I- i C' 

b. ~·Price falls and demand is inelastic. · 1 1" 
. ; ' c. Price rises and demand is elastic. V 

d. Price falls and demand is unitary elastic. 
e. Price rises and demand is unitary elastic. 

. p, p.c_ ... ~~ (Jwi)by 
7. In terms of a production-possibilities curve(;ggnOm!~ .. E;r?wt~ay be represented . 

a. a point inside the production-possibilities curve.---'-'"" 
b. a point on the production-possibilities curve. 
c. a point outside the production-possibilities curve. 
d. a shift of the production-possibilities curve to the left. 
~\ a shift of the production-possibilities curve to the right. 
~ - ~~ . 

!?~ 
8. ~~th~_gr,:i~CJ{ cheese ~s .~ifto increase in the future, this will 

<fJ)'> increase the demand for cheese now 
b. decrease the demand for cheese now 
c. increase the quantity demanded now 
d. decrease the quantity demanded now 
e. make cheese a11. inferior good 

~QW11ich of following statement~ applies (~ ~).to ~cono_mi~s? 
· a. · The une~~nt rate (:U\.h,ill J~) m Palestme exceeded (JJ4W) 25 percent last year. 

/, ~~- National inc¥e (c,,-"~l ~.ill) in Pa~lestine has de_crea~ed sha~ly duri~g th~ last !e_w ~e~rs. . . 
{(J;) Bad weather (ts.:i_;l! ~l) m Palestine caused (<F- ~)the pnce of olive o~l (0Y:!)I '-Y.J) to mcrease this year. 

d. In Jordan, average price level (infia~~rate ~I J.l:-o) did not change much this year. 
e. High interest rate (~..iJLill y..u:) caused private investment to drop sharply ( ..ik. ~ ~). 

if' ttd st- J, 
10. Ifthe~Clfihirts increased by 50%, then 

a. the demand curve for shirts-.,;,,iil shift to right, but the supply curve will not shift 
b. the demand curve for shirts will shift to left, but the supply curve will not shift 
c. the demand curve for shifts will shift to right and the supply curve will shift to left at the same time 
d. the demand curve for shifts will shift to left and the supply curve will shift to right at the same time 

c:))1either the_ demand curve nor the sup?.ly curve will shift 
(P, '\ C r L_s; 

11. A prod;.rction-Q_~ve is bowed out (concave) from the origin because 
a. the economy is growing over time 

@ of the law of increasing costs. 
c. the economy is not producing efficiently. 
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1 f !{J 0 

Higher prices cause demand to fall. 

19. In the circular flow model, 
· a. households are buyers of resources. 

~ .bus9es.ses are sellers of final products. 
c. households are sellers of final products. 
d. both businesses and households are sellers offinal products. 
e. both businesses and households are buyers of resources. l\ . 

/;.6-:; Consider the following statement: "Deman~~creases, causing prices to rise. 
.._/ Therefore prices fall back to their original levels ~~11.AI~ .)! ...>1......u\11 .iy.:i" 

@This statement is correct('~) always. 
b. This statement is correct only if demand is inelastic. 
c. This statement is correct only if demand is elastic. 
<l..,......:i:his statement is wrong because when demand increases, prices do not rise. 

( £ J1is statement is wrong because when prices rise, demand does not fall v ' - .,., --/ 
~v ~~, 

c. zero 
d. infinity (~4-i 'l L.) 
e. can be negative, positive, or zero 

77 
(I3\:vhich of the following is a~esomce in economics? 

a. a tractor ()fl.. '..JJ~ly) used by a farmer. 
,,.)2. seeds planted by a farmer (t:_)y.l! 4-uifa. c.?11 )~I) 

(() natural gas ( ... -;.'Lll jl.:Jl)X . . 
'a:. a building used by a farmer to store (L.B_?.:j) seeds ()¥1) 

e. pipes c~1.}']f:µsed to transnort (J21) natural gas from one country to another. 
•• <· / b'.Q 'l' ·--·----==-- 

;'\~' ,( 

18. T~e cro~- elasticit{oI d~andbe~feii1€"~~5:ol;-;,g. Coca-Cola is 
~ pos1t1:e - · 
Li( negative 

-(ii) Which of the following is NOT a characteristic (u.a-iL.a.=..) of~~? 
a. Private property ofresources. ~ . · 

@ Government ownership of the major industries (~JI c:.kc.l.i..=.ll). 
c. Freedom of enterprises and choices.z->:" 
d. Competition in product and resource markets. L>: 

~ Price mechanism in achieving (J_;.....a}I) society's _goals. 
~ .-,../~ 

16. For~s .1. ~ _, 
a. price elasticity of demand is positive ~ 
b. income elasticity of demand is positive)<_ 
c. cross elasticity of demand is positive -x 

~ income elasticity of demand is negative 
e. · cross elasticity of demand is negative 

'::;:;. -.-·· -/ 
- 3 ,.~ t' • · ~ •· •ty tf; §~ gl _,.for freezers is equal to LI. then a l 0% increase in price of freezers will cause the quantity 1 . n iie ~eiaSLICl __ o . supp ':( • ·, - . 

·supplied 'to 
a., increase by 0 .25% 
b. increase by 2.5% 

increase by 40% 
decrease by 2.5% 

e. decrease by 40% . or ~-·-·- 
. 14. The demand for a product is more elastic/· • 

a. ifthere are few or no clo~ubstitutes for the product. ';/...__ 
b. if it represents small proportion Ls=« "..?.-) of consumer's budget .. 1\ 

c. if it is a necessary product. X 
d. if its price is very low. ·''''·--:··. @ in the I'.:!:~- compared (4-;_J~:.}"with the short run. 



(l5"-" ~f ihJ.. &;c~>· ct) ~ (6 v23<.A/',.er ') o ""J .s 

a.J <G~ 

;: 
s-: 

.~· 
- ··-~: 

c.,ic_ 
c. If the economy is producing at production alternative (B) in the above table, what is the opportunity cost an extra unit 

(~l.....D} o.b.3) of cons~mergcro;-asrS"flOW) your calculations! ··5· e: ·J 
[J/• .- ~· ~ G·~;{'f cJ. 9cccYW \ '? U J ·1 ' 

·'-- _.., ' ~ .-- .:::>"'~ t I -l I r-, ·_,,J ·i 1 
~ ~ .15 ~ I -==-~. J ,_... J ,..'f-.:.'-...... (v.n ··'-.s _,.. ~"'! ·c.A f_;::;:, G;;,?\_>"f;../""1e; SJ '-'CCI - ~~ n ~~- ~! 

f '2.,,, i...D 3 e O _/ C• 6=c-) J t..J<= "._,.;I/ (0uec 
~ ~ ~ 7 

"' "Cl a . L&;' -.~ 
o ·:> ~11r / 1..- ·i c;; )01r~-'<~ . 
~261 ~ 
~ '10·' Jr _, ''>-'IE 
.:: . I'.. o iSru·--1~+---1--1--+~~T!--t-c=l-~!--~ 
o .I a •. 1 ~.··s1) ~I-· --- - - - ~·1r ~"'< 

-f-1-~~ 71 ~, s.-0 \ 
~apital Good ~ 

a. Draw the production possibilities curve (PPC) for this country on the graph above. 
,.c. 8.C. 

b. ~f.the economy is producing at producJion altem~tiv~)n the above table, what is the opp_~E~.nity cost an extra unit 
("-:!Sl....D] o.b..J) of capital goods? Show your calculations! . · 

0' c ~I b> 4m5l.-J.N\.e(° j~S, --= 11 ~ ~ z. t.)i ) ......- I -~ / l- 6 ... _ J G,.n .s1.-_,1P1. er . · Jj . , ,_.. . .--- O _ _ l-{..nil::s 0 
a-...:/'-.....f\'\.. II -------- ~ -- ~.,./"' /_ !_.n . ..-,(t' I '3'-'=0\ J . _ rJ , ,,. r' (\ u:i..SS<'= <;: 

"] 3 ,- '(._ o J ~ y 5·y3 aoo:-d ;,-J<- w' 

L/~__/ .. 

Capital Consumer 
Alternatives Goods Goods 

A 5 0 
(['~ 4 (1Q:,:z 

?JC 3 18 {L 
\-(Q_.:> 2 24 

E 1 28 
F 0 30 

PART II: Essay questions (50 points) 
-/.~·--:. ?,,, """' ~~ --r- "\ 

-, 
Answer the following questions in the space provided. SHOW YOUR "WORK! ·,·.. .) 

~ (25 points) . - .r ~ 

. ·P,1711 ~. / 
Answer the next questions on the basis of the data given in the following production possibilities t~ country: 
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o The equilibrium quantity of chickens: °"'' ere"" re , . ...- 
Show this effect on the ABOVE l!"raph (label the new curves~ S') 

0 
~l rn 2!'))) :rn 40 so ~1 1'0 sI) 90. 100 '" 120 no 

~ -~ ~ ~.-71'"'cire.~'> _'•" ~ . 

a_ What is the equilibrium quantitYI ~~ and p~ce? ~·Y··· · 
b. Suppose that government imposed ~A~¥'~~g of20 dollars, would there be~ or a surplus at this 

price? Why? How much is the size ofthis shortage or surplus? (Show your calculation) 

S~~ f~je-- \';)c ~se i~11 ~i ~J _ d~osJ > .j:-tuVV1Hf--G? 'Sw££-~->-- 

e\o, Si'Z.t "'\ \-\o:.; d<>d<>-g<' ~ 0, ~ 9. zz: (&o~,;;; iz: ·· 6C ~s , 
fc;-1 r _;, P, r~ 

c. Calculate the midpoint price dasticitv of suoply when the price ranges (c..i'fa) between $20 and $25~ (Show your 
calculation) Is supply elastic, inelastic or unit elastic in this price range? Why? -t.6 Lfc, 3 

E' .-- )1, D(f r.• I ( -'(' -· 2 J 4 -~- s ,- ~- a: '-3.l'I._ - ct I ·-" P,, _;,- e. i 'l.'· 'loci. ......, ~5 -t- (9 - ~~. 'l.L (!b '\ 
~D t<' c: - v v - - - -= I ·T f.?- . ~.I 

/ y;,, . q'?...-!-C\\ --t - -Yv -f-Z~,..... '2 5 - 2o - ~-ct t-• --~~ 

---- P2 -- P, , · Pi ~. ::::. f5l -\ ) 
d. Calculate the midpoint price elasticity of demand when the price ranges (c:::..ilfa) between $25 and $1). (Show your ,./ 

calculation) Is demand elastic, inelastic or unit elastic in this price range? Why? -r cro __,// 
).' /?. -ro . 
,,; i -=- /, D Lfd ( Q -- Q I (n o {' . ~· · - 

01 ~ -::::: _l-- \ -.,,'f' ~~? -'l-- ~ \ \ _ CJo- ;fo_ ·l ';:;#' __ ,__ S _ f.ZP ( '40) 
-: r> fx _ c~ -r G>, ' - P"7 ~ p1 ) ~ . q b ~-:t-? .:::-_1-::;·~ 25- .\ - tlto- r =~1u _/··· 

.: -- ' - \ ~··Sf~-~ 
e. Suppose the government decided to give~~(r=.i ,A..;~"'-4) to farmers who raise (c,r.Y-)~kens. What is the likely 

effect of this subsidy on the market for chickens? (Write: increase, decrease, or no change). 

. ---- 
0 The demand of chickens: fto /'A1t~lt~ _ 

e The supply of chickens: ; (\cc eei.. <_;~/· 
0 The equilibrium price of chickens: _de C rf'-'il (~ 

GJ : (15• points) /~ \ 
. . . / /)) ') J 

C~~-sider the following market demand aff supply cJ(v~-fo'r Chickens/Quantities are in tons and prices in dollars. 
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